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THE
More
Mileage
Strip

"Going to Work !"

"I've got Diamond Safety Tread
Tires and you can't beat them"
It's the tire on which you must depend for quick turns,
speeding over slippery paving, crossing car tracks and to
meet the unexpected emergencies that confront you daily
as a motorcycle rider.
So you cannot be too caréful in the selection of the tires upon which your
safety and easy riding comfort depend. That's why you should take
advantage of the Safety and "More Mileage" features of

Diamond Safety Tread
(Squeegee)

Motorcycle Tires
- made of Vitalized Rubber-with Pei -feet 3Point Rim Contact

You can now get for your motorcycle the same identical tire that has
solved the skid and mileage problem for automobilists.

The More Mileage Strip" of the Safety Tread tire is

another exclusive Diamond feature that should appeal to
the motorcyclist.

So this time buy Diamond Vitalized Rubber Motorcycle Tires-
you can get them to fit your rims from

.diamond Dealers Everywhere
Ask your nearest dealer for new Diamond lllotorcycle Tirc Catalog.

For our Mutual Advantage mention l'upular Electricity when writing to AdvertiNers.
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How Electricity
shortens the road

to Efficiency
"A road made smoother is a road made shorter,"

mid an old engineer.
This is a pretty good text for a word about the way

electricity is shortening the road to that great modern
goal-Efficiency. That text applies to store and office
as well as to factory, machine shop or distribution room.

The steel industry offers a practical illustration.
Growth means greater needs -need for bigger tonnage
output, for lower productioncosts, for more efficient
and more eéonomical methods with an absolute con-
tinuity of process. It was these needs that linked steel
and electricity. It was electricity that played a fore-
most part in accomplishing that high industrial efficiency
that has given the steel industry its world -fame.

Allied industries have felt the same impulse, and
what has happened to construction work, mining,
ship, car and engine building, is happening in count-
less lines of industry throughout the country. Elec-
tricity has raised efficiency in the fundamental branches
of production, such as lumber, mining, cement and
brick laying; textiles, paper, etc., and in the vital
manufacturing lines such as clothing, food products,
shoes, soap, automobiles, household goods, office
equipment, etc.

In other -words, the application of efficiency princi-
ples led straight to electrification.

To take 'the. textile field as another
example, the leading textile mills have found
it a competitive necessity and a direct
economy to use electricity in subdividing
power units, in answering the need for
clear overhead space unobstructed by shaft-
ing and belting, and in using power sources
most economically.

In paper making, the facility with which
electricity could accomplish motor drive and
lighting made it a natural resource for regular
power as well as for supplementary lighting

The Guarantee
of Excellence on
Goods Electrical

and emergency power generation. With wired power
the mill proper need not adjoin water supply but
could be located at such distance as might be demanded
by shipping facilities and labor requirements. By
such separation it often became possible to select the
best wkterfall instead of second or third best or to
combine the power of several. -

Not only has electricity made it easy for cereal
companies to improve their output by regularity in the
speed of machines, but the cleanliness of electricity,
eliminating unsightly belts and dripping oil cups, has
made it possible to give plants a tidiness and attrac-
tiveness that naturally led to the show -place plan for
daily visitors. The visitor to the great bake shop, the
towering sugar refinery or the newspaper press room
sees in all these strictly modern displays of productive
efficiency the results of.slectrical help. The visitor
not guess the advantages of_ the speed control, or -
the wide econom?es of operation in electrically -run
machinery, but the actual cleanliness of the modern
way gives an impression of efficiency that has a selling
power in itself.

The reduction in insurance rates, which often fol.,
lows as a matter of course, the cleanliness which does
so much for the acceleration of production, the immense

increase of direct productive power through
both machines and men-these are great fac-
tors that have linked electricity -and efficiency
in the modern industrial world.

If you have a problem to be solved, take
it up today with your electric power and
light company, or with any General Electric
Company dealer o agent in your vicinity. You
will find them more than glad to co-operate
with you, and no matter how complex your
problem may be, they have at their command
the service of any part of our organization

a that may be most helpful to them or to you.

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
Atlanta. Ga. Chicago, Ill. Largest Electrical Manufacturer New Orleans. La. San Francisco, Cal.
Baltimore,Md. Cincinnati, Ohio New York, N. Y. St. Louis, Mo.in the WorldBirmingham, Ala. Cleveland, Ohio Omaha. Neb. Schenectady. N. Y.

Ise, Idaho Columbus. Ohio Indianapolis, Ind. Louisville. Ky. Philadelphia. Pa. Seattle, Wash.
ston, Mass. ' Davenport, Iowa ]Jacksonville, Fla. Matoon, Ill. Pittsburg, Pa. Spokane, Wash.

uffalo, N. Y. - Dayton, Ohio Ioplin, Mo. Memphis, Tean, Portland, Ore. Springfield, Mass.
utte, Mont. Denver. Colo. t ,ee KKansas City. Mo. Milwaukee, Wis . Providence, R. I. Syracuse N. Y.
harleston, W. Va. Detroit Mich.o%se.l Keokuk, Iowa Minneapolis, Minn. Richmond, Va. oledo.Ohio
harlotte, N. C. Elmira, N. Y. Knoxville, Tenn. Nashville, Tenn, Rochester, N. Y. Washington, D.C.
hattanooga. Tenn, Erie, Pa Los Angeles,Cal. New Haven, Conn. Salt Lake City. Utah Youngstown. Ohio

Foe Texas, Oklahoma and Arizona business refer to Southwest Genera Electric'Co., (formerly Hobson Electric Co. /*Dallas, El Paso, Houston and Oklahoma City
For Canadian business refer to Canadian General Electric Company, Lt' d, Toronto, Ont.
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The Electric Ig-
nition Subject of
this course alone
is worth $12.00.

WOULD YOU
GIVE $12 to

be a First -Class
Auto Mechanician
If we PROVE to you

that we have started
hundreds of others into the repair business

and as chaaffenrs-who had no prey i ous
experience and who knew no more

about an auto than you do right now
will you earoa7-of course you would.

Now the next thing for you to do is to
write me just as quick as possible and let

me prove it.
Have just overhauled a car with great success.

People told me a person could not learn by mail
and 1 it ill admit that It did have me guessing when I first read
your ad. but I am now convinced. The Working Models and
the Charts, etc., make it ~tier to learn by your system than any
other way. E.A. TUCKER, Charlotte, Mich.

ANEW OFTEACHING
BY MAILHERE IS THE DYKE wlrn _

NEW IDEA SYSTEM L.

-it's easy to learn WORKING MODELS:
arnns.tuaisinnr-

N$ WRITE TODAY for Details of
EmploymentPlan and this FREE BOOK
It is instructive and interesting-does not cost you
a cent and places you under no obligations whatever
-You need it for your own sake, not mine. Don't
unit-there is no profit in wafting-WRITE NOW and
learn how you can obtain all this training for only
$12, if you act immediately.

st 20 1St
AUTO

suslNfaS

worm

DYKE'S CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLOF MOTORING
BOX 2, Roe Building, ST. LOUIS, MO.

WARNINGrMr. Dyke is the Originator and Inventor (Patent
applied for of the Working Model System for Teaching by
ID ail. If of ere claim to give real models-have them prove ft.

ACOURSEOF DRUGLESS HEALINGLESSONS IN

FREE (Mechano-Therapy)
Not one cent to pay, either now or later-no obli-
gation- Just your simple request brings you thissi~ valuable course of 62 Lessons by return mail. without ass,

y If You Want to Earn $2.500 to $6,000 a Year
-ft you want an established profession that is remarkably
rofitable - then send for the free course and see what Drug.

e Healing has to offer YOU. Remember-This Offer la
thmired! Writo NOW for FREE Course of Lessons. Get

e facts. . ,nd postal or letter right - y,

II Dept.
COLLEGE OF MECHANO

Dept. bis 81 W. Randolph St. CHICAGO, ILL
THERAPY

Í

COPY THIS SKETCH
and let me see shat you tan do with it. You can
earn $20.00 to $125.00 or more per week. ag illustrator
or cartoonist. My practical system of personal i nit-
s idual lessons by mail will develop your talent.
Fifteen years successful work for newspapers and
magazines qualifies me to teach you.

Send me your sketch of President Wilson with 6c
in stamps and I will send you a test lesson plate, also
collection of drawings showing possibilities for YOU.

The Landon School of INustratiag
and Cartooning

1451 Schofield Building, Cleveland, O.

We have successful graduates in
nearly every State in the Union.

Easily Learned at Home and in lass
Millions of people believe in drugless heal-

fng-prefer it to medicine. Hence there is*
constantly broadening field everywhere far
Doctors of Chiropractics
The New Drugless Science of Spinal Adjustment ¶j

Capitalize your spare time by learning this pro-
fitable profession. Simplified course, profusely dine.
trated, alsol4 big free charts, and a spinal column-
makes study fascinating, easy to grasp. Your fees
quickly pay for course. Your chance for financial
independence, professional and social recognition.
Write for FREE samplelessons, illustrated catalog,
names and addresses of successful graduates.
National School of Chiropractic, Dept. 16 1553 W. Nadilon Si. Chicago

Drafting Will Promote You!-

Earn $3000 to $5000 a Year

CHIRAsa
Doctor ofN.

CHIROPRACTIC

, These courses will give you the knowledge that means
m -.promotion and big salary: Architectural, Mechanical and

Structural Drafting and Design, Estimating and Con-
tracting, Builders' Courses and Plan Beading.

hJ
1ZAFTIIIG01,

ChicaBechnical

FREE EMPLOYMENT BUREAID. Study at home or in our
college classes. State which. WRITE TO-DAY1

609 Athenaeum Building, Chicago, Illinois

Stob Forgetting!
Good memory is a.<, ute essentia to success.

for memory is power. Be successful-Stop For-
getting! Begin your real training at once.
The Dickson Method of Memory Training

makes you "Forget Proof," develops concentration,
will, self-confidence, quick thought, ready speech
Write today for my free book, "How to Remember"

-faces, names, studies, also how to secure FREE a coy of
my $2.00 DeLuxe book, "How to Speak in Public." Address
Dickson Memory School, 429 Auditorium Bldg., Chicago.

ARMOUR INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
Civil.

Fire Protection Engineering, Architecture and Industrial Arts. All
Courses four years in length, and lead to degree of Bachelor of Science.
Fully equipped Shops and Laboratories. Twentieth annual day ses-
sion begins September 8th. Evening session, October 6th, 1913. Bul-
letins sent on request.
ARMOUR INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, Box 20,Chicago, III

EARN JEWELRY ENGRAVING
IL your own home. Earn $20.00 to $50.00 weekl;. Personal instruc-
trans. Write for free booklet
CHICAGO ENGRAVING SCHOOL, 614 Athenaeum Building- Chicago

EARN TELEGRAPH
Morse or Wireless. Also superior Station Agency -

course. Splendid opportunities. Demand greater than
supply. Graduates assisted. We own and exclusively
occupy two large modern buildings equipped with R. R.
and Western Union Wires and Complete 3000 Marconi Wire -
less Stations. Oldest and largest school-est. 39 years. In-
vestment $25,000. Endorsed by Railroad, Wireless and
Western Union Oli icials. Expert, practical teachers.
Living expenses may lie earned. Tuition low, Easy pay-

ments. Catalog Free.
Dodge's Telegraph, Railway & Wireless Institute
21st Street Valparaiso, Ind.

THE OLDEST AND BEST

Automobile School
Incorporated for $10,000.00. The largest, best equipped and
MOST RELIABLE automobile school in the country. Unlimited
practical instruction on everything pertaining to automobiles.
We guarantee to make a chauffeur, repairman, tester, salesman and dem-
onstrator out of you in a short time or we will Refund Your Money. We have
arranged with several of Detroit's largest factories to employ our graduates.
COME TO DETROIT, the "Automobile Center," and Learn the Business
67 out of every 100 autos in the country are made in Detroit's 35 auto factories

ADDRESS DEPARTMENT PE

MICHIGAN STATE AUTOMOBILE SCHOOL
i 11-17 Selden Ave., Near Woodward, DETROIT

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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O or three years' course of
48 weeks each gives the
full standard course and
saves y"ou a year's time.

School terms open Sept
2, Oct 13, Nov 25,
1913: Jan. 5, Feb. 17,
March 30,May 12, 1914.
New cl a eses formed
each term. Students
advance rapidly.

Electrical Engineering

Highland Park College
There Is a growing demand everywhere for electrical engi-
neers. Electrical machinery is being constructed, electric
car systems need engineers, steam railroads are fastelectrify-
Ing their suburban systems and experts are In demand. Won-
derful opportunities are open to young men who take up this
study. Our graduates are trained to fill big paying positions.
The opportunity for study and actual shop work Is better here
than In almost any other technical school In the country. The
electrical laboratory Is finely equipped. There Is also a shop
for making and repairing apparatus.
Special Short Course, requiring ose year for completion.
Qualifies for positions such as the superintendency of the
smaller electric power and lighting stations. Common school
education Is sufficient to enter. No examinations.
Sub -Freshman Course for those not ready for standard
college work. Students get into shop work at once.
Every aid is given to ambitious students with limited time and
money. The tuition fees are small and living expenses low-
half the Eastern college costs. For catalogue address

GEORGE P. MAGILL, President,
Highland Park

College
Des Moines

TELEGRAPHY TAUGHT
in the bhortcst possible time. The Omnigragh Automatic

Transmitter,smitter combined with standard key
and sounder. Sends you telegraph mes
sages at any speed just as an expen opera.
for would. Five styles. $2 up; circular tree.

OMNIGRAPH MFG. CO.
39 H Cortlandt Street New York

Y. M. C. A. Auto School
7th & Walnut, Cincinnati, Ohio

Gentlemen:-Please send me your catalog telling about
5 weeks course of Repairing. Driving and Lectures,
which you say will fit me for a good position as
Chauffeur or Repairman.

Name

Address.

Railway Mall Clerks
Poslolliee Clerks

City Mail Carriers
4th Class Postmasters

Thousands of appointments coming

14900D"Io $1800.2$1/ar
forLI FE

No "layoffs" without pay, because of strikes, financial
.urries or the whims of some petty boss. Excellent
opportunities for quick advancement to Higher
government Positions. If you want imme-
.:iate appointment, send TOAY for our
<, hedule showing locations and dates
i the coming examinations. Any de -
ay means the loss of just so
much time in preparing
yourself forexamina-
tion. We will
prepare 25
Candidates
Free.

SEND
COUPON
BELOW

FRANKLIN INSTITUTE
Dept. S 1 IS, Rochester, N. Y.

The coupon, filled out as directed, en-
titles the sender to free sample questions ,

a free copy of our beok,"GovernmentPositions
and How to Obtain Them," and to considera-

tion for Free Coaching for the examination here

COUPON
.. R.,i I n ay >túl t lcrk If9e0 to $18001 ..Internal Revenue I $700 to $180 ,¡
..l'..stotlice Clerk [fono to $12001 ..Stenographer 15800 to $15001
..l'ostotñce Carrier [$800 to $13001 ..:th Class Post.

Real lIall Carrier 4500 toI9001 master
.. Bookkeeper If900 to$tsool ..Canadian Govern-
. Customs Positions 19000 to $1500] went Positions

.\.ITress ............................................. .... .... .. .. S II'
Use this before you lo, n. n , ;,.

3

DOUBLE
Your IMcome

Learn a Trade
! E:`i1 We will teach you in a short

time at small expense to
become an expert in Electricity-
Plumbing -Bricklaying-- Mechanica 1
Drawing- Moving Picture Operating.
Demand for skilled men growing

dM every year. We give you actual
- > and practical work to do right in

the school. Experts instruct you-train

F. II,
7

7-±-).,,,,,

\ 5 n t;, be an expert yourself and earn

to $45 aWeek
Earn that amount everywhere.
We will help you start a business
of your own where you can make
$3,000 to $5,000 a year. No prev i-
ous education or training required. Enter
any time: day and night classes; tuition
VERY LOW ; easy payments if desired.

FREE:

All toous
ed
ls an ind mate-

rials taking
Course furnished Absolutely
Free on this special offer.

WRITE TODAY Yóú can
earn $30 to $50 a week at start.
Send post card right away for School
Catalog and full particulars. EverythingL, ,y
sent to you free and prepaid.

f L. L. COOKE, Director
CONE NATIONAL TRADE SCHOOLS\\-..,~11.
51 E. Illinois St. Lltpl ttuzChicago, Ill.

"Oldest and Largest Practical Trade School in America"

For our Mutual tit. :tillage merit Popular ElectrieiIy tupen Isriting to Advertisers.
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Why Don't You Get a
PRACTICAL
ELECTRICAL
EDUCATION
Make sure of steady and --
profitable employment --
by learning electricity in all of
its branches by our thorough and
practical methods under actual
working conditions. This is the
easiest and most interesting way
to learn.

School of Engineering of Milwaukee
has specialized in Electricity for nearly ten
years and you can actually learn by doing.

Every phase of the work is cov-
ed. The following branches are
taught.
Junior Electrician Course
Senior Electrician Course
Telephony
Mechanical and Electrical

Drafting
Telephone, Light and Power

Engineering Complete.

Larger Quarters are Fully Equipped
Due to the large increase of enrollmepts during

the year 1912-1913 we were forced to secure
larger quarters-again as large as we occupied
heretofore. These larger quarters are fully
equipped to meet the requirements of correctly
imparting to the student all branches of this
ever growing Electricity.

New 64 -Page School Catalog Free
Do you really want to make a success in this

world? Then write for this interesting booklet
and see what real education is. It will strike
the keynote to your success. Clip the coupon
right now.

Work During Spare Hours
If you are 21 years of age or over we will

guarantee you a position whereby you can attend
our day classes and work about 4 hours each day
during your spare time. In this way you can
easily earn your living expenses. Write for our
special employment offer.
Write Right Now-Clip the Coupon
School of Engineering of Milwaukee

161-171 Michigan St., Milwaukee. Wis.

Send me without obligations on my part your new
64 -page school catalog and full particulars regarding
your "Spare Time" employment offer.

Name

Do You Like to Draw?
That's all we want to know

We will not give you any grand
prize or a lot of free stuff if you an-
swer this ad. Nor do we claim to make
you rich in a week, But if you are
anxious to develop your talent with a
successful cartoonist, so,you can make
money, send a copy of this picture with 6
cents In stamps for portfolio of car-
toons and sample lesson plate and
let us explain.

THE W. L. EVANS SCHOOL OF CARTOONING
825 Leader Bldg.. Cleveland, Ohio

Artist De Ball of this Magazine was a former pupil.

ELECTRICAL men with training are al-
ways in demand. Having
trained over 2000 young men

In the past 20 years in the fundamentals of Applied Electricity. The
Bliss Electrical Scheel, with its well-equipped shops and labora-
tories, Is peculiarly well qualified to give a condensed course in
Electrical ENGINEERING

tit
For practical young men with limited time. 21st year opens Sept.
24th. Catalogue on request. 22 Takoma Ave., Washington, D. C.

including Mathematics, Steam and Gas En-
gines, MechanicalDrawing, Shop Work, and
Theoretical and Practical Electricity. in all
branches. Students construct dynamos, in-
stall wiring and test efficiency of electrical
machinery. Course, with diploma, complete

t

IN ONE YEAR

TEACH BY MAIL
WRITE FOR MY FREE BOOK

"HOW TO BECOME A GOOD PENMAN"
and beautiful specimens. Your name elegantly
written on a card if you enclose stamp. Write

Address F. NV. Tambtyn, 4:7 leier Ithig., K.111.1, eitr . 1I.,

yEay>WATCHMAKING .tn ENGR:\VING
Earn while learning. Most practical w:.tch school. Indi-
vidual instructions. Graduates in great de mand. Book free.

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF WATCHMAKING
65 E. Van Buren Street Chicago

Jenner Medical College
Oldest and Best Afternoon and Evening School in existence.
You can work in the day time and study medicine at night.
Four years' course. 81st annual session begins September 0.
For catalog-address 1

Dr. J. D. MacKeller, Sec., Box 96, 225 W. Washington St., Chicago, Ill.

CUT
THIS
OUT

MAIL
TODAY

NATIONAL AUTO SCHOOL
June & Reading Rd., Cincinnati, Ohio.

Gentlemen:-Send free booklet telling how I can become
an Expert Chauffeur or Repairman and be placed, at once,
in a GOOD -PA PING position. P. E. s

Name

Address Address ............. ........ .......... .......... ... :......
a+ Fall Term Opens September 2, 1913 F Pay you to cut this out and MAIL TODAY

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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Be the Boss
In the New Profession
Thousands of men needed. The New Profession
that is paying big money wants you and needs you. Here
is your opportunity to get into it. Don't leave your pres-
ent employment. Learn at home during your spare time.

Be a Meter Engineer of ElepctrifceallsionMe
ter Engineering is now in its infancy. The
electrical stations must have Meter Engin-
eers. They are paying big money for them.
Thousands of positions are now open. A
wonderful opportunity for men of all ages.

A M eter$3,000 Job for You El

Eng -
ectricalin

eering is one of the best paying professions
in the industry. Hundreds of men making
$3,000 and more a year. You can do the same.
How would you like to have a $3,000 a yearjob 6 months from now?
Write Today for 40 -page Book Free
Just your name and address on a post card is enough. We will send
you absolutely free and prepaid our new 40 -page book on Electrical
Meter Engineering. Tells all about new profession and special of-
fer we are now making. Write now-immediately-while we are
making this great special reduced price offer. This offer is limited.
FORT WAYNE CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL Dept. 1401 Fort Wayne, lad.

Special
Fora limited time
we are making a
special reduced
priceofferinorder
to induce men to
start the study of
Meter Engineer-
ing right away.
Write for full par-
ticulars at once.

WRITE/r
f!!t{s FREE
BOOK

rfr
IWO

rLCCTeiCi.l 9CN001

"41y'
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Expert Electricians
Make Big Money

You can learn all branches of eléctricity at
* this school-and you will learn them BY

DOING the actual work, step by step, person-
ally guided and coached.

The opportunities open to men who under-
stand electricity and have had technical training
cannot be exaggerated. There is no limit as
to how high you can climb if you have learned
electricity at this school.

WRITE TO -DAY FOR OUR FREE
CATALOG, or come in and inspect the
school at your earliest convenience.

The New York Electrical School
40 West 17th Street, New York

SIZE
20 x 25

INCH

'FREE
$15 Drawing outfit
But you must write at once. Offer expires in30
days. I makethismostexceptionalgreatofferonly
to a limited number of selected students.-Just
think of it! A complete, regular Draftsman's
$15 Working Outfit with high grade Imported
German Silver Set of Instruments - all free.

Be a Draftsman!
Draw $125 to $175 per month at once

Big demand for skilled draftsmen. Calls every day
for men to fill positions paying from $125.00 to $175.00
per month. Many positions paying $75 to $100 per week
always open. Work is light, pleasant and profitable.
Unlimited opportunities for expert draftsmen and
designers. Mail coupon for valuable book. "Successful
Drafting." It explains how you can become a skilled
draftsman in a short time. It's free.

wi)I< uct
Chief Draftsman you peilt rsonastrí

I am Chief Draftsman of a
large and well known company.
I will instruct you personally-
give you just the kind of train-
sne you need to enable you to get
one of the big jobs. At thistime
I can accommodate a few more
men. If you write me at one*
I will send you my book.  Sue.
easeful Drafing," with full
particulars-all free. Bat you most
write to me - or send etapoa now.

I Guarantee
To instruct you until
competent and placed
in a position at a regu-
lar salary, paying
from $125.00 to
8175.00 per month
and furnish you free
015 Working Outfit
at once.

Earn While Learning
You can start as soon as you enroll, ,W g
making $5 to $10 per day, working FREE

Mail Free Coupon Now
*Outfit Coupon

I will send my new boo Success- / Chief Draftsman:
fal Draftsmanship" if you write Engineer's
at once. absolutely free-also Equipment Co.
particulars about my offer to ' Div. 1402 Chicago. 1La few ambitious men who
want to make from $2.500 Without any obligation on me,
to $5.000 a year. No obit- / please mail yourbook "Success.
got ono whatever on you ful Draftsmanshipand full
in sending the coupon. particulars of your iberal "PChetier-' sonal Instruction" offer to a few

11 students. It is understood that I am

Draftsman / obligated m ne way whatever'

Division 140Z
Engineer's / Name
Equipment
Co. (Inc.)
CHICAGO / Address

ILL.

A

for me at home. Write today.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popul tr Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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DIET DRUGSVERSUS
Indigestible, irritating foods and the retention of their waste matter are the cause of homeliness

(double -thin, dull eyes, bad skin, fagged face, etc.) dullness and disease. The foods which cause
expectoration, catarrh, cough, constipation, tumors, etc., are specified in the booklet. Wrongly
combined foods ferment, cause gas, poison, or kill ; e. g., gastritis, appendicitis, apoplexy, etc.

Drugs never have cured disease, never can and never will cure. No Foods Sold.
Body rebuilt and purified by a suitable diet, free from irritating and indigestible materials.

STRIKING EFFECTS OF DIFFERENT COMBINATIONS OF FOOD
An excess of starchy and fatty combinations of foods make you sluggish; itwill give you dull, splitting headaches, lack of memory and concentration, drowsiness

and inertia. A complete change to "digestible" brainy foods (suitable meat, game,- fishand dairy foods, combined with suitable vegetables and fruits according to the new
brainy diet plan) will produce the most marked improvements in a few weeks.

One dropsical consultant lost 18 pounds of over -weight
in the first week and returned to business.

Another, a thin man, after being out of work nearly a
year through weakness, was restored In three weeks to hard
work as a carpenter at full pay. In such cases the change
from a clojging, death -producing diet to energizing foods
caused a literal transformation.

Another patient, deaf in the right ear, owing to a dis-
charge caused by an excess of mucus -making foods (cream,
butter, cheese, etc.), was completely cured of deafness and
catarrh by taking correct combinations of suitable foods.

A case of kidney and bladder trouble of ten years' stand-
ing was saved from a surgical operation, and the objectiona-
ble discharge cured within ten days, because the loss of con-
trol was due entirely to the constant irritation from certain
irritating foods and drinks.

A chronic sufferer, weighing 415 pounds, reduced over
150 pounds (in public life, under many witnesses), gaining
strength and firmer flesh, and losing rheumatism.

IMPORTANT-Long Personal Experience, Individualized
Advice-During fifteen years of personal experiments, I have
learned to produce In myself the symptoms of various dis-

cas es, each by eating certain wrong foods for a few days or weeks. They are : Rheu-
matism, catarrh, sore thoat, constipation, double chin, swollen glands, kidney trou-
bles, shortness of breath, rough scaly skin, dandruff, sores, boils. pimples, rash.
AND I CAN RESTORE NORMAL HEALTH IN A FEW DAYS BY CORRECT FOODS.

"THE NEW BRAINY DIET SYSTEM" SENT FOR TEN CENTS
Send Addresses of Your Sick Friends to

Ü. H. BRINKLER, Food Expert, Dept. 19-H WASHINGTON, D. C.

DROP US A POST CARD
For our book, catalog and pamphlet, "18 Ways
to Make Money." They are free.
POPULAR ELECTRICITY MAGAZINE, Book Dept.

I WILL MAKE YOU
PROSPEROUS

It you are honest and ambitious write me
today. No matter where you live or what
our occupation, I will teach you the Real

Estate business by mall; appoint you Special
Representative of my Company In your town;
start you In a profitable business of your
own, and help you make big money at once.
Unusual opportunity for men withoutcapital to become independent for life.

Valuable Book and full particulars Free.
toNATIONAL

CO-OPERATIVE REALTY CO.M l41 'garden Building
treat. Washington, D. C.

SOLVENTS

SWEET
IIII,EMEIVTs

Telephone Troubles
HOW TO FIND THEM

By W. H. HYDE
Treats entirely on how to locate and remedy all
telephone troubles. 1913 edition contains special
chapters on phantom circuits and cable troubles
never before published.

Price 25c Postpaid
An invaluable book for repairmen, as well as any-
one who uses telephones on private or rural lines.

56 Pages. Illustrated

POPULAR ELECTRICITY BOOK DEP'T.
350 N. Clark St. Chicago, Illinois

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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This Book Will
Teach You
Practical
Electricity

Twenty chapters of plain, accur-
ate, compact facts about electric-
ity. Written in an easily under-
stood style. it carries you from the fundamental prin-
ciples to where you understand the designing, opera-
tion and care of a dynamo or motor. It is

As Good as a School
for it contains questions and answers on each chapter that
enable you to examine yourself and fix each subject in
your mind as yo,, go along. It tells all about wiring, bat-
teries, lighting systems, and In fact every needful point in
practical electricity. It contains one chapter on electric
automobiles, their construction, care and operation.
Thousands have found It indispensable as

A Handbook for Practical Men
The tables, rules and formulas it contains are Invalu-

able. It has a dictionary of 1500 electrical terms. No
one can stump you If you have this book. 36,000 copws
sold.

Price $2.00 per Copy
and It's sold to you on a money -back guarantee. fiend
82,00 for your copy today with privilege of examination
and return if not fully satisfied.

CLEVELAND ARMATURE WORKS
4732 St. Clair Ave., N. E.

Cleveland, O.
Annulurv,s unid Field tcauod-(ouuuul atore flilt-I.

FREE-Send for This
Large Illustrated Catalogue of

HOME -STUDY Books
ON

Electricity, Engineering, Carpentry,
Building, Painting, Business

Check the subjects you are interested in
and mail it with your name and address.
We will send full particulars by return mail.

.. Elcetrieal Engineering
, tier. Light and Poser Supt.

[ ectrical airing
,,,,'telephone Expert
,...Architect

Building Contractor
, , , , A rehil ectu rnl I)reft,man
,,,,Concrete Engineer

Neehanleal Uraft+man
,,,,Strum Engineer

 lu ltonary Lngb:eer

FREDERICK J.
D 10-1325 Michigan Ave.

....Gas Engine Engineer
,,,, .tntomoblle Neehenirlen
....Bookkeeper

_Plumber
Maxon and Brictlarer
l'arpenter

,...fainter, Signt and 1'nrd It riting
__Lefler N riling
.... Railroading
,,,, Ii utorman

DRAKE & CO.
CHICAGO, ILL.

yStl t 1Q1arl!! ;ty,:.. 4...0,
` ^E r ' o,

$1.25 Handbooks 50C
For

There are twelve of them. They are prac-
tical encyclopedias of the rules, formulas and
other data that you've got to have right off
the bat-that you haven't time to search for
through the ordinary textbooks. They were
compiled and condensed from International
Correspondence Schools' Home Study
Courses. Here's a brief synopsis of one:

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER'S -Mechanics;
Electricity and Magnetism; Dynamos and
Motors; Batteries; Alternating -Current Appa-
ratus; Current Wattmeter Measurements;
Transmission; Electric Lamps; Wiring; Elec-
tric -Car Controllers; First Aid; Contains 414
Pages and 238 Illustrations.

For a limited time we are selling these reg-
ular $1.25 Handbooks for 50c each. They
are 3I X 5¡ inches in size and bound in dur-
able silk cloth. They actually cost more than
we ask. To you they are worth ten times
their cost. Order the books you need
TODA Y. Use the Coupon.

INTERNATIONAL TEXTBOOK COMPANY
Box 1102, Scranton, Pa.

I enclose $ for which please send me the
Handbooks before which I have marked X.

_Electrical Engineer's _Business Man's
_Mechanics' _Building Trades
_Tel. and Telegraph _Bookkeeper's

Steam Engineer's Automobile
_Civil Engineer's _Chemist's;
_Concrete Engineer's _Poultryman's

Name
St. and No.
City State ,p

glir Local Representatives Wanted
in Unoccupied Territory

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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Electrical Engineering
If you wish to earn $3,000 to $5000 per -

year, here is a chance to get your diploma N , \!- )71,/ ; /
at 'home during your spare time. Men in k/
constant demand everywhere. Big salaries ,_ ' 1ó mot' , - =
being paid for competent Electrical Engi- -

neers. -,

The men who get the big jobs are the men who
understand the principles of electricity and their
application.

Our Electrical Course teaches in plain, simple
language and with easy lessons how to install and
operate electrical machinery and appliances.

These lessons in Practical Electricity cover both
Direct and Alternating Currents, high potential and
high frequency currents, and all that is necessary to become a proficient electrical engineer.

The Course completely covers the field,of practical electricity, including power -plant.
work, and covers the following subjects, viz.: Practical Electricity, The Electric Motor,
Practical Mathematics and Electric Wiring.

5G'..uy Comp/del Me did. pm.¡,bd(or .
,...I

4.30...b 7. 6 s.bod of -EwaoW

l. C.a..., 1vM.+1. 9fC .c ..u...., 4. c.... .p .. .,......
.

The

'111K FREE
Ten text -books, handsomelybound, printed

in large, clear type on fine quality of paper
and profuselyillustrated, are furnished free
with this course,

The instruction is made so clear that any
one can undhrttand it, even thdugh he has
but a limited -Education. '

The success of this school is due to the
fact Zltat we give the student only what he
snould-know in order tobecome competent,
and we do not waste his time and effort on
useless matter.

Some of the students have been able to
complete the course in three months. If you
cannot devote much time to study, it will
take a little longer.

Price is Low and the Terms are Easy
Send the coupon and we will write you at once, giving you complete information and a special proposition.
FREECut out and mail the coupon to -day and we will send you FREE THE DYNAMO.

Shows the consecutive steps in the development of the electric generator, with the con-
struction of the modern generator. Fully illustrated in colors and all illustrations keyed, so that an
explanation of each part of same can be seen at a glance. Substantially bound in heavy paper.

i

Please send me the "Dynamo"and full information concerning your course in Electrical Engineering.

Name Street and Number .--

Suite Present Position
3-1'

The Joseph G. Branch School of Engineering
608 South Dearborn Street, Chicago, Illinois

Fur our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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ALTERNATING
CURRENTS

TRANSMISSIoN OF
ELE CTRIC:TY

AND POWER

about the most practical
electrical 1 i b r a r y in the
world, send the coupon
NOW.

The Greatest Electrical
Library, in the World

The Electrical Engineering Library is part of the International
Library of Technology that cost '$1,500,000 in its original prep-
aration. It contains the knowledge given from the life experience
of some of the best electrical engineering experts in the country,
edited in a style that nineteen years of experience in publishing
home -study textbooks has proved easiest to learn, to remember,
and to apply. There is no other reference work in the world that
so completely meets the needs of the electrician as the Electrical
Engineering Library. The volumes are recommended by the
highest authorities and are used in nearly all the leading univer-
sities and colleges. They treat of practical electrical methods,
starting from the simplest problems and comprehensively covering
every branch of the work. Not only can they be used to great
advantage by superintendents, foremen, and engineers as an
authoritative guide in their work, but since they can be so clearly
understood, even by persons having no knowledge of higher
mathematics, they can be used by all classes of electricians that
are desirous of advancing to higher positions. The Electrical
Library contains 17 volumes durably and handsomely bound in
three -fourths red morocco,
stamped and numbered in
gold. The books are printed International Textbook Co.on a high-grade book paper,
and the type is large and Box 1102, Scranton, Pa.

easy to read. Each volume Please send, without further obligation to me,

is 6 b 9 inches in size. If
full particulars in regard to your Library of Tech -

y nology, with special reference to the Electrical
you wish to know more Library.

Namesf. d Na
city Stare

For our Mutual .Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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A Complete Course
In Applied Electricity

Covering every line of electrical
work as taught in the Armour
Institute of Technology, an in-
stitution of world wide fame,

Practical Applied Electricity
is the outgrowth of actual work combined
with classroom experience. The author is
Associate Professor of Electrical Engineer-
ing at the Armour Institute of Technology.
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The problems which confront these students are embodied in this book-one reason for
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detailed drawings have been made under the personal supervision of the author. In plain
words, this book contains the experience of a large number of ambitious electrical workers,
gathered together by a recognized authority on the subject.
The language is so plain, and the mathematics so simple that no one can fail to understand. Questions
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Magnetic Properties of Various Materials: Magnetic_ Calcuta- Moore Tube. Mercury Va wr Lamp: Electrical Wiring: Cal -
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Motors; Fundamental Principle: Various 'types and Their Quantities Involved: Series and Divided Circuits; Measure -
Application to Differ ent Rinds of Work: `tutor Speed (.'on trot; meats of Power: Alternating Current Generators and Motors;
Variable Speed Motors; Railway Motors; Elevator Motors, lio,uscitatl uu; Numerous Miscel lauro us Reference Tablee.

450 PAGES 323 ILLUSTRATIONS
BLACK FLEXIBLE LEATHER BINDING Price $2.00 Postpaid

Examination Offer-sent' in your order today, and if after looking over this book you find that
it is not what you desire, we will refund your money upon its return to us.
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the growth of
á small investment

If you should buy ten shares of Commonwealth Edison Com-
pany stock, save the dividends as received and buy more shares
as often as the accumulated dividends would permit, you would
own twenty shares in about 15 years. If you continued to rein-
vest the dividends, you would own fifty shares in about 34 years.
Your original ten shares would, without your investing another
dollar, grow to twenty shares in 15 years and to fifty shares in
34 years. -

New issues of stock at par
It has long been the policy of the Company to issue, from time to t:me,

new stock at par ($100) to its stockholders. The stock is now quoted about
128. The Commonwealth Edison Company enjoys a world wide reputation
for good management, and have never in the last 25 years failed to pay a
dividend. Their franchise runs to 1947; they have over 200,000 customers
and last year paid $1,114,000.00 in taxes and municipal compensation. These
shares are considered an exceptionally safe investment and, can always be
turned into cash.
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Welding with the Eled ric Arc

The picture upon the front cover of
this issue is not an artist's conception
but a real picture into which the artist
has wrought the colors -a machine, a
tool, an operator and a defective casting
that came from the foundry with blow-
holes, cracks or other defects rendering
it valueless for the purpose made unless
these defects are remedied.

Welding by electricity, or arc welding,
is not a patching or doctoring process in
results. The defective casting is placed
upon a steel plate supported by two
wooden blocks. One wire from the ma -

No. 4

chine, which is built to give heavy cur-
rent, connects to the plate. The other
wire passes through a handle held by
the operator, whose eyes are shielded
from the blinding light, and is attached
to a carbon rod.

In operation, the tip of the carbon is
applied on and around the defective point
of the casting. The arc melts the metal
about it and the defective area is really
cast again. But this is not all. While
the carbon tip is pressing the casting, a
wire of soft steel is thrust into the arc
and molten metal. This wire melts in
much the same way as would an icicle
pressed against the top of a red-hot stove,

MAKING REPAIRS WITH THE ELECTRIC WELDER
357
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blends with the casting metal and fills up
the blowhole or crack and the weld is
finished by hammering it while cooling.

Submarine Signaling
In 1826 we find a record that two

scientists, Calladon and Sturm wanted to
find the velocity of sound in water so they
submerged a bell and struck it with a
hammer and listened for the sound by
placing one end of a common ear trumpet
in the water, holding the other end to the
ear. Perhaps they knew or had read of a
Scotch scientist who, it is said, in 1767
stuck his head into the water of a lake
near Glasgow and heard the ringing of a
large hand bell submerged 1200 feet away.

This idea, though simple, was not
developed commercially until recently.

Apparatus is now made such that boats
equipped can pick up the sound of a sub-.
merged bell and determine the direction
from which the sound is coming.

On each side of the ship, near the bow,
and well below the waterline, is a small
cast iron tank filled with water, in which
hang two microphones. The distance of
the tank from the stem varies from 20 to
150 feet, according to the shape and size
of the ship. Each microphone is electri-
cally connected with an indicator box in
the pilot house or chart room. The bell
sound, coming through the water, passes
through the skin of the ship, enters the
water in the tank and is picked up by the
microphones, which in turn transmit it
to the indicator box. Switches in the in-
dicator box enable the observer to listen
alternately to the sound picked up by the

AS SINKING LINER WOULD UTILIZE THE SUBMARINE SIGNAL TO SUMMON AID
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port and the starboard microphones and
to determine by the loudness of the tone
on which side the bell is ringing. In order
to get the exact direction from which the
sound is coming, the ship is swung
toward the side on which the sound is
louder, and when it is equally loud on
both sides, the ship is pointing directly
at the bell.

The bell may be operated by com-
pressed air, by automatic mechanism, by
hand or by electricity. With bells sub-
merged off coasts where lighthouses are
necessary and with vessels carrying bells
and receiving equipment, a range of from
five to fifteen miles has already been
secured between vessels and between
coast bells and vessels. That submarine
signaling will do much to diminish ship-
wrecks and collisions is a fair prediction.

How the Deaf are Taught Tone
Values -

Monotony in the speech of the deaf is
generally noticeable and to overcome
this a device called the strobilion is now
used to teach the deaf how to regulate
the voice tones.

The strobilion embodies a disk con-
sisting of fifteen rings of alternating white
and black spaces. The inner ring has
eight white spaces, the next has nine, etc.
The entire series is 8, 9, 10, 1033 , 12, 13i3,
15, 16, 18, 20, 21, 24, 26/, 30, 32.
These numbers correspond to the rela-
tions of vibrations in the diatonic scale.
Thus, if "do" is a note having eight vi-
brations a second, "re, " will have nine,
"mi" will have ten, etc.

In front of the disk there is a scale
marked with the syllables "do, re, mi,"
etc., opposite the corresponding rings.

.The disk is fixed on the axle of an
electric motor, whose speed can be reg-
lated by a rheostat. When the motor is
set going, the disk revolves and its entire
surface appears an even gray.

The disk is illuminated by a small flame
from a flame box supplied by acetylene.

When a tone is sung into the mouth-

piece of the flame box, the flame vibra-
tion produces a series of flashes of light.
The disk is illuminated as many times a
second as there are vibrations in the tone
sung. Between the illuminations there is
darkness. If the white spaces of any

SPEAKING TO THE STROBILION

ring of the disk are passing the flame at
a rate equal to the number of vibrations
of the tone, that ring will split up into a
series of white and black spaces that ap-
pear to stand still. All of the other rings
will remain gray. The reason for this is
that the eye sees the disk only by flashes.
At one flash of light the white disk of a
certain ring is seen, for example, at the
top. During the darkness 'before the
next flash it moves forward. If the next
flash occursat the moment the next white
space has moved to the top, the eye per-
ceives no movement, and the observer
sees the second white space where the
first was. At the next "-flash the third
white space has moved to the top, and
so on. Consequently the observer sees
a white space at the top and other white
and black spaces around the ring just
the same as if the ring actually stood still.
This will be true only of one ring, namely,
the one whose white spaces move exactly
in agreement with the flashes and conse-
quently with the vibration of the par-
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ticular tone emitted by the voice into
the mouthpiece. Therefore the deaf
person actually sees the effect of his or
her voice.- Volta Review.

Roller Skating Under Power
There is little doubt but that the roller

skate will be the next vehicle to be
operated without the use of man or
animal power. The accompanying pic-
tures show the work of two young New
York City inventors who differ as to
whether a gasoline engine or an electric
battery motor should be used for this
purpose. Each man, therefore, has built
according to his ideas. An examination
of the pictures would seem to convince
one that the electrically propelled skates
would be less cumbersome and unwieldy

than those operated by a gasoline motor.
Both of the inventors have been seen

occasionally on the streets of New York
riding their power skates, their odd
appearance creating no little excitement.

Strong Telephone Work
Recently President Howard Elting,

of the Chicago Association of Commerce,
wanted to get into touch with William
F. Calhoun, who had just landed in New
York after his long journey from China.
Mr. Elting, failing to discover him by
telegraph where it was believed he might
be, placed a call for Mr. Calhoun with the
Chicago Telephone company at 11:27
A.M. The only information afforded
was that the retiring minister to China
had just returned to this country and
presumably had called upon Mr. Bryan,
the secretary of state, at Washington.

With this meager information the
company started to work, finally locating
Mr. Calhoun at Dover, Mass., and a sat-
isfactory conversation was held at 6:14 P.m.

As explained in Chicago Commerce,
this efficient telephone search has the
following history. The call was first
passed to Washington, with instructions
to try to locate Mr. Calhoun in care of
Secretary Bryan. A report was promptly
received that the secretary of state could

IN COMPACTNESS AND POINT OF
WEIGHT THE ELECTRIC SKATE

HAS THE ADVANTAGE
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not be found at his office or residence,
and that his office knew nothing of the
whereabouts of Mr. Calhoun. Chicago
then requested that the New Willard
and Raleigh hotels, Washington, be
tried, in the meantime giving the report
to association headquarters, which then
suggested that possibly some information
concerning Mr. Calhourn could be ob-
tained from a party who resided at Old
Westbury, Long Island. Following this
suggestion, this party was. reached. He
stated that he believed Mr. Calhoun had
gone to spend Sunday with his daughter,
a Mrs. Gray, in Brookline, Mass., but
could not give Mrs. Gray's initials or
address. There are about fifteen Grays
listed in the Brookline directory, so the
association was again called in order to
ascertain if it could furnish the initials or
address. It could not, and then followed
complicated Chicago telephoning to learn
the first name of Mrs. Gray. It was
learned that the next try should be made
on the phone of Mrs. William Gray,
Dedham, Mass.

In the meantime the Washington
exchange had not been idle, and after
trying the Capitol and White House had
reached the Bureau of Far Eastern
Affairs, where it was stated Mr. Calhoun
would probably visit relatives in Ded-
ham, Mass., before going anywhere else.
These two dews coming from different
sources indicated that the search had
narrowed down. In addition, Washing-
ton furnished the name of a man in New
York City who was related to Mr.

p Calhoun and might give information.
At 1:30 P.M. Dedham reported that

Mr. Calhoun had been there but had
gone for an automobile trip. This first
definite information was secured after
two hours' continuous work on the call.
At 2:30 P. M. another report was received
from Dedham to the effect that the
automobile party intended stopping at
a hotel in Dover, Mass., for dinner.

Action was again resumed on the call,
and Dover was reached at 5:30 P.M.,
and a report received that Mr. Calhoun

was registered at the hotel but was out.
Two more attempts were made and at
6:11 P.M. a welcome "Wh" (we have)
was received by the Chicago operator
and connection established.

Riveting the Canal Gates
Rivets by the tens of thousands were

used in the construction of the great
sheet steel gates of the Panama Canal

RIVETING THE CANAL GATES

locks. The glimpse of a small portion of
one of the gates which one obtains from
the picture shows what an endless task
it would have been to set these rivets by
hand. To accomplish the work expe-
ditiously, several specially constructed
electric riveting machines are used to put
in the many thousands of rivets. An
American made 20 horsepower direct
current electric motor furnishes the
power.
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A UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEYOR GAUGING A MONTANA STREAM WITH ELECTRIC
CURRENT METER

What is the volume of the river or
stream with which you are most familiar?
Give a guess as to how many gallons of
water it carries by every second. If you
live in the Far West where water for

HYDROGRAPHERS' GAUGE CAR SUSPEND OVER
THE YAKIMA RIVER IN WASHINGTON

irrigation is the life blood of the land,
your guess will be fairly accurate, but if
you are an Easterner the chances are your
estimate will be wide of the mark. Yet
water is our greatest and most inexhaust-
ible resource, and really the most vital
factor in the development of every sec-
tion. After you have guessed, you can
readily prove it, if the stream is not too
large, in this manner.

First, make soundings across the
stream, say, every ten feet, and from this
compute the number of square feet in the
cross section. Next, to find the speed of
the current, mark off a straight reach of
100 feet and drop a chip near one hank
and then note the time it takes to float
the 100 feet. Repeat this operation for
the opposite bank and again in the middle
of the stream. From these compute the
average flow per second. Multiply this
by the number of square feet in the cross
section and the result will be an approxi-
mation of the cubic feet of water flowing
by each second. A cubic foot equals 7.48
gallons. Thus, for example; a creek 50
feet wide, with an average depth of six
feet, has 300 square feet cross section. Sup-
pose the two chips dropped in near the
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banks each consume 100 seconds in float-
ing .the 100 feet while the center chip
floats the distance in 50 seconds, an
average of 1.333 feet per second. Mul-
tiplied by the 300 square feet of cross
section this gives a flow of 400 cubic feet
per second. To carry the matter a little
further and compute the possible water
power, multiply this by the fall in feet in
the river in a given reach, say, a quarter
of a mile, and multiply this result by
.909375. If this stream falls 40 feet it
would be capable of developing 1455
theoretical horse power.

It is this work, brought down to a
refinement, that the Water Resources
Branch of the United States Geological
Survey is doing to -day and has been
doing all over the country for many
years. The first information sought
immediately that it is proposed to utilize
the water of a stream for any industrial
purpose is its flow; not what that flow
may be at the period of survey but the
high water flow and the low water flow
and the average flow for months and for
years. The concern which is buying a
water power certainly wants to know to
what extent the stream may dwindle in a
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HYDROGRAPHIC ENGINEER FREEMAN MAKING HIS
DAILY GAUGE RECORD ON THE NORTH FORK

OF THE SOUTH PLATTE RIVER

year of drouth. The flood flow of the
Susquehanna River has been 276,000
cubic feet per second. Its minimum flow
has been less than 5,000 feet. The
Potomac frequently fluctuates between

THE MOST EXACT DATA ON THE FLOW OF A STREAM IS SECURED BY A PERMANENT INSTALLATION
SUCH AS THIS
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100,000 and 2,000 cubic feet per second;
the Housatonic between 25,000 and 500;
the Savannah between 130,000 and 3,000.
Since 1895 Congress has appropriated
over $2,000,000 for water resources work
and about 1,000 stations are continually
maintained by the Geological Survey for
stream gauging. They are located in all
parts of the country. First the hydro-' graphic engineers make careful surveys
of the river beds to get the cross sections
at various heights of water and the exact
rate of flow is determined by letting down
electric current meters into the water
both at the surface and at different depths
at frequent intervals across the stream.
This is done in various ways. The most
exact data is secured where a house is
built on the banks of a stream over a well
connected by a pipe with the river and
in which are instruments giving a con-
tinuous automatic record of the rise and
fall of the river and this in connection
with the measurements made by the
hydrographer furnishes data for comput-
ing the daily flow of the stream not only
for every day in the year but for any hour
of the day or year.

The easiest of gauging work is where a
bridge can be utilized by the hydrog-
rapher, flow measurements being made
at five or ten foot intervals. In other
places wire trolleys are stretched, on
which the hydrographer pulls himself in a
car, dropping his meter into the water at
certain intervals. Some of these trolleys
may be close to the rushing water and the
others may of necessity be high in the air.
One across the Susquehanna is well above
the tree tops and about one quarter of a
mile long. In other streams the engineers
wade across the stream daily, and in some
instances it is necessary to cut the ice,
for the gauging to be effective must in-
clude all seasons of the year.

The Chicago city council has author-
ized the purchase of 15,000 additional
flaming carbon arc lamps, which will
make the total lamps of this type in use
in the city for street lighting over 23,000.

Control of Coast Defense Guns

Uncle Sam has recently adopted to
some extent a new policy with reference
to taking the .American public into his
confidence regarding the utilities of
modern warfare. In days gone by every-
thing connected with heavy ordnance
bn ship and on shore was hedged about
with the greatest secrecy and it was al-
most unheard of for outsiders to be per-
mitted to watch a gun drill or target
practice. Lately however there has been
a letting down of the bars and this has
been particularly notable in the case of
the heavy guns of our seacoast defenses.

It has even become the practice to
conduct demonstrations of the workings
of the big guns for the benefit of delega-
tions of scientists, engineers, etc., in con-
vention assembled. A recent especially
interesting demonstration was designed
to exemplify the thoroughness and ver-
satility of the electric control of one of the
huge disappearing guns such as protect
our seaboard. It was made clear to a
party of spectators, largely made up of
electricians, that not only was the big
gun discharged by electrical impulse but
all the operations of elevating the gun
above the fortifications and returning it
to the pit after discharge were performed
by electric power. The artilleryman who
is seen, controller in hand, is in position
to dictate all the movements of the gun.

Lamp Carbons from Tar
Carbons of high grade are now to be

obtained from tar, according to a process
invented by a Swedish firm. The pow-
dered carbon will be pressed to form elec-
tric light carbons or larger sizes for
electro -chemical work. The method is
based on the fact that finely divided
carbon makes up a large percentage of
the composition of tar and is what gives
the black color, this being due to the
carbon particles suspended in an other-
wise dense and transparent yellowish
brown liquid.
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How We Waste Our Coal
How long will coal be available for the

use of succeeding generations?
Mr. Gannett estimated on the basis of

the amount of coal taken out in the year
1908, that, if the rate continued, the
available and accessible coal will be
exhausted in 2027; that is, in 114 years;
and that the total coal supply will he
exhausted about the year 2050, less than
140 years hence!

It has been estimated by mining
experts and geologists that for every ton

power out of the transformation. Of
course there is always more or less loss in
any transformation of this kind, but few
people realize the tremendous loss in this
particular case. President Van Hise
( University of Wisconsin) estimates
that under the most favorable condi-
tions, with the best firing, we do not
get in power more than fifteen per cent
of the heat units of the coal. The aver-
age steam engine does not develop into
power more than ten per cent of the heat
energy. This means that 90 per cent
of the heat energy of the coal is wasted.
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SMOKE POWER LIGHT
A GREAT PART OF THE COAL GOES UP IN SMOKE, AND OF THE HEAT GENERATED AN OVERWHELM-

ING PERCENTAGE IS LOST IN THE PRODUCTION OF POWER AND LIGHT

of anthracite taken out of the mines, from
one to one and one-half tons have been
wasted in the process of mining. For
every ton of bituminous coal taken out of
the mines at least one-half a ton has been
wasted. This means that the waste in
mining in the past has run from 100 to
150 per cent for anthracite coal.

When we use coal to fire the boiler of a
steam engine we are transforming energy;
we expect to get a certain amount of

If the loss of coal is great in developing
steam power, it is even greater ín making
light. To transform the heat energy of
coal into light, we must consume the coal
to make steam, transform the power of
steam into electrical energy, and then
transform that into light. In this process
not one per cent of the energy of the coal
is transformed into electric light. This
means a waste of over 99 per cent of the
energy of coal. The waste in the case of
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gas light is not so great. But electricity
for obvious reasons is displacing gas as a
light. Wherever water power can be
used to convert electrical energy into
light this should be done. -F. Stuart
Chapin in The Independent.

Synthetic Diamonds
That real diamonds have now been

made by an electric process and that
the inventor has every reason to think
that he can soon make large sized ones,
is certainly a startling announcement,
but none the less true. The method is
due to a Paris electrical engineer, E. de
Boismenu, and has only recently been
divulged.

The inventor has on exhibition
quite a collection of little crystals, the
largest ones being about a tenth of an

MAGNIFIED SAMPLES OF ARTIFICIAL DIAMONDS

inch in diameter. The specimens were
certainly diamonds and besides he has
had them analyzed officially by two lead-
ing Paris scientists and members of the
Academy, M. Lacroix, professor of
mineralogy at the Museum and M.
Maquenne, professor of chemistry at
the College de France, who pronounce
them to be real diamonds.

" I was led to the present idea," said
the inventor, "when at the head of a large
carbide works in France. The machines
of the plant gave direct current, which
was very bad for making carbide but was

Carbon
Electrode

a fortunate thing for me, as after throw-
ing out quantities of imperfect carbide
I then saw that it must have been de -

Current Cable
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Carbon f/ec/rode

Calcium Port of the Mass
Carbide which c vneadiamonds

DE BOISMENU'S APPARATUS FOR MAKING DIAMONDS

composed in the furnace by the electrol-
ysis due to direct current and which other
current would not give. My observations
led me to think that carbon crystals, or
diamonds, might be made in this way, so
I set about to realize my theories in a very
small experimental plant which I erected
at Paris.

"The electric furnace was of the simplest
kind, being built up of fire brick and hav-
ing a square shaped inner chamber of
small size. Two inch round carbon
electrodes projected into the chamber in
the usual way and the idea was to melt
up a bath of calcium carbide by the action
of the current, then to leave it for several
hours to `simmer' which is the exact
word, so that it would be decomposed by
the current's action and we would see
what next.

"After a few trials I succeeded in pro-
ducing diamon# crystals for the first time
in an experiment in which the current
was kept on for six hours at a time.
When the furnace was cold, there was a
peculiar looking mars around the two
electrodes, this being made up of carbide
of calcium on one side, while around the
negative electrode was a black and
spongy mass which turned out to be car-
bon for the most part. When treated
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with water this gave a blackish mud and
this was dried to powder and spread
upon a flat plate. At once the small
crystals of pure carbon could be seen and
I picked out a considerable number of
them.

"To answer the question as to whether
the crystals were solid and would stand
the cutting process, I took some of the
best ones to a prominent jeweler of Paris
and he selected one of the handsomest
specimens and sent it to Amsterdam to
have it cut, for the skilled workers there
can produce marvels in this way.

"Shortly after, this diamond came
back cut in 32 faces and appeared as a
diamond of the first water, even though
of minute size."

A New Telephone Transmitter

Professor d'Arsonval has just described
a new telephone transmitter before the
Academy of Sciences, invented by Dr.
Jules Glover, who is associated with
the famous Conservatory of Music in
Paris.

M. d'Arsonval explained that sound
vibrations in coming from the throat are
divided by the palate into two groups,
the larger number escaping by the mouth,
the somewhat smaller group being ex-
pelled from the nostrils. These have
not been taken into account by the Bell
telephone, in fact they arc valuable vi-
brations which are not used in the or-
dinary telephone transmitter, but in the
Glover model they are caught by a
second microphone more sensitive than
the microphone which receives the vibra-
tions of the mouth.

It is claimed that the new transmitter
will make it possible to carry on conver-
sations with much greater clearness than
at present. All that is necessary when
you talk is keep both your mouth and
your nose at the transmitter.

Copyright by r-d.rumod :^' Undtr:uo,,d..v F:

BUTTERCUP FLOAT AT THE CARNIVAL OF FLOWERS

Flower Carnival Opens
Coney Island

The Spring Carnival of
Flowers this year ushered
in the new season at
Coney Island with bands
playing and flags flying
under a sky lit up with
thousands upon thou-
sands of electric lights.
Great crowds surged
through the main street
and greeted with enthu-
siasm the wonderful
flower bedecked and
electrically lighted floats,
of which the one here
shown-"The Butter-
cup"- is an excellent
example.

C'
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Anaesthetics Administered in a
New Way

Danger of fatal results in operations
on the throat and nose is minimized
by an electric device for administering
ether which has been invented and
recently perfected by Edward Kellogg,
M.D., of Los Angeles. An electric
motor operating a force pump and a
suction pump and an electric heater for
bringing the ether to about blood heat
are the essential features of the life
saving invention. Before administering
ether, the electric current is turned into
the heater which surrounds the base
of the bottle containing it. In about
five minutes it has reached a temper-
ature of 85 to 90 degrees which results
in a warm vapor entering the lungs and re-
moves the danger of chill and pneumonia.

Meanwhile the patient has been
brought under the influence of the anaes-
thetic . by inhaling through an ordi-
nary mask, but as soon as the subject
is unconscious this mask is removed and
a gag and tongue depressor inserted in the
throat. Through a paceage in the tongue
depressor connected by a tube with the
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DR. EDWARD KELLOGG (PROFILE? OPERATING WHILE
ANAESTHETIC IS BEING DELIVERED BY

THE ELECTRIC DEVICE

ether container the anesthetic is forced
into the throat and nose by action of the
force pump, the flow of the warm vapor
being accurately regulated by the surgeon
or the assistant. This is accomplished
by moving the switch that controls the
motor.

By this method the patient is kept
constantly under the influence of the
anaesthetic while the operation is being
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performed, and it never becomes neces-
sary to stop in the midst of a delicate
operation to administer more ether
through a mask. With the usual method,
these operations are always attended by
some danger and many deaths have
occurred due to accumulation of blood
clots in the windpipe that strangle the
subject while ether is being administered
through the mask during an operation.
By the use of a suction pump, creating a
vacuum in a bottle, the blood is removed
through a rubber tube as fast as it accu-

mulates. This is one of the most impor-
tant features of Dr. Kellogg's inven-
tion.

The perfected device is the result of
sixteen months of work and experiment
on the part of Dr. Kellogg, who made
several important changes of his original
portable outfit. The most important
of these are the encasing of the motor to
eliminate the danger of a spark exploding
the ether, and the development of a
silent pump, as the operating room must
be quiet:

The Prison Shíp " Success"

Unheralded the strangest of strange ap-
pearing craft made its way up the Hud-
son river recently under its own sail and
finally moored at the dock at the foot of
Eightieth Street. Nautical men who
viewed her from the Battery pronounced
her a frigate but dis-
creetly held their tongue
when asked about her un-
usual appearance and the
strange markings on her
sails. Each of the broad
stretches of canvas were
disfigured with short
stemmed arrows, t h e
prison mark branded on
English convicts. After
the vessel had moored
and Captain D. H. Smith
had been interviewed it
developed that t h e
strange craft was .none
other than the Success,
the old British Convict
Ship which years ago
carried prisoners from
England t o . Australia
when the island conti-
nent was used as a con-
vict colony. The vessel was purchased
some time ago by Captain Smith and
converted into a floating museum.

It was in 1806 that the Success made

her last voyage from Portsmouth to Aus-
tralia with several hundred men and
women crowded aboard her. Some of
the poor prisoners were in chains or
ship's irons, some in stocks or bilboes
and others in iron barred cages like an-
imals in the modern zoological parks.
They had been sentenced to a life of

THE PRISON SHIP ELECTRICALLY
Phnm hr.1'. )'. 6dl,o,r

ILLUMINATED

exile in the convict colony by English jur-
ists for such petty offences as sheep steal-
ing, apple stealing and fishing in the
squire's private trout stream.
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As a museum the Success is really a
success. Besides the gruesome exhibi-
tion of irons, chains, cages, bars and
locks there is a collection of old war-
rants and legal papers, instruments which
conveyed men and women into that "float-
ing hell" more than a century ago. There,
too, are the confessions of murderers
and notorious thugs and criminals of the
slums of London of Dickens' time, along
with cudgels, black -jacks, brass knuckles,
knives and old blunderbuss like pistols,
used by the bad men of Revolutionary
times. And with this unique collection
and looking strangely out of place is
bolted to the walls of the cabin an elec-
tric service board which controls the five
hundred odd lamps and arcs that light
the- prison ship at night when curiosity
seekers swarm through the old vessel
feasting their eyes on the gruesome rel-
ics of the past.

One of the quaintest and most interest-
ing exhibitions on the ship is the pret-
tily carved old binnacle. The instrument
seems different than the other exhibi-
tions and like the electric switchboard,
strangely out of place there among the
uncouth relics of a now famous period in
English history.

Nile Power to Make Fertilizer
It is understood that the Egyptian

irrigation department proposes to utilize
the water which flows through the great
Assuan dam for the generation of electric
power. For about five months in the late
autumn and winter the water is accumu-
lated in the reservoir formed by the dam,
and what is allowed to pass the sluices
flows through under a large head. It
would be possible to develop over 150,000
horsepower. The electrical energy gen-
erated is to be employed in the production
of chemical fertilizers by the fixation of
atmospheric nitrogen. Egypt last year
spent $3,250,000 on such fertilizers,
56,000 tons out of the 70,000 tons im-
ported being nitrate.

The Mysterious Dollar

A crowd surrounds the store window in
which real money -a silver dollar -
moving about is the attraction.

Upon a minia-
ture safe is a glass
slot surmounted by
a figure of Uncle
Sam. The "Mys-
terious Dollar"
suddenly appears
at the upper end of
the slot and dodges
down from one
rubber pin which
impedes its path to
the next until it
finally disappears
within the safe.
Almost immediate-
ly it reappears at
the top of the slot
again and repeats

the performance. The electric motor and
mechanism which turn the trick are con-
cealed. The current needed to operate
the device is taken from an ordinary
lamp socket.

Ironing Architect's Drawings
An architect has found a new and in-

teresting use for the electric iron-that of
"ironing" paper.

To writers and others who occasionally
find it desirable to remove wrinkles and
folds from manuscripts, it is well known
that the ironing of paper is a perfectly
practical thing and the architect takes ad-
vantage of this through the convenience
of the electric iron. Plans and other
papers which have become wrinkled and
folded from handling to such a degree
that they have lost their original neat
appearance are ironed and made to look
practically as good as new. The ironing
also appears to stiffen them considerably.
He finds that if the paper is very badly
wrinkled it is sometimes desirable to run
the iron over it while it lies on a cloth
that has been dampened very slightly.



The "Mystery of the Chamber of
Death" is sometimes called `'Avatar";
others give it the title, "From the
Shadow of Death," while others call the
mystery, "The Resurrection From the
Dead." To begin with, the stage must
be set as shown in the diagram, preferably
over a trap door in the stage floor,
large enough for your subject to disap-
pear and re -appear at the psychological
moment to cause the proper climax.

A three sided screen must be built, and
hinged as shown (top view) and set to form
three sides of a square, but with the front
side facing the audience left open. Each
of the three flaps of the screen is built
about nine feet high and about four feet
wide. They can be made of light frame-
work and covered with cloth or muslin
and then painted red or black as desired.

Inside of this screen a round top table
is set as shown. Upon the side of the
table. top toward the trap door, is a
porcelain fuse block made fast to a piece

of sheet iron plate. The fuse block con-
tains a light fuse of about five amperes
capacity or a piece of 32 gauge copper
wire in order to fire the powder, of which
there must be just enough to make the
right amount of smoke to be mentioned
later. Leading from the fuse block to the
stage pocket is a twin wire cable which has
inserted in it a double pole knife switch
to be thrown by the stage electrician at
the right moment and at the cue given.

Underneath the top of the table and
directly behind the pedestal, which is
gouged out to fit as shown (top view),
are two plane mirrors which are set at an
angle of 45 degrees and which extend
backwards so as to fit into the corners of
the screens. These, in accordance with the
law that the angle of incidence is equal
to the angle of reflection, make it appear
to the observer "out front" that the back
side of the screen can be seen béneath
the table. But this is not the case, for
what the observer really sees is the re -
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flections of the two side screens, and the
triangular space behind the mirrors and
below the table top is shut out from view.

Attached underneath the table are
three sixteen candlepower incandescent
lamps set as -shown (front view). They are
placed there to create the necessary light
required to reflect the images of the sides
of the screen as previously explained.
They also add materially to the esthetic
effect which must not be lost sight of at
any stage of the game while in theatrical
work. Running from these lights is a
twin wire cable which passes down the
pedestal and connects with the stage
pocket.

At the top of the two screens a roller
curtain is attached and made long enough
to entirely reach the floor of the stage as
it unrolls, which is done of course to hide
the woman and to prevent the discovery
of the trick.

Everything being now in readiness, the
magician steps forward to the front of the
stage arid.after making his usual short,
laconic remarks, informs the audience he
is going to place a young and beautiful
woman upon the table which they see
before them and, by shooting a pistol at
her, make her immediately disappear in
a cloud of smoke, leaving nothing but a
;bunch of bones behind, skeleton of her
living self.

The woman appears from behind the
scenes, steps forward for the critical
inspection of the audience and is then
placed upon the table. The curtain is
then drawn down fully to the bottom.
The magician after pronouncing the
magic words, ". Presto! Begone! Pass! "
fires point-blank at the woman behind the
screen.

The shot report is the "cue" for the
stage electrician to throw in the knife
switch, which blows the fuse and ignites
the powder. The smoke arises with a
puff, the curtain is suddenly allowed to
fly up exposing the skull and bones.

When the curtain was drawn down in
front of the screen, the woman simply
made her "get -away," as they say in

,u{;qr t;, 'IU ' rl' hd' '' 11,
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stagedom, by stepping off the back part
of the top of the table and crouching
down behind the mirrors. She imme-
diately places the skull and cross bones
upon the table where she previously
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stood, as the pistol shot is fired by the
magician.

By the aid of the trap door-which is
not essential to the performance of the
trick as above explained-other mystify-
ing combinations may be employed.

Speed Counter Starts and Stops Watch
The accompanying illustration shows

a stop watch and a speed counter com-
bined in a most ingenious and practical
way to prevent inaccuracy such as
arises when that human mechanism, the
finger, starts and stops the watch in
response to a command.

Within the w:.;.ch is a sof iron horse
shoe magnet, not much larger than a

COMBINING
STOP WATCH

AND SPEED
COUNTER

bent pin, wound on each' leg with fine
wire. The instant the speed counter
commences work the electric circuit is
opened against the tension of a spring
on the counter and the little magnet in
the watch lets go its armature which
releases the watch mechanism on the
instant. The moment the speed counter
stops the spring on it closes the circuit
energizing the watch magnet which
attracts its armature and in that way
stops the watch.

Whence the Source of the Light
The illuminated wall reflector is the

latest feature in electric advertising.
The picture here shown illustrates the
power and brilliancy of the new method
as used on the wall of a Chicago sky-
scraper. The round, black marks seen
are the hood reflectors, 36 in number.
within each hood are four 100 watt

UTILIZING A BLANK WALL SPACE
EFFECTIV:LY

Mazda lamps. Pedestrians who observe
the advertisement are very apt to be
mystified as to the source of the illumina-
tion, for the painted advertisement on
the wall has every appearance of possess-
ing some unseen transparent light quality
about it.

" Wired Up" for Life
The Dyaks of Sarawak, Rajah Brooke 's

remarkable little state in North Borneo,
have, in the past, stripped many miles of
telegraph poles of their wire in order to
turn the latter over to their tribal
"modistes" to manufacture into clothes
for their ladies.

Long before the telegraph wire came,
the principal article of trade with the
Dyaks of Borneo was brass wire, some of
which was used for the making of brace-
lets and anklets, but the bulk of which
was worked up into a remarkable corset
for the women folk. This "garment,"
beginning a little below the waist -
where it fixes the "bedang," a strip of
cotton cloth falling to the knees -
ascends in broadening spirals to the
shoulders. The spirals are connected
up with other pieces of wire, which has
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DYAK GIRLS WITH JACKETS OF TELEGRAPH WIRE

the effect of depriving them of all elastici-
ty and rendering the contrivance quite
as rigid as its modern prototype of the
enlightened Occident.

Under foreign influence it is becoming
the custom to make these cages so that
they may be removed at will, for bathing
and even for sleeping, but in the remoter
land Dyak villages this reform has not
yet begun to make itself felt. There a
girl, on reaching maidenhood, has a loose
wire corset of fashionable shape built
upon her, and to this her figure must
grow, whether it chances to be along its
natural lines of expansion or not. One
sees budding stalks of maidenhood weav-
ing about in their roomy wire boxes like
canaries in their cages; blossoming maid-
enhood swaying gracefully in the com-
fortably filled confines of the encircling
wire; blooming womanhood with indig-
nantly protesting anatomy fighting for
freedom above, below, and through the
interstices of the rigid spirals ; and bloomed
womanhood, wrinkled bags of bones,
rattling about in the sounding metal as
they might in the long burial wooden
boxes toward the edges of which they are
tottering.

Wire is wire in Borneo, and though
brass trade wire was more refulgent and
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dressy than telegraph wire, as long as the
former cost a picul of damar or five piculs
of copra for the requisite number of
spirals, while a dress length of the latter
could often be had at the expense of a
little climbing, there was no question
which was going to be the more in de-
mand. The flexibility of the telegraph
strand admitted of a great variety of

 treatment, and very chic effects in weaves
and twists were obtained with it that
could never have been approached with
the stiff brass trade wire.

Thefts were very frequent and trouble-
some at first, but by the exercise of the
same rare combination of kindness and
firmness by which he stamped out head-
hunting among his Dyaks, Rajah Brooke
has also contrived to put an end to wire -
hunting.

Dussaud's "Cold" Electric Light
Considerable comment has been ex-

cited over the so-called "cold" electric
light invented by Prof. Dussaud of Paris.
Briefly stated, his idea embodies the
principle of interrupted current. It is
well known that electric lamps when sub-
jected to a higher voltage than that for
which they are designed are unduly
heated and soon burn out and become
useless.

Prof. Dussaud found that if a lamp
adapted to a certain voltage is sub-
jected to a current of higher intensity
during a fraction of a second, and then,
by breaking the current, the lamp is
allowed to rest for an equal period of
time, it not only produces a light of great-
ly increased brilliancy, but the lamp
itself remains cool and does not deterio-
rate. Working on this idea, he has appar-
ently succeeded in perfecting a system by
which, for example, a current at sixteen
volts is passed through a lamp intended
for eight volts, with sixteen current in-
terruptions per second, with the result
that the lamp itself remains entirely cool
and incapable of igniting by contact a
substance so inflammable as a cinemato-
graph film. What is still more important,
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the lamp remains uninjured and produces
a light far more intense than could be
generated by a lamp designed to be
burned on a sixteen volt circuit and con-
suming the same amount of current.

The fact that the lamp does not over-
heat is of great importance in cinemato-
graph practice or for other projections,
as it permits the light to be safely placed
close to the lens, thus increasing greatly
the clearness and sharpness of the pictures
on the screen.

The idea is now being carried out on a
commercial scale by La Societé Interna-
tionale de Lumiére Froide, whose office
is at 27 Rue Mogador, in Paris.

Rapid Blue Printing
Blue prints from draw-

ings can be made at a
very rapid rate in the
perfected electric print-
ing machines, which are
fitted with arc lamps to
do the printing while
at the same time an
electric motor drives the
blue print paper along
with the tracings so that
both move at a rapid
rate in front of the
powerful arc lights. One
of the new Paris
machines in use at the
offices of the Hennebique
engineering firm, is here
illustrated. At the top
will be seen the continuous roll of blue
print paper being fed into the machine
while the separate tracings are fed along
under it from time to time, and are
printed on the sensitized paper

This machine produces about 700
prints a day of three feet width. A
still more elaborate device is a combined
arc light printer, washer and dryer
known as the "hesfel," also a Paris
make. From 60 to 400 feet of paper an
hour can be turned out in this way, all
dried and ready for use.

The Funeral Cars of Mexico City
Mexico City, a metropolis in the days

when New York was yet a Dutch village
and Chicago but a miry swamp given over
to the croaking of frog choruses and
the mournful cry of waterfowl, presents
some striking paradoxes in the matter of
modernity, with its century old building
wired througout for electric service sup-
plied by the latest type of metal filament
lamps; but none of these anomalies seems
so incongruous as that of the electric fu-
neral. Let it be here explained that by the
term electric funeral is meant the fact
that the hearse, the mourners' carriages
and all of the accoutrements of that sol-
emn procession referred to by newspa-,cr

RAPID BLUE PRINTING MACHINE

reporters as the funeral cortege, are made
up of the tram cars of the Aztec capital.

As the funeral traffic is limited to cer-
tain hours of the day, there are times
when the residents along Avenida Cha-
pultepec see nothing but long lines of
black hearses. To one unaccustomed to
it, the continual passing of these trains
produces a most depressing effect. Not
long since a young electrical engineer was
sent to Mexico from Schenectady by the
General Electric Company. He secured
apartments on Avenida Chapultepec, and
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A CHILD'S ELECTRIC FUNERAL HEARSE IN MEXICO CITY

upon returning home during the first days
of his stay found his wife in tears. She
hysterically insisted upon returning to the
United States. The long line of funeral
cars that day had made her believe that
at least half the population had been
carried off by some plague. It is seldom
that death is so graphically visualized.

Some 288 cars are operated daily over
its 200 miles of track by the Mexico
Tramways Company, limited and of this
number 45 are funeral cars. They
are of various sizes and descriptions,
ranging from the magnificent plumed af-
fair to the caged box which carries the
pauper dead to the section corresponding
to the potter's field. These latter are
called gavetas and are built with eight
compartments holding as many coffins.
The company maintains a separate fu-
neral department, with trained attend-
dants. Crews on funeral trains are dis-
tinctively uniformed. A regular tariff for
this service is printed and interments vary
in price from $6.00, the very poorest, to a
much larger sum for the more sumptu-
ous. It is said that no other street car
company in the world has such a depart-
ment or service.
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An Electric Ship for Canada

There was recently launched the first
ship for Canadian waters to be equipped
with oil engines, generators and motor
driven propeller. It is the Tynemount, a
steel freighter of 250 foot length and 42.5
foot breadth for the Montreal Transpor-
tation Company. There are provided
two Diesel engines, each of 300 brake
horsepower and running at about 400
revolutions per minute. The propeller
speed will not exceed 80 revolutions per
minute. The electrical transmission sys-
tem was designed by H. A. Mayor of
Glasgow.

Eledtric Steering Gear for U. S.
Warships

"Right" and "Left" will henceforth
be the commands given in shaping the
course of a U.S. warship, instead of the
time-honored "Port " and "Starboard."
The Secretary of the Navy has issued a
formal order to this effect and although
some of the captains in the navy had the
temerity to protest against the innova-
tion their protests have been overruled.
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The explanation of this new order of
things is found in the introduction of
electric steering gear on Uncle Sam's
fighting craft. Henceforth it is to be the
"man at the controller" instead of the
traditional "man at the wheel."

The new steering gear has just been
given a thorough test on the cruiser Des
Moines, which was specially fitted with

the apparatus for experimental purposes,
and the result has been so satisfactory
that it has now been determined to install
the apparatus on all our battleships that
are building, beginning with the super -
dreadnaughts Texas and New York.
In addition to its military advantages the
new steering gear is favored because of
its economy of space and high efficiency.

MINISTER EXHIBITS A DEATH CHAIR AS A WARNING
The Rev. George K. MacDonald of New York, a Baptist clergyman, is now appear-

ing on the vaudeville stage for the purpose of lecturing against capital punishment.
To strengthen his argument he uses a death chair similar to that used at electrocutions,
and an assistant appears to be electrocuted. The Rev. MacDonald believes that the
church sl uld encourage the stage in using its acknowLdged power to teach great
moral lessons. He hopes by portraying the actual working of the electric chair to so fix
it in the minds of the masses of the people that when they are tempted to commit
crimes the image of the chair will rise before them as a warning.

Phony.-apr, by Underwood e- Cmdrr;rood..\-. 1".
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Telegraphy and Telephony in
Siam

The first telegraph line of any impor-
tance which was opened in Siam was that
which connects Bangkok with Saigon, the
capital of French Cochin China. This
line was engineered by the well known M.
Pavie, at one time engaged by the Siam
Government for this work, and since
then one of the first French authorities

TELEPHONE EXCHANGE
IN BANGKOK, SIAM

on Siam, whose studies of the Siamese
and explorations of the country have
been of immense value to all who are
interested in the ethology, archaeology,
and other scientific aspects of this part
of the world. At the present day Siam
has two other routes of telegraphic com-
munication with the outside world in
addition to that of 'Saigon, one of which
crosses the frontier of Burma, and thence
reaches Moulmein, while the other enters

the British Malay State of Kedah,
and thence communicates

with Penang. The inland
telegraph lines link up
all the more important
provincial towns with the
capital and the total
length of line in the coun-

try exceeds 3,500 miles.
In its early days the

Telegraph Department
was very badly or-

ganized, and a great deal
of money was wasted in the

purchase and transport of expen-
sive material which was never
used. Union with the Postal
Department brought better man-

agement, but even the difficulties caused by the wild
nature of the country to be traversed, the profuse
and rapidly growing vegetation, and the excessive
heat and alternating humid4ty and dryness of the
climate, delayed the initial construction work and
made subsequent maintenance a matter of costly
and unremitting labor.

So great were these difficulties that a few years

A SIAMESE MESSENGER BOY

BUSY TELEGRAPH OFFICE
IN BANGKOK
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ago they appeared to be overcoming the
energy of the department, the lines being
permitted to fall into a state of disorder
which rendered many of them practically
useless. But a remonstrance on the part
of the foreign representatives, made in
the interest of trade, put the department
on its mettle and brought about a great
and general improvement, which has
since been maintained.

Circus Electricians
Each succeeding year finds an increase

in the duties and responsibilities of circus
electricians as the big tented show "on
the road" adds to its equipment for
electrical illumination. The circus elec -

trical staff now comprises about a
dozen men under the direction of
a chief electrician and these men
have the maintenance of 64
flaming arcs of 3,500 candlepower
each, six "spotlights" of 2,000
candlepower required for the illu-
mination of the circus spectacle,
fifteen reflectors and 200 cage
lights for the menagerie, the last named
being incandescents of 32 candlepower.

A new convenience for the circus elec-
tricians is in the form of a portable work-
shop. This consists primarily of a huge
covered wagon which is virtually an
electrical supply store on wheels, and a
work bench is thrown out from this when
weather conditions permit repair work,
etc., in the open air. Mounted on top of
this electrical wag'on and operated from

inside the wagon, is a 10,000 candlepower
searchlight-another "new wrinkle "-
which is of great value in illuminating
the grounds when the canvasmen are
taking down the tents and when most of
the other illuminants have been extin-
guished.

The largest traveling circus-a distinct-
ly American institution, by the way-
has recently introduced a new type of
generator wagon that is a marked im-
provement over the portable electric
light plants heretofore in use by the big
tented shows. For some years past the
leading railroad shows have been depend-
ing upon electricity, generated in portable
plants, to illuminate the tents and show
grounds; but the transportation of these

power houses on wheels pre-
sented many problems-espe-
ciallyin bad weather and on soft
ground - until a solution was
found in the new apparatus
mentioned. Experience seemed
to indicate that most of the
difficulties arose from the size

TYPES OF CIRCUS POWER PLANTS

and weight of the twelve -ton generator
wagon which was no vehicle for bad roads
or swampy show "lots." But all or nearly
all of these difficulties have been solved
by dividing the weight. The show now
carries two generator wagons instead of
one. Each wagon weighs complete only
six tons and not only are the wagons
more easily handled but the electrical
machinery is not subjected to such stress
and strain.

C



"ELECTRICAL WORK'' --A TREATMENT FOR OBESITY
A German practitioner, Dr.

F. R. Nagelschmidt, has de-
vised a new electrical method
for the treatment of obesity,
which compels the patient, by
electrically stimulating the
muscles, to perform muscular
work automatically and inde-
pendently of his own will.
Fatigue is thus reduced to a
minimum and much more
physical work can be per-
formed than under ordinary
conditions.

The apparatus comprises a
substantial easy chair with six
metal surfaces insulated from
one another, which serve as
electrodes to apply the cur-
rent. In the back of the chair
there are two electrodes
adapted to the patient's back
by means of two racks. The
seat is inclined backwards and
carries two electrodes for the
pelvis and two further elec-
trodes (for the legs) are ar-
ranged on the adjustable foot
rest. Two additional elec-
trodes for the abdomen and
two for the upper legs or the
breast can be provided on sup-
ports installed beside the chair.
All these electrodes are joined
up to a switchboard and can be connected
with the positive or negative terfnInal of
the source of current by means of ten
small switches, thus allowing the treat-
ment to be adjusted to individual require-
ments. Regulating resistances for each
switch and for the conductor supplying
the current allow the current intensity to
be increased or reduced at will. Below the
switchboard is installed a "metronome,"
closing and opening periodically the
current to be used for the treatment, and
a special commutator operated by a small
motor serves to transform the primary
current into a rapid sequence of impulses.

APPARATUS FOR TREATING OBESITY

This form of current is comparable in
many ways with the Leduc intermittent
current, and like this can be used to
produce local or general anwsthesia.
The anxsthetic effects of this form of
current are always attended by strong
convulsions of the muscles, the biceps
being able to lift automatically loads of
25 pounds and more. The muscular
convulsions of the whole body thus
produced are not attended by any appre-
ciable uncomfortable feeling. Under
normal conditions, patients, when once
used to "electrical work," feel especially
well and inclined to further work.
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Silverware Cleaned Electrically

Tarnish can be removed from silver-
ware by the following simple electrical
method:

Fill a two quart glass jar with water
and add as much baking soda as the water

SIMPLE ELECTRICAL APPARATUS FOR
CLEANING SILVERWARE

will readily dissolve. Add four table-
of table salt.

Place a stick of carbon (A) in the solu-
tion and connect it by a copper wire to
the center (carbon) pole (B) of a dry
battery. The wire from the outside bind-
ing post (C) of the battery is connected
by a piece of copper wire to the piece of
silverware to be cleaned. The solution
should not' cover the copper wire where it
is connected to the stick of carbon. Care
should be taken to keep the carbon rod
(A) and silverware separated from each
other.

After the piece of silver is placed in
the solution an electrolytic action is im-
mediately set up in the jar. Allow the
action to continue from one to five
minutes. Then remove the article from
the solution and dry. Rub it vigorously
with a soft woolen cloth. The silverware
will look like new.

The carbon used can be obtained from
an old battery, or an arc lamp carbon
will work just as well as a battery carbon.
The dry cell used in the circuit need not
be a new one since the current required
for the action is small.

Remodeling the Old Fireplace

A woman coming from the West to New
England and now residing in Newton,
Mass., spent just about five years won-
dering what she could do to add some
sort of charm or use to what she terms the
"soulless ínantelpiece and affected chim-
ney corner" so regularly found in New
England homes.

When she finally found herself obliged
to take a house having two of these ob-
jectionable features, she decided to over-
come what to her was their falseness and
to turn them into the real thing.

She produced two large sized electric
radiators and had them fitted into the
fireplaces. She found the completely

OLD FIREPLACE REMODELED

changed appearance which they presented
pleased her fully as much as the real use
which she now found for them - namely
the function of taking the chill from the
living room on cool mornings.

The first wireless message sent direct
from the United States to Germany was
sent on January 17th from Sayville,
Long Island, and received at the Nauen
tower near Berlin, Germany. The dis-
tance is about 3,600 miles. Heretofore
it has been necessary to relay wireless
messages to Berlin and other points on
the European continent.
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Theatrical Bells and Chimes

In the theater the old method of ob-
taining the chimes effect was to entrust
to a "grip ". or stage hand the duty of
striking steel bars with any tool to hand,
and the deep tones of the cathedral's
chimes were frequently represented by

THEATRICAL BELLS AND CHIMES

the irregular strokes of an unskilled
laborer, to the detriment of a scene in
point of beauty and frequently in point
of accuracy, as midnight in the old church
tower was as apt to strike eleven or thir-
teen.

The Yerkes temple bells and chimes
have changed this, placing the pianist in
charge of this feature. A miniature piano
keyboard, in which the pressing of a key
closes an electric circuit, operates the
chimes and bells. Twenty resonator
bells ranging in chromatic intervals
from low C to high G, are employed,
these bells being mounted on felt covered
oak circles, equipped with specially con-
structed vibrating magnets to which are
attached hammers. The chimes consist
of eighteen highly polished tubes of bell
metal brass, mounted upon a stationary
stand to wi . h single stroke magnets are
attached.

Traveler's Eledtric Sewing Machine

The illustration shows a specially de-
signed motor driven sewing machine for
use in small apartments and for travelers.

Its chief ad-
vantage is that
it can be packed
and carried in a
small case like a
typewriter, thus
affording the wo-
man who travels
a sewing ma-
chine wherever
electricity is
available. The
machine is fitted
to a base and is
secured to a
table edge when
in use. A pedal
connected to a
spring switch by a strap enables the
operator to start or stop the machine by
pressing or releasing the pedal. A cord
and attachment plug go with the equip-
ment.

SEWING MACHINE FOR
TRAVELERS

Novel Support for Arc Lamps
An effective and practicable way of

suspending arc lights over a street is
employed in a California city. Two neat
rustic rest stations are located on opposite

NOVEL ARC LAMP SUPPORT USED IN A CALIFOR-
NIA CITY

sides of the road and from them four
supports are arranged as shown in the
picture, the light being suspended from
the apex as is also a sign giving the name
of the intersecting street.



Bartlett Lynch leaned back in his chair
with the air of a man who feels the bur-
den lifted from his shoulders. He was a
good looking young fellow, well dressed
and neat to an extreme. His unusually
bright grey eyes were fastened upon a
small picture of an old farm house which
hung up over his desk.

Almost as by an inspiration he sat up
straight in his chair, and after a second
look at the picture, he turned to his sec-
retary. "Gene, I have solved the vaca-
tion problem. I am going to run up to
Indian Hill and see Uncle Josh. He will
be glad to see me and I won't hear a
word of business while I am gone. He
owns the old place my father used to
own-the place where I was born. Gee!
How well I remember the old mill and
the swimming hole, all the other things
that a fellow never appreciates when lie
is young."

As he finished speaking, the door
opened to admit the clerk from the outer
office who brought in the morning mail.
On top of the pile of letters was an un-
opened one. The address was written
in a cramped hand which a writing ex-
pert would have said showed illiteracy
and old age. Lynch discarded all the
other mail and opened this one with
haste. He perused its contents and then,
turning to Gene: "Speaking of angels
and hearing the flutter of their wings,
listen to this."

Indian Hill, July 23, 191o.
Dear Nephew :
I take my pen in hand to let you know
that we are all well and hearty except
Ma who has the rheumatism just as she
always had and I hope you are the same.
Things have been goin pretty well here
since I wrote you last and I have been
able to get a little money in the bank.
The girls and Ma are getting tired of the
old place and they want to go to the city.
They say the work is too hard for any
use and I gess maybe it has been. Livin
on a farm has never been an easy life
for any of us.

George wants to get away. He says
a young feller can't do any good on an
old farm up here in this country and he
is thinkin about goin out west where they
run plows with trashin machine engines
and cut the wheat with headers, so they
tell me. So you beter come out, Bart, and
spend a few weeks where you was raised.
It would never seem the same to you
after Ma and I and the girls get away
and the place would get in the hands of
strangers. Abe Slocum, you remember
Bill Slocum's youngest boy, offered me
$65 an acre for the farm if I would take
his note for half of it. It don't look like
a very good bargain to me but Ma is so
crazy to get away that I may take it. You
better come up Bart and see us before
we move to the city. I have never been
to a big city but two or three times and
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I (lo not know just exactly what I will
do when I get there. I expect I will be
like a spring colt shying at an automobile.

Yours truly,
Josii LYNCH.

"What do you think of that ?"
"Well, it looks to me like your uncle

was being forced out of the farming
business."

"I do not see," said Bart, reflectively,
"what he would do in a city. He isn't up
to city ways. It would be the death of
him, to sit around doing nothing. Well,
no use worrying about the river till we
get to it. I guess I will go down to In-
dian Hill for my vacation. You take
care of things, Gene. I c not know just
how soon I will be back, perhaps about
a month. Good-bye." With this he was
off.

One of the secrets of Lynch's success
in his remarkable calling of "Business
Doctor" was his ability to make up his
mind on the spur of the moment, and his
almost phenomenal insight seemed to di-
rect him aright in every case. As he
passed through the outer office he stopped
at each desk and shook hands with its
occupant and told him that he was going
to take a vacation. "Gene will take care
of things while I am gone, and I know
you will serve him as faithfully as you
do me. Good-bye."

* * *

A turn in the road brought the old
water mill with its adjoining house into
view.- Bartlett Lynch had been born in
this house and its dilapidated appearance
startled him. The mill and the dam were
in the same worn out condition. His
father had been one of the influential
men of the community in his time and
the mill had been the pride of his heart
as well as his greatest source of income.

"Another evidence of a lack of prog-
ress," he thought. A little farther on
he passed through a gate opening into
a shady lane and in a few minutes he
surprised his favorite girl cousin by the
orchard gate, trying to make a young
calf drink milk from a bucket.

At the sight of him the calf was for-
gotten, as with a cry of mingled joy and
surprise, she ran into his outstretched
arms for an old time hug and kiss. This
form of welcome was repeated when they
got to the house and he met his aunt and
the other two girls. His uncle and
cousin greeted him no less cordially, al-
though their display of affection was
shown by a hearty handshake and a slap
on the back.

After supper Lynch and his Uncle
Josh strolled down the hill road again
and discussed matters, pro and con. Josh
told him all about the girls wanting to
leave the farm and the discordant con-
ditions they had brought about in the
family. The old man was not critical of
any one but himself an I he seemed to
feel that he was the cause of all the
trouble.

Bartlett calmed the fears that seemed
to be predominant in him and by skillful
questioning ascertained that the old man
had and
the sale of the farm and chattels would
give him more. It was the thought of
giving up the old place that worried him
more than anything else. "If I could only
use the money I've got to fix up the place
so's Ma and the girls wouldn't have to
dig so hard I think they would be willin'
to stay," the old man said as they reached
a point of the hill from which they
could look over the valley.

Before them stretched a broad valley
dotted with square patches denoting the
locations of the different fields ; and spots
of color which told of homes. Almost be-
low them was the old mill. Bart seemed
not to hear the words of the older man
as he talked on, but half musingly said
to himself, "What a lot of power is go-
ing to waste there." With a start he
came to himself and quickly grasping
his uncle by the arm he said, "There it is.
There it is. Don't you see it ?"

"What do you see out of the ordi-
nary?" the old man asked.

"The mill stream, that will solve your
problem," he said with a laugh. "You
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said a while ago that you were willing to
spend money on the old place," queried
Bartlett.

"Yes, I 1'e," assented -the old man.
"Well, I am going to spend it -for you."
"Why you came up here to rest."
"Rest? Rest? Who wants to rest

when there is a problem like this to be
solved and with the answer written- in
the back of the book. You stand be -

WERE NOT GOING TO THE CITY" WAS HER
SHARP ANSWER

hind me, uncle, and I will make Indian
I ill Farm the talk of this country."

"I'll do it, my boy, if it busts the bank,"
the old man assured him.

A recent newspaper clipping on Bart-
lett's achievements had reached Indian
Hill Farm and the old man had read it
over and over. The article dwelt espe-
cially upon the fact that Lynch required
perfect freedom from explanation of the
way he intended to work'in solving busi-
ness difficulties and the old man had
learned this lesson well.

The following morning the two men
drove to town and while the elder man
made arrangements at the bank for Bart-
lett to draw upon his account whenever
he wished, Lynch, Jr., mailed a number
of letters he had written and made ar-

rangements with a concrete contractor
to report at once with men and ma-
chinery at the site of the old mill.

Busy days followed. The old mill was
wrecked and the remains of the dam
torn away. The stream was diverted
from its channel and in place of the old
wooden dani a new concrete one was
built. By the time this was done ma-
chinery had arrived and was being put
into place by the electricians Bart had
employed in the city. Wires were run
from the new building, which took the
place of the old mill, to the barn, the
sheds and the house.

Finally, all was ready and they had a
house-warming so to speak. Neighbors
from far and near had heard that Josh
Lynch was letting his city nephew spend
a lot of money on monkey shines and
they were glad of an opportunity to see
what Josh was going to get out of it.

Bartlett knew the antagonism of the
.community to anything that seemed to be
up-to-date, and he was glad to have them
there when he showed his relatives that
he had lived up to their expectations.

At four o'clock the crowd gathered
around the site of the darn and Bartlett
explained the workings of the small wa-
ter turbine and its direct coupled dynamo.
He then closed the gate which diverted
the water through the turbine and the
hum of machinery told them that some-
thing was happening, though most of
them did not know what it was.

Bartlett led them up the hill to the
barn, explaining in the meantime how the
current was carried by the wires they
could see leading to the buildings. Here
Ile showed them how one portable motor
could be belted to the feed grinder, corn
sheller and threshing machine or moved
out into the yard to operate a link belt
elevator which carried the ground feed
to the silo.

Outside the barn a force pump had
been put into the old well and the water
was pumped through pipes to the new
water tower, 70 feet above the ground.
This furnished sufficient pressure to

01

AIN
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GEORGE DEMONSTRATED HOW ONE MAN COULD MILK SIX COWS WITH THE ELECTRIC MILKING
MACHINE

distribute it all over the place and the
farmer's envy of the city man's running
water was gone.

In the cow sheds George demonstrated
how one man could milk six cows at a
time with the electrical milking machine
and in the milk house Mary and Bess ex-
plained the motor -driven cream separator
and churn. By this time it had become
dusk and the electric lights were turned
'on much to the joy of Ma who had been
filling lamps since the day candles went
out of date.

On the way to the house Josh ex-
plained to his friends how the portable
motor could be taken from place
to place about the farm and work done
with it even in the field. He also told
them of the electric truck which would
from then on do most of the hauling,
and of the electric automobile for Ma
and the girls, which had not been de-
livered.

In the house the women chattered over
the motor -driven sewing machine, the

toasters and irons, the hot plates and
coffee percolator, while in the sitting
room Uncle Josh turned on the electric
radiator and the electric fan for the
benefit of the men and showed them how
the pneumatic cleaner would pick up the
dirt from the floor.

Everybody stayed for supper and
everyone had a turn at using the cook-
ing devices. Staid old farmers were as
tickled as boys when they were able to
brown a piece of bread by simply turning
a button.

After the meal all the girls had to
use the electric curling iron, while the
older women washed the dishes in the
dishwashing machine.

The men sat around and smoked cigars
which they lighted from an electric
lighter Bart had bought as a special sur-
prise for Josh.

All of them were loud in their praise
of the new fangled farming and when
they found out that the first cost was
practically the last cost, they were very
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urgent in their demands that Bart do as
much for them.

"You see how it is done," he told
them, "and I advise every one of you,
who has a stream with a fall, to follow
Uncle Josh's example. There are men
in the business of electrical fitting who
would gladly figure out the method and
cost for you. As for me, I have more

commissions than I can take care of.
This has just been a little vacation for
me."

"Well, the next time you want a vaca-
tion you come to my place," one of the
old men said.

"Maybe I'll have to if Uncle Josh
moves to the city," said Bart with a
slv glance at Ma.

Late Examples of Photo -Telegraphy

Prof. Korn, the inventor of a system of
sending pictures over telegraph wires,
previously described in these pages, has
furnished us with some of the latest
examples of his work, together with a

PROF, KORN AND PROF.
GLATZEL WITH THE
PHOTO-TELEG RAP H
APPARATUS

photograph of himself and Prof. Glatzel
at the apparatus - Prof. Korn is at the
right.

One of the photo -telegraph pictures,
a copy of a pen drawing, is the face of
Camille Blanc, who is the proprietor of
the famous (or notorious) gambling
establishment in Monte Carlo; twelve

minutes were required to send it. The
picture of the dog shows the prize winner,
"Grand Due," at the Monte Carlo dog
show, and took the same length of time to
send. The third picture is that of Mr.
Guichard, practically "Chief of Police" of
Paris, although under the world famous

EXAMPLES OF PHOTO-
GRAPHS TRANSMIT-
TED OVER TELEGRAPH
WIRES BY THE KORN
APPARATUS

Lepine, Prefet de la Seine. This took fif-
teen minutes to send from Paris to Monte
Carlo; it was received at a quarter before
eleven in the evening, and exhibited at
once in the "despatch hall " of the Casino;
being then of general interest, as Mons.
Guichard was charged with unraveling
the Garnier-Bonrad case.
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NATIVE SONS OF THE DESERT STUDY TELEGRAPHY
The establishment of the new Independent Government of Tripoli by leader

Sliman El Barouni has been taken up in a very earnest manner. No detail has been
overlooked that is likely to mar the success of the establishment of the government on
the basis desired by Barouni Bey, even to the education of telegraphers.

Our photograph shows the training school for telegraph operators for the new
Independent Government of Hadji Djemal.

What Eledtrical Power will do
on a Farm

The amount of power required to op-
erate some domestic machines is small.
A plant of sufficient capacity' to operate
one or two machines often makes it pos-
sible to use it for other purposes. Six
horsepower will drive a grain separator
and thrash 2,500 bushels of oats in ten
hours ; three horsepower will make 6,000
pounds of milk into cheese in one day ;
six horsepower will run a feed mill, grind-
ing 20 bushels of corn an hour; five horse-
power will grind from 25 to 40 bushels
of feed, or ten or twelve bushels of ear
corn an hour; seven horsepower will drive
an eighteen inch separator, burr mill and
corn and cob crusher and corn sheller,
producing from twelve to fifteen bushels
of feed an hour, and from five to eight
bushels of fine meal ; six horsepower will

run a heavy apple grater, grinding and
pressing from 200 to 250 bushels of ap-
ples an hour; five horsepower will drive
a thirty inch circular saw, producing from
50 to 75 cords of stove wood from hard
oak in ten hours ; six horsepower will saw
all the wood four men can pile in cords;
twelve horsepower will drive a 50 inch
circular saw, sawing 4,000 feet of oak
or 5,000 feet of poplar in a day; ten horse-
power will run a sixteen inch ensilage
cutter and blower, and elevate the en-
silage into a silo, 30 feet high, at the rate
of seven tons an hour; one horsepower
will pump enough water from a well of
ordinary depth to supply a farmhouse
and all the buildings with water for or-
dinary, uses. The use requiring the larg-
est amount of power must be considered
in determining the size of the plant re-
quired in any particular instance. -11'atcr
Power (7no!ic'lc'.
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Rodent Exterminator

An entirely new device for killing
rodents seems to have been hit upon by a
California man, in that it is used on the
pests in their
nests. A large
tank contains a
chemical which is
forced out
through a flexible
tube by means of
an air pump. With
the tube extend-
ing into the hole,
the push button
on top of the
cylinder is
pressed. This

i

RODENT EXTERMINATOR

completes the circuit of the battery and
coil, placed underneath the cylinder,
causing a spark to occur at the nozzle
tip exploding the mixture as it passes out
of the tube and forming a gas designed
to kill the rodents.

Window Fly Killer
Flies in a room seek the windows and

crawl over the glass. Linking this trait
with an idea for "swatting" them

FLY KILLER

electrically an inventor places two paral-
lel wires across and close to the pane and
connects these to a strong induction coil.
Crawling over the barrier causes the
fly to touch both wires, closing the electric
circuit upon itself.

Prepaying for a Breeze
A coin -in -the -slot electric fan is the

latest idea of an ambitious inventor
guided perhaps by the forecast of Edison
that we will one day shop by, means of
automatic vending machines.

The coin placed in the slot closes the
motor circuit and remains in the contact
jaws until a coin ejector, actúated at the
end of a predetermined number of arma-
ture revolutions by a worm shaft driven

PREPAYMENT FAN

by the motor, forcibly removes the coin
and drops it into the box thus stopping
the motor. A means is also provided for
the continuous operation of the fan by a
coin magazine which automatically feeds
the coins by the operation of a plunger
as soon as the fan has turned the number
of revolutions paid for by each coin.

Telephone Muffler
That the Kracker telephone muffler

affords the business man the secrecy of a
telephone booth is the claim for this
device and it is small enough to be
installed on the ordinary desk telephone.
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The muffler is made of aluminum and
is therefore extremely light.

When speaking into the muffler, the
sound waves, together with the air

TELEPHONE MUFFLER

expelled from the lungs, go forward, and
are carried through a spiral coil of
aluminum. This is non -vibrating and
effectually prevents a person standing
near from overhearing the conversation.

Floor Planning Machine
The motor used with

this floor planing machine
is controlled by a switch
and rheostat mounted
within easy reach. The

PLANING A FLOOR

motor drives the cutting cylinder con-
taining the knives by a belt and idler and
is of the entirely enclosed type sufficiently
rugged to withstand the sudden and
severe overloads imposed upon it when
the knives strike hard spots and knots.
The whole machine is mounted on
rollers of hardened steel.

New French Static Machine

Most of us are familiar with the or-
dinary form of static machine embodying
the great glass disks which revolve in a
vertical plane. But the new form made
at the Roy Court establishment, Ave. 'd
Orleans, Paris, at first glance would hard-
ly he recognized as a static machine at
all. An ebonite cylinder takes the place

STATIC MACHINE WITH CYLINDER INSTEAD
OF DISKS

of the glass disks. It has a large surface
so that a powerful effect is obtained.
In addition to other desirable features, it
is provided with an electric heater,
operated from the house wiring circuit,
which warms the cylinder so that it can
be operated in damp weather.

The- Light of London
The location of every great city may he

recognized afar off at night by the re-
flection of the sky, but the distance in the
case of London is somewhat surprising.
An instance is recorded when, in the
spring, there was seen the reflection of
the light of the British metropolis at a
distance of 50 miles. The glow was
rather more than two degerees in eleva-
tion, and stretched ast least ten degrees
along the horizon. It is assumed that it
was due to reflection from clouds some-
thing over two miles high.
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Temple of Rameses II Electric-
ally Lighted

At Abu Simbel on the Nile is the
Temple of Rameses II, 32 centuries
old, and its subsidiary, the Temple
of Hathor. Modern enterprise hás
lighted this historic monument by
electricity, so that tourists may the
better see its beautiful internal stat-
ues and carvings, frescoes and mural
paintings. It comes rather as a shock
to the sightseers entering this cool
temple to face modernism pervading
the subdued atmosphere of ancientism;
yet without the electric lights much of
the beauties of the temple would be
hidden.

These two temples, built by the great
Rameses II, are among the most stupen-
dous monuments of ancient Egyptian
architecture and challenge even the
Sphinx, the Pyramids, and other gigantic
edifices of Egypt proper. The larger
temple is entirely excavated out of the
solid sandstone rock, being dedicated to
Ammon -re of Thebes and Re-Harakhte
of Heliopolis, who were the leading
deities of Egypt; but Rameses himself was
also worshipped here. It was first dis-
covered by Burckhardt in 1812, and in
1817 Belzoni freed it from its covering of
sand. In 1844 Lepsius again laid it
bare and Mariette in 1869, while in 1892
Captain Johnstone of the British Royal
Engineers restored the façade and built
two walls to protect it from the sand
blown into it by the desert storms.

TEMPLE OF RAMESES II SHOWING THE FOUR GI-
GANTIC STATUES AND OTHER DECORATIONS

The terrace of the forecourt is embel-
lished with rows of figures of captives and
a cornice, falcons and small statues of
kings. The four gigantic statues of
Rameses II are hewn out of the cliff
against which their backs are placed, and
arranged in pairs on each side of the
entrance to the temple. Each of the
figures is over 65 feet in height and the
workmanship is truly admirable, the faces
being particularly life like. One of these
figures has unfortunately lost its head
and shoulders which now lie at its feet.

Inside of the electrically lighted temple
are eight square pillars, supporting the
roof, against which stand figures fully
30 feet high. The ceilings are adorned
with flying vultures and the walls with
stars, while the reliefs on the walls are
still retaining their beautiful coloring
and are of great historical value. This
great main hall is 54 feet long and 58 feet
wide. Adjoining it are smaller halls and
apartments.- W. ROBERT FopAN.
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Sawing Marble

The extensive use of marble for lin-
ing corridors of office buildings and for
other building purposes has brought
about the use of modern machinery in the
quarries and mills and electricity is
largely the motive
power. In the picture is
a twin saw and table
used to cut blocks of
uniform size from the
rough pieces of marble.
The block on the table
has already been
trimmed to a long rec-
tangular shape and is
being cut into blocks of
shorter length. The hose
running to the edge of
each saw carries water
which is constantly
played upon the part of
the marble being cut.

Elecctricity Shows New Gas in
Hydrogen

. As every schoolboy knows, peroxide of
hydrogen, or the bleaching fluid that
everyone uses to remove dark colors or to
make blondes grow where brunettes grew
before, differs only from ordinary water
by having an extra atom of hydrogen.
That is to say, water has two parts of
hydrogen gas to one part of oxygen gas,
while "peroxide" has an extra part of
oxygen gas in its make-up.

Some fifteen or more years ago it was
not known. that the air contained other
gases than oxygen, nitrogen, and traces
of water vapor, hydrogen, carbonic acid
and the like. But Sir William Ramsay,
the eminent English physicist, came along
and discovered a half dozen hitherto
unknown gases in the air. Their names
are argon, helium, Xenon, neon, and so
on - none of them overly hard to re-
member.

Two colleagues of Lord Ramsay_ nog; -
come to the front with a discovery about

the presence of the gas, neon, in supposed-
ly pure hydrogen gas. They do not state
that they split the element hydrogen up
into another element, but they show that
by passing an electric discharge through
the hydrogen at very low temperatures,
neon is evolved.

A GANG OF
SAWS CUTTING

THEIR WAY
THROUGH

MARBLE SLABS

Professor J. Norman Collie and Mr. H.
S. Patterson, the physicists mentioned,
conclude that neon cannot be obtained by
heating from either the glass vessels in
which they found it or in the electrodes
used. Nor was the neon found due to the
air leaking into the pump or the appara-
tus in the course of the experiment.

To be sure that the newly] obtained
neon came from pure hydrogen gas and
nowhere else, they heated glass to its
melting point, passed cathode rays
through it and in various ways tried to
find or to force neon and helium through
it. Then before passing the electric spark
through hydrogen and oxygen-the ele-
ments that make up water and " perox-
ide"-they investigated these gases
carefully and found no neon present.

They discovered then, as soon as the
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electric discharge was flashed through the
glass tube, the presence of both helium
and neon. Then they asked themselves
the question, "Where in the wide world
did these two new gases come from?"
And modestly, without guesses or theories,
they answer, "We do not know." Wheth-
er they are newly found elements, new
discoveries about the lack of simplicity
or elemental nature of hydrogen, they
refrain at this time from saying.

Revolving Eledríc Reflector Light
We present herewith the first photo-

graph of the electrical novelty, a revolv-
ing electric reflector light, the invention
of Mr. George Warrington, the superin-
tendent of naval construction, United
States Government Bureau of Light -

NEW ELECTRIC
REVOLVING
REFLECTOR

LIGHT

houses. The first installation has been
made on board the Bush Bluff Lightship
which is maintained by the Federal Gov-
ernment in the Elizabeth River at Nor-
folk, Va.

One of the most notable of the several
novel features embodied in this new
" beacon of the sea " is found in the
concentration of the filament in the lamp,
which has a mean spherical candlepower
of but 30.2. In other words a 30 candle-
power lamp affords an illumination that
is so concentrated by means of reflectors
as to yield an illumination in a certain
direction of more than 100,000 candle-
power. The lamp, which has a four foot
lantern, is revolved (thus making a flash-
ing light) likewise by electric power.

Another distinctly new departure is
found in the arrangement whereby the
current for both illumination and the
operation of the revolving mechanism is
supplied from a remarkable storage
battery which is of capacity sufficient to
enable the operation of the light for 21
nights-averaging ten hours per night-
without recharging.

Electric Range for the Galley of
a Warship

A new type of electric range has been
installed in the galleys or kitchens of the
latest United States battleships and is
proving so efficient that similar apparatus
will be installed in all the battleships now
building or projected.

Whatever the increased cost of the
electric range, it is more than justified in
the eyes of the naval officials by its
tremendous advantages. For one thing,
the electric range can be placed to better
advantage than the coal range, there
being no smokestack to be provided for.
Secondly, there are no ashes to be dis-
posed of. Then the electric range is only
in use when food is being cooked, so that
there is less stray heat. Furthermore,
there is no "banking" of fires. And, in
the case of our newest battleships, which
will use oil fuel exclusively, the electric
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A BATTLESHIP ELECTRIC RANGE

range is almost a necessity, as were a coal
range used it would be necessary to carry
on board a special supply of coal for this
one use. Finally, with the electric range
there are avoided those gases given off by
coal which mingle with the food and do
not help the flavor.

Furnace and Microscope in One
One of the most interesting microscopes

ever invented and the only one of its
kind in the world has just been perfected

by Dr.Wright of the
Carnegie Institute
at the Geophysical
Laboratory near
Washington. It is
an electrical fur-
nace and micro-
scope combined
and was built in
the machine shops
of the laboratory.

The object for
which it is intend-
ed is the examina-
tion of metals and
rocks at an intense
heat, in a condition
similar to that
which existed at the

MICROSCOPE AND
FURNACE

time of their formation by Mother Nature
in the earth.

In order to study the behavior of metals
and stones in a molten state it was nec-
essary to subject them to a heat which
would melt almost any substance and
ruin the microscope itself. Hence a
plan was devised by Wright which allows
an inconceivable heat to be used, but
the machine, other than the oven itself,
is kept cool and no high temperature
interferes with the microscope. This is
done by having a metal hollow jacket,
through which water continually circu-
lates, surround the electric furnace.
The little furnace is about two inches
long and half an inch thick, hollow at
each end and with an opening in the center
at one side. The furnace, which is made
of corundum, is placed within the water,
cooled jacket and a temperature of 1,600°
C., far above the melting point of gold
and silver is obtained.

Moving Advertisements on Theater
Curtain

In order to attract the attention of the-
ater audiences to the advertisements
usually painted on the curtain John C.
Taylor of Baltimore, Maryland, has de-
igned and patented a mótor operated

THEATER CURTAIN ADVERTISEMENTS

windmill upon the vanes of which are
hung the "ads," so pivoted that they al-
ways remain vertical. The motor is
controlled automatically by means of a
switch which is operated by the curtain.



Amusing Stunts at
The "Big Circus" was the feature

entertainment offered the delegates of
the National Electric Light Association
during the annual convention, June 2d
to 6th, in Chicago.

Under the joint auspices of the Elec-
tric Club of Chicago and the Common-
wealth Edison Company N. E. L. A. Sec-
tion, 250 of the Edison employees so per-
fectly burlesqued a regular circus that
many of the spectators asserted that the
acts staged must be the work of pro-
fessionals.

" He must be a real ringmaster hired
for this occasion," exclaimed one.

`, I can't believe those acrobats are
amateurs," said another.

"That slack wire artist is probably
with some regular show," confidently re-
marked a third.

And so thought the larger portion of
the spectators and they felt this belief
steadily confirmed through to the grand
finale, led off by the dancing of graceful
Mlle. Edelman, the flower girl.

The fact, however, that
all persons connected with
the production, from the
ringmaster to the 75 piece
orchestra, are employees of
one organization is a

(I) Clowns and Ponies. (2) Gypsy
Maid and Trained Bears. (3) Jumbo,
Lady Jumbo and Ditto. (4) Alex -
Sam - Dow. (5) Chantecler and Baby
Tiger. (6) Convention Camel.
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the Electrical Circus
pertinent one and affords the out-of-
town visitor a study in loyalty and
spirit worth thinking about.

During the day those who took part
are scattered miles apart, at work in
the various departments of their com-
pany. The drill and practice after
hours necessary to put on the circus
was a voluntary offering of employees
that they might show the greatest of
national electrical organizations the
meaning of the word loyalty-and they
did. It was not forced loyalty nor the
kind beginning at 8:30 A. ni. and end-
ing at 5:30 P. M.- a watch -the -clock
sort-but the kind worthy of the best
efforts of the management of any com-
pany and the best evidence of a com-
pany's generous treatment of those it
employs.

The menagerie drew heavily upon
the dry goods store, the furrier, the
feather factory, etc., and there was
small doubt in the minds of the spec-
tators that animals sometimes act
like humans.

"NELA," the six -legged,
fire dragon, probably ex-

. cited the most interest.
The monster, flashing eyes of
green, then red, then white,
(7) NELA, Six -Legged, Fire -snort-
ing, Antedeluvian Dragon. (8) Cir-
cus Ring. (9) Ringmaster. (10)
Bull Moose, Camel and Polar Bear.
(11) Signorina Harrietta and Her
Ferocious Pets. (12) Indian Maiden.
Buffalo and American Indian.

397
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with swaying tail tipped by a red in-
candescent lamp, would cause the most
hardened meter reader to faint if en-
countered after dark. It was rumored
that the beast would be used to draw one
of the Specials back to San Francisco.

The whole show was a splendid human -
interest thing, act by act, concluding with
the pyramid of singers clad in white-
unforgettable because of its beauty as
the spotlight played everchanging colors
upon it.

A Little Madame Curie of the
Wireless

During the Ohio floods a little Cin-
cinnati girl, thirteen years old, sat before
a wireless apparatus, which she had
installed in the kitchen of her home, and
received S. O. S. messages from flood -
bound cities. The fact became public sev-
eral days ago when Alice McConaughy,
daughter of National Bank Examiner
R. C. McConaughy, was officially notified
that she had been granted the first license
to operate a wireless on the Great Lakes
under the new Federal law. The notifica-
tion, sent by Radio -Inspector Dillon, of
Cleveland, was addressed to "Miss Alice
McConaughy," whose age was given as
eighteen. But there is no Miss McCon-
aughy. There is just thirteen -year -old
Alice, pupil of the seventh grade in the
Madisonville school.

Do you think that they will take it
away from me again when they find out
that I am just a school girl?" queried
Alice anxiously when notified of her
appointment. "I put down my age
correctly on the paper-thirteen. They
must have mistaken the figure. It won't
make any difference, will it, as long as I
can operate all right?"

Reassured, Alice explained how she
came to apply for a license. "I wanted to
be a regular government station and you
can't be that without a license. So I just
sent to Cleveland for the blanks and filled
out the examination questions. It was
easy," she said.

Six months ago the girl installed her

ALICE McCONAUGHY AT THE KEY

wireless outfit, one of considerable size,
in the kitchen of her home. Part of the
apparatus is an aerial 50 feet high, with
four wires.

" Who built that?" she was asked. " I
did," was the offhand reply. I can
climb pretty well."

With her apparatus the girl stated that
she can reach probably as far as Colum-
bus, 120 miles away. `' It is rather hard to
tell just how far one can reach," said she,
"but I have reason to think that I have
gotten to Columbus. I got messages
from as far as Xenia during the flood."

Instead of dolls, Alice used to carry
around electrical toys when she was still
in the doll -baby period. Since then her
interest in electricity has strengthened
constantly. She expects to elect physics
and civics as her preferred studies when
she enters high school.

So far Alice has not received the
official number of her station. When she
does she expects to spend the greater
part of her time at her apparatus, receiv-
ing and sending messages. "Yes, I
would like to be a regular operator when

44,
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I grow up, but first I want to see the
system further developed. I want to
study things out for myself," said Cin-
cinnati's little Madam Curie of the
wireless.

Studying European Safety Methods
Arthur Williams, President of The

American Museum of Safety, was among
the passengers who sailed June 5th on the
"France." He is visiting the well-
known museums of safety abroad to
study how the European employers are
cutting in two their accident and death
rate in industry. The results of his trip
will form a noteworthy feature of the
first international exposition of safety
and industrial hygiene held in America,
which will take place in New York
City during the latter part of this year.

The Signs of Oakland
In Oakland, Calif.,

the regulations cover-
ing the installation of
electric signs are very
lenient. The photo-
graph reproduced here-
with, through the
courtesy of Mr. William
H. Gregg, attracted a
great deal of attention
when exhibited in that
city and is an admira-
ble illustration of the
fact that signs suspend-
ed over sidewalks do not detract from the
effect of the street electroliers. In reality
they add a great deal to the attractive-
ness of the street by night.

Largest Church Organ in the World
The new cathedral at Liverpool, Eng-

land, now in course of construction, will
have the largest organ in the world. One
hundred thousand dollars has been donat-
ed for the instrument by a Liverpool
merchant, and four years will be required
in which to build it. To its intricate

mechanisms electricity will be applied
as to no other instrument previously
constructed. According to the builders,
Henry Willis and Sons, London, organists
will find the instrument easier to manip-
ulate than many of half its dimensions.
It will have an aggregate of 215 draw -
stops; the largest existing organ, except
the one at St. Michael's, Hamburg, is
in the town hall of Sydney, Australia,
and has 144 draw stops. There will be
five keyboards and the action throughout
will be electro -pneumatic and tubular -
pneumatic, with seven separate blowing
installations, each electrically operated.
Electricity will be utilized to a remarkable
degree in replacing former methods of
control and in giving the organ additional
resources in musical sound, such as have
been realized in no other instrument.

ONE OF OAKLAND S PRINCIPAL. STREETS AT NIGHT
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The Great Munsterber g and the
Telephone

Down in Cincinnati, recently, the re-
nowned Dr. H. Munsterberg was telling
of his experiments along the line of what
he has predicted as the great science of
the future - taking the ind' -idual and
discovering by simple psychologic tests
whether or not he is naturally fitted, or,
as one ordinarily puts it, "cut out for,"
the position for which he intends to ap-
ply. Among other vocations the doctor
turned to that of the telephone exchange
operator. "Undoubtedly," the doctor
stated in his patois English, "we have a
great number of incompetent telephone
operators.

"Although you might not, at first
glance, consider it such, using the 'phone
implies a very complicated piece of work
for the mind. In making a single connec-
tion at the exchange, the telephone girls
have to go through not less than fourteen
psychological acts. Despite this, 180 calls
an hour is averaged in many cities, and
occasionally a girl will handle fully 250

. calls during the rush hours of the day..
"It is obvious, there-

fore, that for this kind of
work we need a girl of
very quick mental activ-
ity. Really very few
minds are fitted by na-
ture for this sort of work.
A very great number of
girls are not.

"Which girls are
fitted and which are not
is usually found out by
entering the applicant in
one of the city telephone
schools, which are kept
up by the company.
There, for a given stretch
of time, these girls are
trained, or taught in the
work. If, then, it is
found that they can't
do it, they are dropped.
The training they have

so

received and on which they have wasted
their time is of absolutely no use to them
in any other line of work. Telephone
officials say that about three -fourths of
those entering such schools are thrown
out.

" Just recently," he continued, " I made
experiments in a 'phone exchange with
a company of girls, newly entered in the
school. I watched the girls at their work
and I brought down what seemed one
process to eight or nine physchological
processes that I could test. I then made
several tests and found that what a tele-
phone girl needs most is endurance of
attention. Attention must be kept at a
high pitch for a long time.

"How then, among a group of novices,
would we find which girls were fitted to
become telephone operators?

" I gave 30 or 40 of the girls the first
page of that morning's paper and I
asked them to cross out every letter `A'
in the text, as they read. At the end of
each minute a bell signal was given and
they put a line mark wherever they
might be at that moment. The day's
paper was used purposely, since the cur-
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SEVERE OPERATING CONDITIONS
Those familiar with the difficulties attendant upon the

.proper insulation of a 110,000 volt line will be astonished
at this picture. It shows a line of the Great Falls Power
Company, Butte, Montana, working successfully under
the above voltage and with the insulators literally covered
and heaped up with snow.
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KINEMATOPHONE
If you could hear the singing of the birds, the braying of the mule, the roar of the

train and the patter of the horse's hoofs ás you gazed at these things in a moving
picture show the picture would seem more real. Gaston Anchini, according to
Music Trades, is the inventor of a machine for getting this realism. There is a key-
board of more than 50 keys.' Above each key is a picture representing the sound that
particular key will give. By pressing proper keys almost any sound needed in accom-
panying a moving picture film can be obtained. The machine, called aKinematophone,
is run by electricity and may be so placed that the pianist can operate it.

rent news in this would be the more apt
to distract. At the conclusion of the
stated length of time the papers were
collected and a count was made.

"The results were interesting:
"Some of the girls, it was found.

scored practically perfect during the
first or even the second minutes. Be-
ginning with the third minute, however,
the attention began to flag, and from
then on they began to omit some of the
letters.

"In other cases, girls were very poor
at the first, but after the third and fourth
minute they had grown more used to the
work and were splendid workers there-
after, every single 'A' being cared for.
Still other girls varied otherwise: for
two or three minutes they gave good at-
tention ; then for two or three minutes
poor. As result, there was a very wide
variance in the value of their work.

"Out of all this the investigators
made `inteligence tests'; then tests of the
memory and of exactitude. There were
other tests as to influence from without
and the quickness of mental connection.

"From all these they found how each
girl would average on all the tests, and

this was then taken to represent the
standing of that girl and her proper
rank among the rest for position."

Price Tags on Motor Board
In the electrical toy department of a

large department store is this ingenious-
ly devised board for demonstrating elec-
tric motors. In front of :.ach motor is
a small, low voltage, incandescent lamp
about one inch in diameter with
price of the motor painted upon
glass. A transformer is used and

A PRACTICABLE COUNTER DISPLAY

the
the
the

lights are kept burning all the time. Push
buttons enable the salesman to run any
motor and light its lamp.



Interesting Facts About Moving Pictures
By CHAS. E.

The growth of the moving picture
business within its brief life of ten
years is something that smacks of magic.
It is authoritatively estimated that over
$200,000,000 is now invested in the mov-
ing picture industry. From merely a
crude and simple toy it has eventuated a
business vast in its ramifications. It has
become in reality a .new art and im-
mensely popular as a legitimate amuse-
ment all over the - world. It lagged
through a half-hearted, hesitant stage
with much patience, persistence and ar-
tistic sagacity back of it, until it emerged
successfully into full panoplied life, with
business acumen to systematize it and
make it a mighty factor in wholesome,
diverting amusement and as a medium
of education whose potentialities have
been barely touched.

Thomas Alva Edison declares it is to
be the great future force in molding the
youthful mind, and for storing those of
older growth with all the things that
make the body rich. What -the Wizard
of Menlo Park and his associates have
done toward standardizing the photo -
play in the East, William N. Selig and
his associates have done in the West.

Five years ago the picture play was
a raw product, a flickering crudity, pain-
ful to the eye, palling to the imagination.
Just as Elias Howe put an eye in the
business end of the sewing machine
needle, so the genius of Edison perfo-
rated the edge_of the picture film to keep
the plane of its moving surface taut be-
fore the electric arc and banished for-
ever the hateful blotching and blurring
of the moving picture, that almost made
it die a-borning.

Mechanically this was a most vital im-
provement. While the makers of films
have expended vast sums experimentally
to perfect every detail of the work me-
chanically both in the mirroring, the
making and the protection of the pie-

NIXON

tures, they have been equally assiduous in
bettering the product to make it conform
with the strict letter of the law vested in
the National Board of Censorship (the
only form of art commercialized or
otherwise that voluntarily submits to
such dictation), and have been liberal in
expenditure to enlist the best pens of the
time to provide scenario subjects, to-
gether with the best histrionic and pan-
tomimic talent to illustrate them under
the judicious guidance of the greatest
producers. ., Public prints have harped
continually upon the profits derived but
they seldom take into account the enor-
mous expense involved in the building
of new plants all parts of which must
of necéssity be newly created to meet
growing emergencies.

Ten years ago there were a few trav-
eling companies working fairs and car-
nivals with moving pictures of civic pa-
rades or crude comedy scenes and dis-
torted attempts at drama, all having
about the same relation to art that the
poor players had in the Elizabethan age
when actors were set down as strollers
and "vagabonds." Then the picture
films were flickering uncertainties rang-
ing from 50 to 300 feet in length at most.

Five years ago there was a change for
the better in the multiplied activity and
artistic values of the photo -play, but it
was a sort of miscellany unsatisfactory
to the public and constantly encountering
criticism of the press for its offenses.

The organization of the Motion Pic-
ture Patents Company enlisting the larg-
est producers of the country for intelli-
gent, serviceable co-operation, brought
order out of chaos, eliminated the mere-
tricious elements and established a status
for the business that was joyously rec-
ognized and highly approved by the pub-
lic. Great plants were erected with all
the involved and expensive appurte-
nances for getting and giving the best
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scientific results for pictorial represen-
tation or instruction.

Where there were dollars invested ten
years ago, they had increased to thou-
sands a few years later, and now they
have multiplied to millions. The few
operators of the primitive period have
become magnates, and their traveling
companies and experts are working all
over the world.

There are many processes for devel-
oping and treating these films. They
can be tinted but retouching is next to
impossible. All films are made in dupli-
cate. In the Selig plant three pictures
are made of the most important scenes
by three instruments working simulta-
neously, and the greatest care is exer-
cised to have these pictures free from
mistakes and from the accidental "butt
in's" of outsiders. Inaccuracy in pho-
tography cannot be rectified. The film
must be used as taken. As previously re-
marked, films varied from 50 to 300 feet
in length. The standard footage of a
film is 200 feet, but the majority of pic-
ture subjects occupy at least a thousand
feet or five film lengths spliced together.

The average cost of an ordinary film
is reckoned at about a dollar per foot,
but in the making of special subjects in
three reels the cost sometimes advances
to from $8.00 to $10.00 per foot. The
"Coming of Columbus" reached the lat-
ter figure. The reproductions of "The
Two Orphans," directed by Kate Clax-
ton, and the great fairy play of Harry E.
Webster, "Cinderella," with Mabel Tal-
iaferro in the title role have been most
expensive. The Selig Company for ex-
ample, has several animal plays in which
valuable lions, lionesses, leopards- and
tigresses have been vicariously sacrificed
to meet the demand for realism. "Alone
in the jungle," "Back to the Primitive,"
"Captain Kate" and "Kings of the For-
est" are all admittedly great animal pic-
pictures and vast distances are traversed.
many people employed and great expense
is involved in securing all such produc-
tions.

A Mystic Clock

This mystic clock has no face, gears,
nor visible works of any kind. The
numbers for the different hours are sup-
ported by a light brass framework, with
no connection to outside works. The
hands of the clock are perfectly free to
revolve about on the pivot to which they
are hung. Being unobstructed by the
usual gears, the hands can be spun about
like a band leader's baton. And unlike
the usual geared timepiece, the hands

THE MYSTIC CLOCK

when undisturbed for a short time will
invariably indicate the correct time. It
makes no difference whether the hands be
set for the right or wrong hour, as in-
variably they soon right themselves
automatically.

Many explanations have been sug-
gested to account for the operation of the
hands, but the most probable one seems
to be in the presence of an electro -magnet
that exerts an influence on magnets
enclosed in the brass counterweights on
the hands.
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Wireless on Sub-
marines

No little ingenuity is
necessary in disposing of
the aerials on a sub-
marine owing to the
restricted space. It is
desirable to get as much
capacity at the top as
possible in order to give
the waves a good send-
off. An inverted V-
shape has been adopted

METHOD OF STRINGING
AERIALS ON SUBMARINES

9"
S .1.2410.... .....amsi.... ~_,\.,,
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by the British navy as
shown in the accompanying sketch, being
supported at the apex by a mast and
attached to end posts at the bow and
stern.

Every ship in the British navy is now
fitted with wireless. The Admiralty has
an antenna and station above the build-
ing at Whitehall, by means of which the
movement of the war fleet can be con-
trolled without any delay whatever.
All the submarines have been included in
this scheme and are now fitted with the
latest wireless apparatus on the Marconi
system.

The Lungmotor
The Lungmotor is one of the most

recent devices for saving life in cases of
electric shock, asphyxiation by gases,
etc., by producing artificial respiration.
It is a manually operated, two cylinder,
air pump, and with it is supplied an
oxygen generator. An upward move-
ment of the handle of the Lungmotor
fills one cylinder with air or oxygen or a
mixture of both according to the setting
of a valve in the base. At the same time
the other cylinder fills with the expired
air drawn from the lungs of the patient.
With a downward movement of the han-
dle the air -oxygen is forced into the lungs
and the expired air in the second cylinder
is discharged into the open.

To make the Lungmotor available for
persons of all ages and varying lung
capacities an adjustment for different air

volumes is placed on the top of the device.
The respiration per minute can be varied
and the proportions of air and oxygen
regulated at will. Also inspiration may
be caused without forced expiration and
expiration without forced inspiration.

SHOWING THE COMPACTNESS OF THE
LUNGMOTOR

C
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Oxygen compound in, cans is placed in
water inside the generator and oxygen is
produced somewhat as acetylene gas is
generated by placing carbide in water.

Curious Experience with an Electro-
magnet

A curious incident
occurred recently in a
German workshop. A
chain fastened firmly
to the ground and hav-
ing at its free end a
ball of iron came with-
in the influence of a
large lifting magnet
attached to a crane.
The ball at the end of
the chain was lifted
from the ground and
when the magnet was
raised sufficiently to
leave the ball suspend-
ed in the air, the chain
was found to be so
rigid that a workman
was able to climb the
full length without
bending it in the
least.

CHAIN AS RIGID AS
A BAR

The Optophone
An instrument has been invented in

Germany which gives to the blind the
power of distinguishing, by means of the
ear, differences in the intensity of the
light. Its principle is as follows: Two
selenium elements are connected with two
graphite resistances, and the whole is
arranged as a Wheatstone bridge. A
regulating resistance of manganin, which
is an alloy of copper, manganese and
nickel, is inserted between the two
graphite resistances, permitting the equil-
ibration of the two arms of the bridge.
A current passing through the arrange-
ment is interrupted ten times per second
by a clockwork mechanism; it can con-

sequently be observed by means of a
telephonic receiver.

As soon as one of the selenium elements
receives an increased quantity of light,
the fact is immediately indicated by the
receiver.

With a tension of about four volts
the sensibility of the instrument is suffi-
cient to enable the user to distinguish the
ordinary changes in the intensity of
daylight. During the night the flame of
a candle or of a gas burner can be de-
tected at a distance of 60 feet. Experi-
ments made at the Royal Institution
for the Blind at Birmingham, England,
have demonstrated the practical utility
of the instrument.

Umbrella Reflector for Photographers
The "umbrella" electric light reflector

apparatus is a recent English production.
Every photographer, owing to the in-
creased applica-
tion of the electric
light in his mani-
fold operations, is
now well aware of
the powerful photo-
chemical properties
of the arc light,
which is the best
substitute for day-
light. Should the
rays be allowed to
fall direct upon the sitter,
the shadows would be so
intense that it would be im-
possible to photograph by
them and they need toning
down.

The umbrella diffuser, as
its name implies, is made on
the principle of the umbrella
and is thus light and port-
able as well as graceful.

The arc lamp is mounted
at the center, and opposite
the arc is a round shield for cutting off the
direct rays, so that only the reflected light
is used.

UMBRELLA RE-
FLECTOR
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Cutting Alfalfa by
Electricity

Alfalfa, because of its
value as a stock food and
because it can be cut two
or three times a year, has
become a most important
crop. It is generally used
as a basis for stock food,
often cut small and mixed
with waste syrup and beet
pulp from sugar factories,
or with grain or other
ingredients.

Throughout the West
there are a number of "custom " mills
that cut and mix the alfalfa food for
farmers, a certain percentage being re-
tained by the mill owner to pay for the
service.

The illustrations show a typical motor
driven "custom" alfalfa mill. The use
of Westinghouse motors instead of steam
engines reduces the attendance required,
the cost of power, and the fire risk. The
motors also require much less floor space,
when compared with that required by a
gasolene engine equipment.

Green alfalfa is brought to it on the
conveyor shown at the left. After the
alfalfa is cut, it is blown by means of a
fan through the piping shown at the right
into storage bins above, or into the farm-
er's wagon.

Operation of the machine is so rapid
that by the time the
farmer has unloaded at
the receiving end and
driven around to the dis-
charge end, his alfalfa is
already coming through.

Photograph Enlarger
Any person who has

an ordinary camera with
adjustable focal length can easily con-
struct this enlarging apparatus. The
accompanying drawing shows the general

Ú
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A TYPICAL ALFALFA "CUSTOM" MILL USED THROUGHOUT THE WEST

arrangement. The box contains the
electric lamp and reflector. Two clamps
are made to hold the camera on the box
as shown. An opening is cut in the box
directly behind the camera and has a
piece of tissue paper fastened over it so
as to diffuse the light. Cut a slot so that
a piece of orange glass can be introduced
between the negative and the light, and
removed at will.

The screen is arranged as shown and
slides forward and backward and can
be clamped with the thumb screw which
works in the countersunk slot in the base.
A snap switch is fastened on one end of
the box, and connections made with a
plug and flexible cord. A sixteen candle-
power tungsten light will do.

Fasten a sheet of the sensitive paper on
the screen with thumbtacks and focus

CLAMP

5LOT FOR ORANGE GLASS

CAMERA SGR!!N.

NUT

CLAMP

CTR3K SLOT

SIMPLE APPARATUS FOR ENLARGING PHOTOGRAPHS

the image. Be sure the orange glass is in
place. Remove glass, expose the print
and replace glass.
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The Making of a Half -tone

(Photos by Courtesy of R. R. Donnelley fr Sons Company)

The reader who looks at the pictures
with this article, for example, may won-
der how the plates-the half -tones, as
they are called-that printed them are
made. Here is the story in brief :

When a photograph is received in the
office of the engraver a ticket is made out
for it giving directions, size of picture
wanted, etc., then the photograph goes
to the photographic department. If we
follow it we will usually find ourselves
upon the top floor of the building, if the
plant is not modernized. If it is a modern
equipment we may find the photographic
department upon any floor or even in the
basement, for modernizing means that
electric light will have taken the place of
daylight. But wherever the gallery is
located our attention will be promptly
centered upon probably as large a camera
as we have ever seen-one six or seven
times as large as that used by the family
photographer around the corner. The big
machine rests upon a sliding stand so that
it can be readily moved toward or away
from the "copy" (the picture to be re-
produced) which is placed upon a board
a short distance in front of the lens.
Before the "copy" is photographed the
image is reduced to the size required by
adjusting the camera. The size is ascer-
tained by measuring the image on . the
ground glass of the camera.

Upon each side of the camera as shown
is a powerful arc lamp, for the lighting of
the copy is important. The better the
illumination the snappier will be the
negative. Arc light illumination for this
purpose we are told is practically as good
as daylight and in one way better. The
light upon the photograph can be judged
more accurately than that from a sky-
light, especially on a changeable, cloudy
day. And electricity is used not only in
the gallery but all through the up-to-
date engraving plant.

With the copy on the board ready to

be photographed, a "screen, " as it is
called, is placed between it and' the nega-
tive in the plate holder. These screens
are made by ruling parallel lines on the
surface of a glass plate, one way only, and
a like set of lines are made on another
plate. The grooves are then filled with a
black opaque substance and the two
plates are fastened together face to face,
so that the lines on one plate cross those
on the other.

The screens are made in various rul-
ings from 50 lines per inch to 400 lines
per inch. In newspaper work 65 lines
per inch is generally used. Magazines
generally use 120 or 133 line screens;
the half -tones with this article are made
with 120. The screen lets through about
the same amount of light that it shuts out.
The object of the screen is to secure upon
the negative the lights and shadows of the
photograph in the form of dots. These
dots will be small in diameter where
the photograph is dark and large where
the white portions reflecting most light
through the screen are present in the
original photograph. As the dots in the
whites become larger the space between
the dots become correspondingly smaller
until the dots occupy all the space mak-
ing pure white spaces called "high lights."
As will be seen later, the dots are what
really take the ink and do the printing.
By examining the pictures they can be
seen without the aid of a magnifying
glass; by looking at them with a glass,
however, this explanation will be made
clearer.

The next step is to take the negative
from the camera and develop it. The
negative is now "stripped" as it is called.
The sensitive film upon it has received
the lights and shadows of the original
picture but to transfer this impression to
a plate of capper the negative is washed
and the film is removed (stripped) from
the glass and placed upon a piece of

407
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ADJUSTING THE HUGE CAMERA FOR SIZE AND CLEAR-
NESS OF PICTURE

heavier glass, usually 11 by 14 inches. Sometimes
several small negative films of different illustrations
are brought together upon one large glass.

The copper plate is next prepared. It is thick
enough to he strong and is carefully polished upon
the side to be used and over this smooth surface is
flowed a sensitive printing solution. With a pair
of pincers the operator holds the copper over a slow
heat in a moderately darkened room. When the
solution is thoroughly dry the heavy glass with the
several negatives upon it is placed in contact with
the sensitive side of the copper and together they
are put in a printing frame and then subjected to a
strong light from an arc lamp. To develop it, the

PRINTING THE COPPER PLATE WITH A POWER-
FUL ARC LAMP

copper is taken from the
frame and placed under a
tap of water, the water
being allowed to dash
thoroughly against the
printing surface. Wher-
ever the light has pene-
trated through the nega-
tive, the solution adheres
to the copper and where it
has been protected by the
negative, the water wash-
es it away. The devel-
oped plate is now held
over a strong, steady heat

"FLOWING" THE COPPER PLATE

until the coating left becomes a dark
brown and forms an enamel. This enamel
is the protecting surface when the copper
plate is immersed in the etching solution,
or acid bath, which is the next operation.

The first thing the etcher does is to look
carefully over the plate with a magnify-
ing glass for had spots or dust particles.
The plate is now placed in the etching
machine. In the one shown the acid is
sprayed by small nozzles up against the
plate held face downward and here is
where we find the effect of the screen, for
the tiny spots where light struck through
are eaten away by the acid, leaving more
or less projecting printing dots, according
to the shading of the picture, to carry the
ink against the paper. The eye of the



etcher must be a trained one capable of
telling how much eating away is neces-
sary to produce a good plate. Sometimes
one part of the plate is etched enough
while another portion must be further
treated. The re -etcher accordingly takes
the original copy and from it protects
with etching ink the finished portions and
again places the plate in the etching tank.

After the etching has been properly
completed, the plate is sent to the fin-
ishers. These men handle the little tools
to clean out any of the imperfections that
may have arisen during the process. They
put in the extreme highlights by cutting
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away the dots entirely, and frequently place black
in the plates by burnishing or rubbing on top of
the dots with a small, smooth tool which spreads
the dots out. The finisher works in a good light,

PROTECTING PLATE BE-
FORE ETCHING

ETCHING TANK

THE FINISHER REMOVES SMALL IMPERFECTIONS ROUTING MACHINE REMOVES SURPLUS METAL
FROM PLATE

SAWING OUT
THE WOODEN

BLOCKS
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uses fine tools and employs a microscope
of the pocket type to make sure his work
is perfect, for he can readily undo áll of
the careful work of photographers and
etchers.

The plates now go to the blocking
room. The routing machine here is
easily the most interesting. The copper
plate is placed upon it and by means of a
small rapidly rotating tool all surplus
metal is cut from the face of the plate
as the operator pushes the electric -

driven tóol about. Over at one side
of the room is a motor driven saw
which cuts out the wooden blocks upon
which the plate is mounted and near it is
the beveling machine which makes a bevel
along the side of the finished plate for
nailing it to the block. Finally the trim-
ming machine puts on the finishing
touches before the plate goes to the print-
ing department to be set about with type.
Then the whole page, including the type
and half -tone, is electrotyped, and from
this electrotype the actual printing is
done.

Freak of the Lightning

The photographs show in part the
peculiar work of a bolt of lightning which
killed five horses and stunned a man and
boy driving them. Mr. Philip Maser
and his thirteen -year -old son, who live
near Metamora, Ill., were driving their
horses to the barn on the morning of May
20th to escape an approaching shower.
In their hurry, they did not unhitch the
horses from the plows. Mr. Maser was

THE WORK OF
A `LIGHTNING

BOLT
WHICH KILLED

FIVE HORSES

in front, driving three horses, and the
boy about 50 feet behind with four
horses attached to a gang plow. The
lightning killed the four horses driven by
the boy, instantly, all falling in their
tracks, as seen in the photograph. Only
one of those driven by Mr. Maser was
killed. M.r Maser was directly between
the four killed at the boy's plow and the
one killed at his plow, but beyond being
thrown from m his seat and rendered un-
conscious for a few minutes, he escaped
entirely. The boy suffered severely
from the electric shock.
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Marvelous German Searchlights

A powerful beam from one of the great
modern electric projectors illuminating
the darkness of the night is certainly an
impressive sight and this becomes more
so when there are a number of projectors
working together, such as one of these
photographs shows. The new projectors
made at the Allgemeine establishment in
Germany are among the finest in Europe,

and the largest ones use arc lamps which
produce hundreds of millions of candle-
power, for all the light from the arc is
concentrated into a single beam instead
of being scattered, as usual. Where the
beam is quite straight, or at least but little
scattered, it will carry for several miles,
as another of the photographs represents-
a beam from one of the great searchlights
directed upon buildings on the side of a
mountain. The light given by such a

RAYS FROM A BATTERY OF SEARCH-
LIGHTS. BELOW IS SEEN A CITY
ILLUMINATED BY A DISTANT SEARCH-
LIGHT- - NOTE THE NEARLY PARAL-

LEL RAYS

THE MIRROR IS OF OPTICAL GLASS
OF ABSOLUTE PURITY
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projector is so intense as to allow of
reading and writing comfortably at two
miles distance from the apparatus.

Much care is given to making the con-
cave reflecting mirror quite true, for were
it not so it would scatter the light instead
of giving an exactly straight beam, and
the carrying distance is lessened. The
present mirrors are in optical glass of
absolute purity, cut and polished on
both faces.

Two horizontal carbons of large size
serve for the arc, and to keep their dis-
tance exactly regulated it is required to
use an electric motor operated by a
sensitive electro -magnet device acting as
a relay, and a hand control is also added,
while an image of the carbons is thrown
upon a ground glass pane in order to
observe their position. An interesting
point is the shutter which closes off the

Artistic Signboards
The agitation for artistic signboards

along the streets has at length borne
fruit. The accompanying picture shows
a new type of electric lighted signboard
known as the "semi -spectacular sign."
The display is 170 feet long and 27 feet
in height. There are electric globes on
Grecian -like columns at each end of
the board and green latticework under
the sign adds to the neat effect. The
upper portion of the sign is tastefully
equipped with electric bulbs, some 150 in
number, which are artistically arranged.
At night this illuminated signboard
presents an exceedingly brilliant and
attractive display, lighting up the street
in the vicinity for a considerable distance.

whole front, and it is made in some Cases
as a large iris diaphragm, such as we see
in camera lenses, or in others as a set of
slats which open and close all together.
Although this latter does not shut off the
light as wholly as the first kind, it works
quicker, and is quite valuable in making
Morse signals which can be seen for miles
distance, so that telegraphing can be
readily done.

In the base of the searchlight is an elab-
orate device with electric motors and
magnets, for revolving the projector all
around the horizon and for raising and
lowering the beam; also for working the
shutter. Electric cables run to an ingen-
ious lever controller, so that all that is
needed is to move the lever about in just
the same directions as we wish the beams
to be turned, and the searchlight follows
the movement exactly.

ps.Ifie
ice w Wheat

Father of the Trolley
Stephen D. Field, who died May 18th

last, at his home, Stockbridge, Mass.,
was widely known among electrical men
as "Father of the Trolley." In 1879 and
1880 he applied for patents on an electric
railway, including a stationary generator,
trolley wire, electric car, under running
trolley and bonded rails for return circuit.
In August, 1880, he built an experimental
line, using one car carrying two persons
and operated it upon his lawn in Stock-
bridge. Cyrus W. Field, who laid the
Atlantic cable, was his uncle and Stephen
gave considerable attention to telegraphy,
bringing out a number of inventions. He
died at the age of 67, in the town where he
was born.
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Fire Pail Alarm

The bright red metal pails marked
"Fire" that you have seen hanging on
hooks at the walls or set on a shelf within
reach are useful just as long as they are
filled with water, but on account of evap-

FIRE PAIL ALARM

oration they are frequently empty when
most needed-that is, in case of fire.

A New Jersey man seeks to guard
against there being no water in the pails
by an alarm device consisting of an elec-
tric bell and battery and a float on the
water. The float is attached to a slidable
rod in guides on which are contacts that
close when the float lowers with the
water and rings the bell at any predeter-
mined point.

Hunting Fortune with a Magnet
By means of an electric magnet,

Captain T. P. H. Whitelaw of San
Francisco will attempt to raise an iron
chest which contains $65,000 in gold
ingots from the bottom of the bay off
Angel Island. The safe was dropped
from the hold of the steamer Corcoran,
which was rammed and sunk in a collision
with the steamer Seminole in a dense
fog some months ago. When the vessels
parted, following the collision, a section
of the hold of the Corcoran broke through

and the cargo sank.. The huge iron chest
proved very difficult to find but has been
definitely located. A portion is covered
with drifted sands and it is claimed that
the ordinary methods of salvage would be
unable to lift it. A huge magnet is
therefore being constructed so that with
the generation of electricity on board ship
the enormous lifting power of the magnet
will be exerted, which, it is anticipated,
will drag the precious cargo to the
surface.

Modernizing Old Fixtures
In thousands of homes there are in use

old, antiquated electric fixtures much too
costly and beautiful to discard. The only
objectionable feature of most of these
old fixtures is that the lamps are held at
an angle. Experience has shown that
the distribution of light is greatly im-
proved if lamps are installed in a vertical
position. Therefore all modern fixtures
are provided with vertical outlets. By
the use of what is called the angle cap

OLD FIXTURES MODERNIZED

socket the old angle fixtures may be made
to hold the lamp in a vertical position with
a marked increase in lighting efficiency.

When the telephone first came out, a
noted professor considered it a joke. He
was induced to try it. With a grin of
incredulity he shouted into the mouth-
piece, "Hi diddle diddle-follow that up."
Then he listened. " It says-' The cat
and the fiddle,' " he gasped and forthwith
he was no longer a doubter.
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SATURDAY EVENING SHOPPING SCENE IN ACCRA

Wireless on the Gold Coast

Speaking of life on the Gold Coast,
progress in this remote region of Africa
is slow, to say the least, but the erection
of a wireless telegraphy post at Accra
seems to be waking things up somewhat.
Outside of army use, the Accra post will
give the greatest aid to shipping. The
coast surf is so heavy that communication
between ship and shore is often impossible
for long periods, during which business
men became very impatient. Where
yellow fever cases forbid vessels from
landing, wireless will be the only way of
making connection.

In building the Accra Marconi station
care had to be taken to use timber very
sparingly, for the white ants demolish
everything in the nature of wood. The
steel mast is 200 feet high and the building
is of concrete bricks. The main aerial is
of the umbrella type, the second being a
twin wire type aerial. In the station is a
five horse power oil engine group with

direct current dynamo, besides 54 accu-
mulator cells.

There are in the colony 1,424 miles of
telegraph line and 50 offices, also tele-
phone exchanges at Accra, Cape Coast
and three other places, but there is great
difficulty in laying such lines through the
bush. Tornadoes with heavy lightning
discharges and a deluge of rain often
cause "disturbances" in the line. Per-
haps a tree will fall and break the cable;
then we have to combat the extreme
humidity of the air and ground. Another
and more humorous foe is found, as the
natives cut from 20 to 40 feet lengths of
the wire, and the material is twisted up
into bracelets and necklets for the decora-
tion of dusky beauties.

The Faithful Magneto
Depending absolutely on the faithful-

ness of a small magneto for safety, Glenn
Martin, the California aviator, recently
put his biplane to a really novel and
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HAD THE LITTLE MAGNETO FAILED, THE INTREPID AVIATOR WOULD HAVE BEEN DRAGGED DOWN
BY THE AIR EDDIES

extremely hazardous use. In the Owens -
mouth Road Race, near Los Angeles,
Aviator Martin was appointed official
Referee of the Course, with Frank Gar-
butt, a prominent Los Angeles automo-
bile man. From the time that Martin
and Garbutt left the hangars at Griffith
Park for the Owensmouth Course, 30
miles away, their safety was constantly
át the mercy of the little generator that
furnished "juice" for the ignition in the
aeroplane engine.

Flying sometimes with Garbutt, and
sometimes alone, Martin constantly risked
death as he swept about the six mile
race course to insure fair play among the
competing automobile drivers. At times
the intrepid aviator referee was in ex-
treme danger, when he would swoop low
down over the race course. Had Martin's
generous auxiliary planes failed to grasp
the eddying air currents, or the electric
spark stopped in his motor for but a few
seconds, the consequences would have
been almost unavoidable.

Traveling about 40 miles an hour, with
no altitude from which to "volplane"
off the course, if Martin's magneto had
failed he would have been dragged down
by the powerful eddies of the air that
followed the racing cars, which traveled
at a speed approximately twice as great
as that of the aeroplane.

Trolley Car Conductor Studying for
Grand Opera

Barnard Wasserman, a young trolley
car conductor of Brighton, Mass., a
suburb of Boston, is a rare example of
the wonderful combination of ambition
and heroic peristency which we occasion-
ally, at prolonged intervals, actually
stumble upon.

Coming to Boston as a poor emigrant

BARNARD WASSERMAN
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from Germany, thi9 boy had the aim
from the start to somehow, someway,
sometime, become an opera singer.

Think of it! A poor, foreign lad, with-
out money, without friends or wealth,
dreaming of becoming a performer in that
most comprehensive and exacting of
arts - Grand Opera.

Nevertheless, from the moment he got
on the pay rolls of the Boston Elevated
(the corporation which controls the
transportation system of Boston), young
Wasserman began his unyielding efforts
toward fitting for his exalted goal.

He is only 21 now, but for five years -
five long, patient years - he has been
studying. He has taken a thorough
course in a Boston conservatory; has also
taken careful and long training in elocu-
tion and dramatic diction; a course in
acting; a course in stage technique; he
has repeatedly had offers of good salary
to go on the stage as an actor or singer -
but this remarkable boy has had the won-
derful foresight to resolve upon sticking
to his trolley car work until, as he phrases
it, "I get what I started for!" Thus, his
next step is to study abroad. That done,
he now has. the absolute assuredness of
a place with a professional Grand Opera
company.

Buzzer Reminds to Turn off Lights
Through forgetfulness lamps are left

burning in the cellar, attic or closet, and
current is wasted.

How often have you glanced at the
house as you left and noticed that the
attic light was working overtime and then
tried to remember whether it had been
burning a few hours or a few days? The
amount of current thus wasted cannot be
expressed in actual figures but it is certain
that in a year it is considerable.

This waste of electricity can now be
effectually prevented by a switch and
buzzer n_w on the market. Both are
mounted on the same base. When the
switch which controls the lights is on, the
buzzer furnishes a gentle though insistent
reminder that the lamps are burning.

Portable Lamp Combines Direr and
Indired Lighting

Somewhat of -an innovation in the use
of direct and indirect lighting systems is
a combination of the two in a portable
lamp. The illustration serves to show the
location of the reflector pointed towards

PORTABLE DIRECT AND INDIRECT LAMP

the ceiling and the incandescent lamps
for direct lighting arranged horizontally
on a circle beneath. The lights in both
cases are concealed by the shade, which
is usually either silk or art glass.

Most Modern Part of the House
Least Expensive

A great many people would be sur-
prised, says Mr. F. B. Adams, an authority
on electrical construction costs, to learn
that in building a home the electrical
equipment need not be more than one
and a half per cent of the cost of the
house. That is, in an $$8,000 house the
wiring would cost about 8120-to include
a very complete system of ceiling and
wall outlets and baseboard receptacles.

The many different places and posi-
tions in which lights are used nowadays
makes it very desirable that baseboard
plugs he given due consideration.
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THE SAME PAINTING ILLUMINATED BY LIGHTS OF DIFFERENT COLORS

LIGHT THE
That the color of an object is not inher-

ent in the object itself is a fact not re-
alized by many.- In other words, the

of a colored fabric or a
painting depends greatly upon its en-
vironment and almost entirely upon its
illumination. Roughly speaking, the color
of artificial light is as different from day-
light as ordinary artificial light is from
a ruby red lamp. These differences cause
great variations in the appearance of
colored objects.

All are familiar with the wonderful
lighting effects produced upon the stage.
These effects are the result of varying
the color of the light which illuminates
the colored costumes and scenery. But
Mr. M. Luckiesh, physicist for the
National Electric Lamp Association, has
extended the effects of stage lighting to
the field of fine art. Under the title of
"Light and Art" he has given a lecture -
demonstration before various scientific
bodies illustrating the wonderful effects
obtained by controlling the color of the
light which illuminates paintings. These
same effects are useful in a practical way
for attractive window displays and the
like.

SOUL OF ART
By actual demonstration it is shown

possible to paint two pictures on one
canvas the color of the light which illu-

which
picture is visible. While the color effects
are very striking and cannot be readily
produced in the accompanying illustra-
tions, the latter will illustrate feebly
what wonderful effects can be produced.

The painting illustrated here shows a
mountain rising in the distance between
two cliffs near the observer. The colors
are carefully chosen so that some will
appear colorless under a certain illu-
mination. For instance, the view at the
left shows the appearance of the painting
when illuminated by an orange -red light.
It is seen that the mountain and valley
in the distance do not appear in the
picture at all. The reason for this is
that the yellow, orange and red tints all
reflect the orange -red light equally well.
And when the actual brightness of the
colors apart from their color are kept
equal the appearance is as shown. By
varying the color of the light illuminat-
ing the painting from the orange -red to
yellowish -white the mountain and valley
in the distance seem to grow on the
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picture. This is shewn at the right.
This opens an attractive field for the
use of colored lights controlled by
rheostats. For experimental and demon-
strating purposes red, green and blue

lamps controlled by variable resistances
are used in a black booth in which are
hung the paintings and other objects.
The latter are viewed to advantage
through an opening in the front side.

The Schoop " Spray Pistol" for
Metal Plating

A great future is certainly in store for
the little device by which the Swiss
inventor Schoop is
able to spray a
layer of metal upon
the surface of al-
most any object,
and he can coat
practically
all metals in
very thin
layers upon
other met -

ILLUSTRATING THE
SCHOOP '"SPRAY

PISTOL,'
WITH DIAGRAMATIC
VIEW ILLUSTRATING

METHOD OF APPLYING
THE ELECTRICAL

PRINCIPLE

als, stone, plaster and the like and even
upon glass, celluloid, wood and pa-
per. Even such delicate objects as fruit
and flowers can be made to receive a
coating of metal, and by using his newest

apparatus for spraying on gold,
we may expect to see gold-
plated flowers, for instance,
before long.

His first apparatus consisted
of a rather large
vessel or cham-
ber containing
fine metal pow-
der and con-
nected with
compressed air
supply in such
a way that the
air charged
with metal dust

OR GLASS ROD

BLAST
SURFACE TO BE COATED

came out of a nozzle in a
powerful jet and the metallic
cloud, as it may be termed,
was forcibly blown against the
surface of an object. Thus the
object soon became coated
with a fine layer of metal, such
as aluminium, German silver,
lead or the like, adhering firmly.
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In his new "spray pistol," which we
illustrate here, he uses a metal wire, and
it is fed forward through an oxy-hydrogen
gas flame so that the flame melts the wire
and drives the fine particles upon the
surface of an object, the result being the
same. He also intends to make the device
do the melting by the electric arc, and to
use a hollow carbon through which the
gold wire, for instance, is fed down from
the top and comes to the bottom where
the carbon is forming an arc with other
carbons, so that the great heat melts
the wire and the metal drops down in a
fine stream upon a powerful air jet. The
air thus drives the metal forward in the
shape of a fine spray upon the object to
be plated.

The compact little device is held in the
hand and it is an easy matter to spray
almost any object with metal. By using
a small air wheel, which is turned by the
incoming gas itself, the metal wire is fed
forward automatically as fast as it is
burned off.

By filling up molds with metal, and it is
possible to separate the metal by a proper
treatment of the surface before coating,
there is an endless field of usefulness in
making reliefs, such as medals or artistic
plates from plaster molds. We illustrate
a medal of this kind, and all the finest

Dutch. Windmill to Display Crockery

Carrying out the motion idea for show
windows, a very simple device, which has
attracted considerable attention in a
crocke7 store window, is a Dutch wind-

UNICJE CROCKERY DISPLAY

mill. The vanes are covered with cloth
and upon them are fastened dishes. A
small motor is used to run the mill very
slowly. Electric lamps also are attached
to the blades of the mill, showing the dishes
up to a better advantage in the evening.

details of artistic work are faithfully
reproduced. Mr. Schoop also makes k\\\\

II numq110111

aluminium postal card plates with very /ü,

handsome relief designs.

Deflated Tire Alarm
The device illustrated may offer a solu-

tion of the automobilist's worry lest he
may be running with a soft tire. A
plunger is constructed within the air
valve stem and the foot of this is ad-
justable so that it may be set to sound an
alarm at any degree of deflation. At the
outer end of the plunger are a pair of
electrical contacts that close when the
soft tire presses the plunger foot. These
contacts are wired to ring a warning bell
in the machine.

ALARM

ü 111111911 Ub1iB{',1/0li

TO INDICATE ANY DEGREE
DEFLATION

OF PARTIAL



Electrical Men of the Times
JOSEPH B. McCALL

II I

With the election of Joseph B. McCall,
of Philadelphia, as president of the
National Electric Light Association at
the recent convention of that organiza-
tion in Chicago, there came into national
prominence a man who, forced to leave
school at the age of thirteen, by pure grit
pushed himself to the topmost pinnacle
in his profession.

When it became necessary for him to
take up a man's burden though but a boy,
Mr. McCall entered a lawyer's office in
his native city, and for the next three

years his time was divided between the
study of law and of stenography, for thus
early in life he made up his mind to be
proficient in his chosen profession and
to be an expert stenographer as well as
an attorney of the highest class.

But destiny had better things in store
for him and at the age of sixteen he laid
aside- dusty tomes and pothooks and
entered the employ of the Pennsylvania
Globe Gas Light Company in Philadel-
phia. Here his energy brought him to thé
attention of the president of the Corn -

420
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pany, Martin Maloney, who soon found
he could trust the tactful and silent lad.
Advanced from time to time as the years
went along he attained a position to assist
in the organization of the Pennsylvania
Heat, Light and Power Company, being
its first secretary and treasurer. When
this corporation was absorbed by the
Pennsylvania Manufacturing, Light and
Power Company he became president.

In 1899 came the consolidation of
practically all the electric companies in
Philadelphia under the name of the
Philadelphia Electric Company. Presi-
dent McCall was placed at its head,
which office he has filled so acceptably
ever since that there has been no thought
of a change in the office. At the time,
at the age of but 29, the youthful execu-
tive found himself at the head of a con-
cern with practically a monopoly for
supplying electricity for lighting and
power to a city of a million and a half
inhabitants.

Three yearsi,go Mr. McCall was elect-
ed president of the Association of Edison
Illuminating Companies, an organization
composed of the original companies re-
ceiving licenses from Thomas A. Edison
to use his patents in the industry. He
had been active in the association since
its formation and the honor that it be-
stowed upon him, like that given him
by the largest technical organization in
the world at Chicago recently, was a
recognition of the ability of a man who
has proved that it was not necessary to
spend half a lifetime in schoolrooms.

Automatons in War
According to press reports a Danish en-

gineer has invented an automaton capable
of firing 400 shots per minute by electricity.
The invention might be utilized to reduce
the mortality of war. Given the requisite
number of quick -firing automatons on each
side, the battle might be fought out on
that line if it took all summer, to the com-
plete satisfaction of manufacturers of war
material and with a minimum of casual-
ties.

Non -Magnetic Watches"

Many are the owners of good watches
who have found that stray magnetic
fields around electrical machinery have
put them out of commission, temporarily
at least. The reason for this lies in the
fact that a portion of the works of the
ordinary watch is made up of steel, a
magnetic material. But there are
watches on the market in which the
main spring, balance wheel, hairspring,
escapement and in fact all the parts
are made of non-magnetic materials
which are absolutely unaffected by the
magnetic fields which one is likely to
encounter almost anywhere in this elec-
trical age. Moreover, these watches are
made with handsome thin model cases
and are high class timekeepers.

Power Plant at the Mouth of a
Coal Pit

What is claimed to be the only plant
in America distributing electricity from
the mouth of a coal pit is located at
Chignecto Mines in Nova Scotia, Canada,
now operated by the Canada Electric
Company, Limited. The idea of linking
up the coal beds by machinery with an
electric generator came from Thomas A.
Edison. Coal from the shovels of the
miners is carried in cars up a sloping shaft
where six trucks containing 1500 pounds
each. are drawn by cable. When the
trucks reach the surface they continue
the journey until they reach the top of a
bankhead. Here an elaborate system of
tracks and switches sends each car exact-
ly where it is wanted and its contents are
mechanically dumped into rockers and
over screens which accomplish the curious
feat of automatic selection. The best
coal continues on its way into the railway
cars waiting below. The balance of the
mine product, minus the slate, which is
removed by hand, is carried to the boiler
room by endless conveyors and enters the
mechanical stokers without the aid of a
fireman, there to generate electric power.

._-----_--
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Elecrtrícity in the Sickroom

Perhaps electricity is nowhere more
directly useful than in the sick room,
especially in warm weather. Invalid
cookery is an art in itself and it is often a
problem to prepare food that is appetizing
for invalids. Electric utensils solve this
problem most satisfactorily. They are
not only clean and sanitary but highly
ornamental. Toast made on the electric
toast stove is so crisp and hot and the
coffee is so delicious that invalid cookery
becomes a pleasure and the nurse is saved
many tiresome steps.

To make good coffee in the electric

percolator, use one heaping tablespoonful
of ground coffee to each cup of water and
one extra spoonful of coffee. Turn the
current on to full heat. It will begin to
percolate as soon as the water boils.
Allow it to continue to percolate for about
eight minutes. It is a good plan to pour
the first cupful back over the grounds,
although that is not necessary.

A Tea Seller of Bagdad
Bagdad, the capital of the caliphs, has

no right to be anything but interesting
and prosperous. The mere mention of
the name conjures up *visions of the

INVALID COOKERY 15 AN ART IN ITSELF
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Thousand and One Nights, noble relics of
past glories, mosques, minarets and Oriental
mysticism, but present day Bagdad is not to
be compared with the Bagdad of the remote
past. Perhaps the most brilliant day of the
year is Easter Sunday, or day of the silk man-
tles, so called on account of the gorgeous
garments worn at that time by the Christian
women.

Now and then one runs across a tea seller

of Bagdad Who offers a picturesque remi-
niscence of the real Orient. A breakfast
in Bagdad consists of a piece of bread
and a glass of tea and may be had from
the street vendors equipped with their
Russian samovar. The passer-by stops
at the open air tea room amd imbibes a
glass of tea. The photograph shows a
tea vendor drawing a cup of tea for a
customer who is much interested in the
process, while near by is another customer
who evidently enjoys the brew as he
drains. the last drop.

In decided contrast to this is the
modern tea table and the electric samovar
which operates on the same principle as
its illustrious ancestor, the Russian
samovar. In the electric samovar, tea
can he made of any desired strength by
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A BREAKFAST IN BAGDAD AS CON-
TRASTED WITH MODERN,

ELECTRICAL WAY

raising or lowering the teaball which
is attached to the cover by a chain.
The heating element is a plain cyl-

indrical plate for immersion in the liquid.
Due to the fact that the heater is wholly
immersed, very quick results are obtained,
therefore the samovar is economical as
well as convenient. The heat is always
under control. The modern electric
samovar is made of heavy copper and the
handles are of ebonized wood. This
samovar holds six cups of tea.

Orange Hearts. Roll paste to one-
fourth inch in thickness and shape with
a small heart shaped cutter, first dipped
in flour. Arrange in an unbuttered tin
sheet and bake until delicately browned.
Split, fill with orange marmalade, frost
with orange frosting and sprinkle
chopped candied orange peel around the
edge.-Fannie Merritt Farmer.
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Plans Courtesy (;exrrrtl l:l,/ric C.

PLANS FOR A $10,000 HOUSE

Wiring a $10,000
House

The house of J. E. David-
son of Montpelier, Vt., is a
specific instance of that
class of wiring for heating
devices using several heat-
ing circuits as well as many
outlets on the lighting cir-
cuits. The wiring plans of
this residence are shown in
the accompanying illustra-
tions. The main supply
wires for both heating and
lighting for the house enter
the attic, where is located a
main double pole switch
and 100 ampere fuses. Two
circuits lead from this
point., one for heating and
one for lighting, each fused
for 75 amperes.

Branching from the light-
ing mains are two sets of
wires, one to the Edison
plug cut-outs, which control
the five circuits for the
second floor, the other to
the distribution for the first
floor and basement light-
ing.

One receptacle is wired
in the baseboard of each of
the following rooms: Living
room, dining room, den,
sewing room, all bedrooms,
nursery and bathroom. In-
to these receptacles any
sort of an electrical appli-
ance can be plugged, as a
common plug is used
throughout. In the sewing
room there is an extra
circuit, on which may be
used a sewing machine
motor, or a flatiron for
pressing.

Near the beds in the two
front bedrooms, flush plug
receptacles are wired in, so
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that electric heating pads may be con-
nected for use in cold weather for warm-
ing the beds, or in case of sickness may be
used instead of the heavy and leaky hot
water bag. To the extra receptacle in the3 bathroom can be attached electric devices
for heating water for shaving and other
purposes.

One circuit with a capacity of two
kilowatts runs to the laundry, to be used
for either heating water or for a motor
to furnish power to a washing machine
or ice cream freezer. The common plug
and receptacle is an invaluable con-
venience, as any appliance can be used in
any room; for instance, the chafing dish
in the dining room, den or the bedroom.
The receptacles are installed, generally,
so that a radiator can be attached to take
the chill or dampness from the rooms
when the furnace is not running, but they

are of course often used for othe!! pur-
poses.

The flexibility of the electric service
lends it to many purposes in this modern
house and various heating outlets have
been located in the most convenient
positions with reference to the service
they perform. A flush Edison plug,
located in the floor beneath the dining
table, can be used for connecting heating
devices, such as the coffee percolator or
chafing dish, when it is desired to use
them on the table. Similarly in the den
two flush floor receptacles are installed,
one being used for a cigar lighter and the
other for a portable reading lamp. These
wiring plans illustrate the excellence of
the electrical arrangements and the un-
obtrusive way in which both lighting and
heating by electricity have been com-
bined.

A Woman Delegate
Mrs. Anna B. Stoops of Stuttgart, Ark.,

enjoyed the unique distinction of being
the only woman delegate at the Chicago
Convention of the National Electric
Light Association last June. She man-
ages the electric light plant at Stuttgart
and was appointed a delegate to the
national convention by the Arkansas
Association of Public Utilities Operators.

"You see," explained Mrs. Stoops,
"I attended the state convention in May
and was then appointed one of the dele-
gates to come to Chicago in June, and, best
of all, a check was given me to pay my
expenses. Do you wonder I think the
Arkansas men are the finest in the coun-
try? They don't hold any grudge against
a woman because she has entered their
field. I had to take hold of our plant,
because after we got it my husband was
sick and could not do much, so I went in
to do the office work; then I just kept on
doing more and more until I now manage
everything. My husband became quite
deaf and often said "No," when he
should have said "Yes," and of course that
mixed things up, so I had to take hold

MRS. ANNA B. STOOPS, DELEGATE TO THE
N. E. L. A. CONVENTION

and run the plant. We have 4,500 sixteen
candlepower lamps going in Stuttgart."



The Social Side of the Convention
The Ladies' Committee of the National

Electric Light Association provided a
beautiful entertainment for the visiting
ladies during convention week in Chicago,
June 2 to 6. This included a reception
and dance in the auditorium of the New
Medinah Temple, Monday evening, June
2; a musicale and tea in the Crystal
Ballroom of the Blackstone, Tuesday
afternoon; a matinee performance at the
Auditorium Theater on Wednesday for
the "Pageant of Darkness and Light,"
and an automobile tour on Thursday,
starting from the Art Institute and end-
ing in Highland Park. The route was
along the north shore of Lake Michigan,
through the picturesque suburbs of
Evanston, Wilmette, Kenilworth, Win-
netka, Glencoe, Ravinia, and Highland
Park, arriving at the Hotel Moraine for
luncheon.

The recital in the Crystal Ballroom of
the Blackstone Hotel was very artistic.
The beautiful ballroom formed a pleasing
and harmonious setting for a musical
program that was enthusiastically ap-
plauded and enjoyed by about 200 of the
visiting ladies. Madame Rosa Olitzka,

the prima donna contralto, and William
Morse Rummel, violin virtuoso, and 1\Ir.
A. Leon Bloom, accompanist, rendered
an excellent program. Mr. Rummel is a
son of the late Franz Rummel, pedagogue
and pianist, and a grandson of Morse, the
inventor of the telegraph. Refreshments
were served after the recital in the ball-
room and a number of the ladies lingered
for a social chat.

The Pageant of Darkness and Light on
Wednesday afternoon was an effective
presentation of missionary work in differ-
ent parts of the world. It consisted of
four episodes showing the great need of
the light of Christianity in the dark por-
tions of the world.

The automobile tour was an enjoyable
outing long to be remembered. The Lake
Shore Drive, Lincoln Park, Sheridan
Road, the spacious summer residences,
Hubbard's Woods, Ravinia Park, and
Highland Park were at their best during
this season of the year. Thanks are due
1\Ir. Homer Niesz and his able committee
for the excellent entertainment of the
visiting ladies. All of the automobiles
were donated for the drive and many of
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GUESTS OF THE NATIONAL ELECTRIC LIGHT ASSOCIATION

the cars were driven by members of the
N.E.L.A. committee. Mr. J. H. Goehst
scattered the confetti along the road to
blaze the trail for the cars following, and
often the wind took a hand in the scatter-
ing, but all the cars finally arrived -at the
Hotel Moraine in plenty of time for
luncheon.

Daughters of Minerva
Mrs. Mary Pinckard of Chicago has

made the suggestion that the wives of
the Jovians, and other women allied
with the electrical interests, organize
themselves as the Daughters of Minerva,
and the suggestion meets with such
favor that it is quite likely that definite
steps will be taken to organize the first
chapter in Chicago this fall.

" I so admire the brotherly spirit of
the Jovians," said Mrs. Pinckard, "that
I very much wish that we women had
a similar organization. I am sure it
would bring us together in a way that
would be interesting and enjoyable. As
it is, our husbands get together at these
Jovian rejuvenations and have a good
time and become better acquainted, but
we women are too stiff and offish. We
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should be more friendly, sisterly and social,
and I believe that we could accomplish
this through a similar organization. Now
I have been going to these conventions
with my husband, W. R. Pinckard, for
many years, and while the entertainment
committee always provides for us beauti-
fully, still, if we had a chapter of the
Daughters of Minerva in every large
city, it would be more interesting if we
women could have our rejuvenations
too."

" Do you think the Jovians would loan
us their manual?" she was asked.

" I think we could get something origi-
nal ourselves," said Mrs. Pinckard,
"something secret and original, and it
would not be necessary to borrow any-
thing from them."

How the Electric Fan Happened
A mechanical engineer was engaged

in mounting a marine propeller. It was
a hot summer day and he perspired freely
while working. Having attached the
propeller to the shaft, he started the
engine and stood behind the propeller
to observe its motion. The thrust of the
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rapidly revolving blades forced a current
of air against him, causing a quick evap-
oration of the moisture of perspiration.

He felt cool and comfortable. In-
cidentally he realized the possibility of a
revolving fan. The propeller was the
model. He changed the curvature and
form of the blades to suit the more ten-
uous element, air; attached the propeller
to the shaft of an electric motor, and thus
produced the electric fan, an epoch mak-
ing device.

Electric Reed Lamp
The electric reed lamp is a simple,

inexpensive lamp that is especially desir-
able for the summer bungalow, the porch

of a suburban
cottage, or for
the parlar. The
shade and the
standard are of
hand woven
reed-both
lined with cre-
tonne, but this
material may
be easily re-

moved and a lining substituted to match
the furnishings of the cottage or bun-
galow. The standard is hollow and
22 inches high; the shade 22 inches in
diameter. The lamp is equipped with two
pull chain sockets, eight feet of silk cord
and an attachment plug which makes
it possible to place this lamp in any corner
of the porch or in any part of the living
room. It is a genuine knockabout lamp,
safe to handle and convenient and light
to carry. Many housewives are particu-
lar in the matter of having their £urnish-
ings harmonize and this lamp appeals to
them.

The real comfort of an electric fan is
never appreciated so much as at meal
time especially if you are entertaining
guests. How foolish not to enjoy this
comfort when its cost for a whole day is
less than the price of an ordinary, loaf of
bread.

A New Electric Range

For electric cooking, self contained elec-
trically heated utensils are manifestly -
more efficient than ordinary utensils
used with hot plates. A new range
embodying this principle and with im-
proved materials for thermal insulation
attracted considerable attention at the
recent convention of the National Electric

ELECTRIC RANGE EMBODYING NEW FEATURES

Light Association. A new discovery has
been made of an extremely light, refrac-
tory insulating material with the remark-
able characteristics of a higher thermal
resistivity than has ever been reached
and a very low capacity of heat absorp-
tion or thermal lag. The results achieved
in this new range are not due to the
new insulating material alone, but also
to the methods with which this new
material has been applied to minimize
heat losses.

The efficiency of the new range may be
better appreciated by comparison with
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some of the old types. The connected
load of the new model is 3,600 watts as
compared with 6,300 watts; the oven
takes 1,000 watts maximum as compared
with 2,800 watts; the hot plates each take
1,000 watts as compared with 1,500 watts;
the broiler takes 1,000 watts as compared
with 1,400 watts. The operating con-

, sumption of this new range is 60 per cent
of the watthours of the old type. In
keeping with the advanced electrical and
thermal features is the appearance, giv-
ing the impression of substantial construc-
tion guaranteed to carry conviction to the
heart of any housewife.

Other unique features are the vegetable
steam compartments of which, ordinarily,
there are three, taking 200 watts each.
These compartments have all the ad-
vantages of so-called fireless cookers, but
they cook as rapidly as hot plates; the
compartments can also be used for slow
cooking if desired, and the hot plates and
vegetable compartments are interchange-
able and can be varied in position on the
stove top. It is possible to start the veg-
etables to cooking on the hot plates and
then transfer them to the fireless cook-
ing compartments, thus saving current
consumption.

The Passing of the Punkah
'Twas near the close of a sultry East

Indian day. Bombay had sweltered and
slept through the long hot afternoon, and
now as the sun like a purple globe sank
beyond the Isles of Elephantus, the
thoroughfares resumed the weird hum so
peculiar to Oriental city streets. The
night promised to be as sultry as the day,
and finding that the punkahs merely
stirred the atmosphere into active whorls
of heat, Sterling started toward the
quays hoping to find some relief from the
languid breeze moving gently inland from
the murmuring Arabian Sea.

As he pushed his way through the
throng of turbaned natives, helmeted
Europeans, horses, bullocks and dogs, and
all manner of wheeled vehicles that

crowded the esplanade, the hand of one
of the occupants of a passing auto slapped
him on the shoulder and shouted : " Jump
in, Sterling-come on; we are out for a
breeze. Lots of it here-plenty more at
the bungalow."

Dawson owned a bungalow almost 20
miles down the beach. About two miles
out of town they left the esplanade and
drove the machine along the curving
beach, running about 30 miles an hour.
The breeze certainly was delightful and,
the motion of the car over the hard,
wetted sands was as ' smooth as the
rhythm of an Indian epic. In fact, it
was over all too soon. A sudden slowing
down and a short, laborious drag over
loose sand heaps under the fringing
cocoanut trees carried them to the portico
of the bungalow. The brilliant light
streaming through the wide open doors
betokened little of a cool interior; and
more disconcerting still, Sterling noticed
the entire absence of the familiar swinging
punkahs of red turkey cloth, either on
the verandas or in the inner rooms.

Ere he could be questioned, Dawson
passed into the brightly lighted drawing
room exclaiming: "Never mind the
punkahs, shipmates! I have found some-
thing better for the punkah boys to do
than to pull the punkah strings. Come
into the coolest house in or out of Bom-
bay." And so it was.

Dawson's bungalow was equipped with
an engine driven electric light plant,
which not only furnished all the light for
the house, go -downs and garage but also
for running the electric fans installed at
many points throughout the spacious
rooms. The punkah boys now attended
to the engine and generator equipment, a
job much easier than sitting on the
veranda like so many question marks
and drowsily pulling the punkah strings
attached to their big toes. They really
had nothing to do: the plant operated
automatically, running lights and fans
during the evening and fans during the
day without requiring practically any
attention.



Tower over Quarter
of a Mile High

A spiral electric tail -
way winding up a steel
tower 1,513 feet in height
is the remarkable design
of J. Emery Harriman, a
noted Boston civil engi-
neer, for a memorial to
mark the opening of the
Panama Canal!

This ambitious tower
project, if ever carried
out, would call for a
$1,000,000 outlay and
would include a covered
amphitheater within the
enormous tower to seat
100,000 persons, a power-
ful electric lighthouse and
searchlight, and a wind-
ing footwalk to the sum-

Hot Suppers for Glas-
gow Night Police
The policeman's lot in

Glasgow should certainly
not bean unhappy one.

He is, in fact, almost
pampered, says the Lon-
don Daily Mirror, for
Glasgow has just begun
to provide her policemen
with warm food and tea,
while they are on night
duty, by means of electric
heaters or "hot plates."

These heaters are
placed in a number of
telephone and signaling
boxes at various points,
generally at the junction
of several beats for
policemen.

Now policemen will be

TOWER PROPOSED TO COMMEMORATE THE OPENING OF THE PANAMA CANAL

mit, aside from the spiral electric rail-
way.

"Electricity is the most powerful agent
in the world, but it cannot get along with-
out cotton. Millions of miles of copper
wire annually owe the perfection of their
insulation to cotton yarns or tape of
cotton cloth. It is estimated that the
sales in New York market alone amount
to 400,000 pounds of yarn weekly."

able to make their tea for themselves.
"Twenty minutes is alotted for a supper
of ham and eggs," as one constable re-
marked, "and the 'hot plate' would be
quite equal to the making of such a meal."

Sir Henry 11\I. Pellatt, president of the
Toronto Electric Light Company was, in
1879, the fastest "miler" on the continent
of North America, defeating the famous
Duffy in 4.32.
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Thibetan Prayer Wheels Replaced
by Motors

Prayer wheels of all descriptions are
by no means uncommon amongst the
Himalayan Buddhists, and there would
be nothing especially remarkable about
the one here shown, in a tiny Ladaki
village, but for the fact that, in conserving

A THIBETAN PRAYER WHEEL TO BE REPLACED
BY A MOTOR

the flow of a mountain river in connection
with the hydro -electric project that is
shortly to furnish light and power for
Simla, it appears likely that the flow of
a number of little streams which are
drawn on for water to drive the rice and
prayer wheels of several 'small villages
will be, for a part of the year at least,
entirely cut off.

So the Government of India, ever
scrupulously careful to avoid interfering
with the religious practices of any of the
numerous peoples of that Empire, has
decreed that where the owners of water
wheels whose power will be interfered
with by the Simla project do not elect to
accept a money compensation for their
loss, a motor shall be installed for them
and power furnished free of charge. So
it would appear likely that the wheel in
question will send up the first electrical-
ly driven prayers to Buddha in Nirvana.

Ozone Routs Skunk

A few weeks ago a large and healthy
specimen of the skunk family took up
his residence in the basement of a home
near Schenectady, N. Y. It was not
until he knew he was discovered by an
overbold fox terrier that the family
knew that the skunk was there at all -
but oh! they knew it then. When the
terrier had finished with Mr. Skunk the
whole house was so filled with the horrible
odor that the family thought of moving
out for the winter. Airing the house did
little good and only seemed to spread the
trouble around the neighborhood.

The owner of the house had been read-
ing about the wonderful deodorizing
qualities of the new electric ozone produc-
ing machine. He knew that he was tak-

WHEN THE TERRIER HAD FINISHED

ing an unfair advantage of any machine
to ask it to tackle the odor of a skunk,
but it was his only hope. The cellar
doors and windows were closed. The
little machine was installed and started
on its Herculean task. In a few hours
the odor of the skunk was no more and
every trace of the odoriferous animal was
completely obliterated, and at a cost of
but a few cents. Southwestern Electrician.

Thirty thousand books and pamphlets,
two-thirds of which relate to electricity,
have been recently added to the library of
Massachusetts Institute of Technology.



The Yellow Streak
By F. H. M. RILEY

It was during his senior year at college
that King succeeded in making the
Norbridge football team, and it was in
the game with James, the most impor-
tant game of the season, that he first ex-
posed his weakness. He was playing a
great game and his team had secured a
lead of one field goal on its opponents.
With two minutes to play, Smith, the
right halfback on the James team, re-
ceived the ball from the quarter -back
and started around the Norbridge end,
almost straight into King. The latter
should have made a desperate attempt
to stop the flying James halfback, but
Smith was coming down the field like a
cannonball. King stopped-afraid. It
was the yellow streak and the swiftly
galloping Smith carried the ball down
the field for a touchdown. Of course
Norbridge lost.

King claimed that his ankle turned.
Nearly every one believed him, and the
few who did not, said nothing. To say
that King, apparently one of the gamest
men on the team, had proved a coward,
would have been looked upon as rank
knocking. He graduated as being one
of the best football players that Nor -
bridge ever had.

About three years later, Thomas, the
boss in the testing laboratory of the
Great Northern Power Company, rushed
out of his office one morning and whis-
pered a few words to Roe, the foreman.
Turning to King, Roe snapped out:

"King, I want you and Newson to go
over to Central Station immediately.
They are having some trouble with one
of the 6,600 volt lines out of the station."

The erstwhile football player, now
considered one of the best high tension
men in the employ of the company, took
his hat and coat, slung his tool bag over
his shoulder and called to Newson, his
helper, who was busily engaged in placing
an instrument on the board for repair.

They started out together for the station.
" I tell you, kid," said King, as they

were riding to their destination, "there is
nothing like being sure of yourself, in a
business like mine. A man never knows
when he is going to get it. Still, I never
worry, for if I ever stopped to think of
what might happen if I touched a hot
bus -bar, I would have been lying in a
little three by nine excavation some time
ago. That's the secret of the whole
game, never be afraid."

Thus the conversation was carried on
the entire length of the journey, for New -
son was a tyro in the business and was
very much interested in the work he had
chosen. He was pleased to think that
he had been picked to help one of the
best men on this job.

After a short ride they arrived at the
station. It was a monstrous plant.
The great alternators roared and vibrated
as they rotated ponderously.

Following the operator down the
narrow iron stairs into the "hot -room,"
directly beneath the alternators, King
was told where to look for the trouble.
The man in charge returned to his com-
fortable seat near the entrance of the
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plant, leaving King and his helper to
remedy the difficulty.

The whole place was teeming with
harnessed power. The transformers,
huge and formidable, buzzed and hummed
sullenly, as the current was sent hurtling
through their coils. All around was an
apparently chaotic tangle of wiring. But
the high tension buses in their concrete
casements were marked plainly, and the
danger signs were placed at frequent
intervals, that the unwary and forgetful
workman might have as much protection
as possible.

At intervals along the copper bus -bars
a small transformer was tapped on, and
a line sent up to the voltmeter or ammeter
on the switchboard above. At these
points the bars were exposed.

King took out a few necessary tools
from the bag, bit off a chew from a dirty
brown plug and said, "Well, this is what
I like. I tell you, kid, there is nothing
like being sure of yourself in this business.
I never was afraid of anything, and as for
worrying about a few thousand volts or
monkeyin' around these little trans-
formers-nothing to it at all."

After delivering these remarks, he
mounted a short ladder which his helper
had placed for him, and proceeded to his
work, leaving Newson to hand him any
tools he might need.

He worked away diligently and with
considerable profanity, for the problem of
locating the trouble was a little more
difficult than it had promised to be at
the start. Pausing a few moments, he
wiped his grimy face with a still grimier
handkerchief and spat viciously on a near-
by transformer. Leaning a trifle closer
to the exposed bus, he resumed his work.

Newson, watching him closely, ventured
a remark. "Better look out, King, you're
standing pretty close to that bus, and
this ladder may slip."

King laughed nervously-possibly de-
risively. "Don't worry about me. I
tell you when you have been in the game
as long as I, you'll-"

He did not finish the sentence, for the
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KING LAUGHED NERVOUSLY -POSSIBLY DERISIVELY
-" DON'T WORRY ABOUT ME '

short. ladder upon which he was standing
slipped from under him, in spite of the
desperate attempt of Newson to hold it.
King grabbed wildly at the bus to save
himself from falling. He clutched it
convulsively and with a low moan drew
himself up rigidly and then dropped to the
floor, where he lay quite still.

The operator came down quickly as
soon as the terrified Newson could make
him understand what had happened.
Together they turned the prostrate figure
over. Placing his hand over King's
heart, the operator looked up at Newson.

" Dead." Examining the hands more
closely he said quietly, "Not a burn on
him. What do yuh know about - what's
that? He grabbed that Smithville bus?
Why, man, that bus has been dead for the
last two hours!"

"And to think," mused Newson after
the operator had left to call the office,
"that he always said he `never was afraid
of anything. '
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Radiograms Audible to a Number
of People

Who is the wireless operator who has
not often regretted his inability to make
a number of friends hear the wonderful
sounds which he hears in his telephone?
He must pass the receiver from hand to
hand, and each one catches only a fugitive
fragment of the precious radiogram.
With the use of the following apparatus
it is possible to make anv messages
received audible to a room full of people.

The simplest method is to fix a large
horn of stout paper upon the telephone
receiver. With this one can hear or-
dinary radiograms at a distance of ten or
twelve feet. But a more striking result
is obtained by taking a small microphone,

placed on a table or other flat surface,
and the bell of the microphone placed
above it.

The microphone is put in the circuit of
two or three Leclanche cells or dry
batteries in series, in which is an or-
dinary telephone of small resistance.
The receiver may be attached to a wall,
and is furnished with a large accoustic
horn.

If a still louder sound is desired, place
in contact with the bell of the telephone
a second microphone. Place this micro-
phone in circuit with a second group of
cells and a receiver furnished with a
horn. The result thus obtained is extra-
ordinary.

MARCONI'S LATEST "PACK STATION"

such as is used with ordinary telephone
transmitters, and placing its bell against
the bell of the receiver, which is connected
with the detector. The experiment
succeeds very well if the receiver is

Wireless by Horseback
The first of a series of

experimental tests with
the new Marconi wire-
less "pack station" were
made at Saffron Walden,
England, recently, under
the superintendence of
Major J. E. Cochrane.

The new pack station
consists of a small petrol
motor and dynamo,
transmitter and receiver
and sections of aerial
masts, which reach to a
height of 30 feet, all
fitted for easy convey-
ance upon four pack
horses and it is claimed
that the station can be

erected and put in working order in six
minutes. The station at Saffron Walden
was erected upon the common and wireless
messages were transmitted and received
from Chelmsford, a distance of 25 miles.
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A Double -Rectifying Detector

In the detector described there is
reason to believe that both sides of the
cycle of the alternating current received
by the aerial is rectified and applied to
the receivers.

The action will be more easily under-
stood by considering an analogous exam-
ple, that of a step-down transformer, the
secondary current of which is used for
charging storage batteries by the inter-

position of a suitable rec-
uo Ac tifier. In Fig. 1 we have

a step-down transformer
with a secondary winding
of, say, 100 turns, and a
voltage' of about 20, be-
tween the terminals (C)
and (D). The terminal
(E) is taken at the middle
or 50th turn. The alum-
inum plates (A, A1) are
placed equidistant from
the central lead plate (L)
and the whole set is placed
in a solution of sodium

phosphate. (C) and (D) are connected
to (A) and (A1) respectively. When
current is turned on the transformer,
we obtain a pulsating direct current,
+ at (L) and - at (E). This cur-
rent is represented graphically by Fig.
2. The alternating current, represented
by Fig. 2 (a), has been rectified, for,
since the current is able to flow from

FIG. I. TRANS-
FORMER

(a)

(b)

(C)
FIG. 2. ALTERNATING AND RECTIFIED CURRENT

WAVES

the aluminum to the lead plate but can-
not flow from the lead to the aluminum;
when (C) is +, (D) is -, and the current
flows from (A) to (L). At the next
alternation, (C) is - (D) is ± and the
current flows from (A1) to (L). It will be

noticed by comparing (a) and (b), Fig. 2,
that in (b) only one half of the current
represented at (a) is rectified while in (c)
all the current represented at (a) is
rectified. This principle of double rectifi-

FIG. 3. CONNECTIONS WITH TWO PLATE RECTIFIER

cation may be very easily applied to a
wireless receiving set as indicated in
Fig. '3. Referring to Fig. 1 we have an
ordinary step-down transformer with the
electrolytic rectifier employing two alum-
inum plates; in Fig. 3 we have an air core
tuning transformer (omitting sliders, etc.)
and a detector with two separate silicon
elements. By comparing the operation
of the apparatus of Fig. 3 and that of
Fig. 1, we see that the current flowing to
the telephone is as represented graph-
ically by (c), Fig. 2. If either detector
is used separately results are secured
similar to those obtained from a simple
detector and tuning transformer.

The tuning transformer and detector
are mounted on a board 10 by 16 by /
inch of any suitable hard wood. The ends
of the tuning transformer are of oak 5 by
5 by / inch. Two 712 inch lengths of
slider rod / inch square will be required,
also five binding posts and eight switch
contact points. The primary of the loose
coupler is wound on a paper tube six inches
long and four inches in diameter, and con-
sists of about 180 turns of No. 22 enam-
eled wire-about six ounces. The second-
ary is wound on a similar tube which is
five inches long and 3/ inches in diameter
and consists of 200 turns of No. 26
enameled wire. About four ounces of
No. 26 wire will be sufficient for this
winding. Taps are taken out every 25
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turns on the secondary winding. Al-
though the secondary coil may be made
to slide on suitable rods as is customary,
a stationary one is perfectly satisfactory.
By taking out taps every 25 turns there
are four taps on each side of the hun-
dredth turn.

(a )

FIG. 4. SWITCHING

(b)

ARRANGEMENT

The switching arrangement will be
understood by referring to Fig. 4, (a)
and (b). Switch points (1, 2, 3, 4) are
situated on the arc of a three inch circle
which has as its center the center of the
tuner end, and on the other side of the
circle the points (5, 6, 7, 8) are situated
diametrically opposite (4, 3, 2, 1) respect-
ively. The center of the switch lever is
a piece of fiber / inch thick and / inch
wide by 1/ inches long. The spring
brass pieces (D, D1) are attached to
the ends of this fiber piece so that they
bear on the contact screws (1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
6, 7, 8), when the fiber switch lever is
rotated. Short flexible leads are taken
from the pieces (D, D1) and are con-
nected to the binding posts (A, A1)
respectively. Fig. 4, (b), gives proper
connections for the secondary taps.
After these leads have been connected
up the ends are attached and the slider
rods and sliders put in place for the
primary tuning.

A general idea of the detector is given
by Fig. 5, (a). The hard rubber standard
(P) carries the brass piece 12 by 4 by /
inch thick with the adjusting screws (A,
A1) which bear on the spring brass piece
(D) which carries near its extremities the
screws that make contact with the silicon
in the cups (C, C1). Two single point

switches are mounted on the base and
also two binding posts in order to receive
the telephone cord tips. A complete
diagram of connections is. shown in Fig:.
5, (b).

To operate the set connect the two
primary sliders, one to the aerial and one
to the ground. A small condenser of
about 20 square inches of tin foil sep-
arated by mica may be bridged across the
receivers. Adjust each detector sep-
arately, using switches (S) and (S1)
until the buzzer test gives a maximum
sound in the receivers. When the two
detectors have been adjusted, close both
switches and put the switch of the second-
ary in such a position that, say, 50 turns
are being used for each detector, i. e.,
contact points (3) and (6) are connected
up. Adjust the primary sliders till the
maximum result is obtained, then change

A

(a)

A

(b)
FIG. 5. COMPLETE DETECTOR AND CONNECTIONS

the position of the secondary switch till
a maximum result is obtained again. It
will be advisable that each switch be
opened occasionally to see that both
detectors remain in adjustment.

- I have been able to receive while the
phones were at least three feet away from
my ears. I would like to hear from any
who try this set as I am anxious to know/
how it works where the interference
is greater than in Winnipeg.-ALEx.
POLSON.

C

.
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Experimental 200 Meter Wave Sets
By PHILIP E. EDELMAN

PART 6

WAVEMETER
A wavemeter is an instrument com-

prising a known inductance and capacity
so that its wave length may be adjusted
to a definite value, and to an indicating
means such as a telephone receiver or
vacuum tube so that the point of reso-
nance may be determined. There are
various forms and modifications, to be
sure, but in each case the instrument
depends on the fact that the circuit to be
measured has the same wave length as
that indicated by the wavemeter when
the latter is in resonance with the given
circuit. The chief object of a wavemeter
is thus to measure the wave length of
an unknown circuit.

In practice the chief uses are (1) to
measure the wave lengths of the primary
and secondary circuits of the transmitter
and (2) to measure the wave lengths of
stations which are received. Other less
common uses are the determination of
curves showing the relation between the
capacity, inductance, coupling, wave
length, damping and adjustment of both
the sending and receiving sets.

Indeed there is nothing mysterious or
complicated in a wavemeter. Every
reader who has made, owns, or operates

FIG. II. WAVEMETER

an average station can make and use
this instrument without much difficulty. -

A form of wavemeter in general use
and one which is sufficiently accurate for
the chief purposes just mentioned may he
constructed by referring to Figs. 11, 12
and 13.

THE CONDENSER
Almost any form of condenser in which

a uniform variation of the capacity is
possible is suitable. The maximum
capacity need not exceed .001 mf. and
may be less. If you already have such a
variable condenser it will not be neces-
sary to make another. The type of '
condenser illustrated in Fig. 12, even if
a little difficult to construct, is best
adapted for the present purpose: The
dielectric being air, there is practically

A

C

FIG. 12. CONDENSER CONSTRUCTION

no loss in the condenser and in case of a
breakdown no harm is done.

Ten stationary and ten rotary plates
of No. 20 B. & S. gauge brass or aluminum
and with dimensions as shown should be
obtained perfectly flat and even. The
ten large semicircles should be placed
together and three inch holes should
he drilled near the edge as shown at (A).
The nine small plates are placed in a
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similar manner, and bored, except that
only one inch hole is needed as shown.
These plates or similar ones can be had
from supply houses ready cut for about
75 cents. Brass or copper washers 32z
inch thick, 3 of an inch in diameter
and with a á z inch hole at the center,
also some s zz inch brass rods, are needed.

The assembling will be clear by refer-
ring to the figure (B and D). After the
holes have been smoothed and burrs
removed, a piece of the hi inch rod is
alternately passed through a plate and
then a washer. The ends of the rod
should be threaded with an 881 die and
the rod cut so short that a short extension is
left beyond the plates, for a handle in one
case and supports in the other. Tightly
turned nuts I z inch in diameter, á zz of an
inch thick, and threaded 82 serve to hold
the plates in alignment so that they
cannot be moved or shifted. Obtain
two pieces of fiber isó of an inch thick and
cut out two pieces with the shape and
having holes as shown at (C). The holes
(1), (2), (3) correspond to the holes of
the large plates and the hole (4) is bored
so that when the shaft of the movable
plates is in place in it and the fiber is
assembled on the rods, the brass washers
of the movable plates will not touch or
make contact with the fixed plates. Un-
less this point is observed, there will be
a short circuit. One half inch will be
sufficient for the extension of this hole.
The lower fiber piece is held in place on
the rods by 3'2 nuts and is preferably
spaced a little distance from/he lower
plate by washers. The upperr fiber piece
is similarly placed after the plates. have
beén in position.

The assembled plates //Kist not rub or
touch each other and "Kust be brought
into alignment, thé adjustable screw
bearing at the bottom, shown at (D),
being a suitable means. The rotary
plates can then be raised or lowered and
should be adjusted so that the air spaces
between the plates are uniform. Moving
washers should be provided at the upper
bearing to take up the thrust. The,

condenser should be mounted in a dust
proof . box or case. Connections are
taken, one from a washer on the fixed
plates and one from as brass strip or
brush bearing on the rotary shaft near
the top or else from a short piece of flex-
ible wire soldered to this shaft, and these
leadlshould be brought to binding posts.
A scale and pointer may be arranged on
thé cover to suit. A bráss protractor may
he used, in which case the rotary plates

`should be entirely ouf of the fixed plates
when the pointer reads zero and entirely
within the fixed plates when the pointer
reads 180 degrees. The pointer can be
cut out of a strip of brass or aluminum
and an insulating knob may be used as
a handle.

INDUCTANCE COILS

The inductance coils may be of various
sizes. Two coils are generally provided
for this type of instrument, one for short
wave lengths (those less than 300) and
one for longer wave lengths (those from
300 up). This classification is arbitrary

9landord Vnnnown

FIG. 13. CALIBRATION

and can be varied but serves for conven-
ience. By remembering that the wave
length of the circuit depends upon the
product of the capacity and the induct-
ance, it is evident that the same capacity
will serve for both long and short wave
lengths provided that the inductance of
one coil is made with a larger number of
turns than the other. The inductance
coils should be wound on forms or hoops,
a diameter of six or nine inches being
suitable. Both coils may be wound on
the same form if desired, the terminals
being brought out to separate binding
posts, and the two coils well insulated
from each other. The coil for low wave
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lengths may have one dozen evenly
wound turns of No. 18 or 20 insulated
wire and the large coil may have twice
this number or 24 turns of the saihe wire
wound as before. The coil should be pro-
vided with a mounting similar tó that
shown in Fig. 11. The inductance in this
case is turned around so that the high
binding posts are connected to the con-
denser for high wave lengths and vice
versa.

CALIBRATION
This form of wavemeter is best cali-

brated by comparison with a standard
wavemeter. One method of doing this is
shown in Fig. 13. The standard wave -
meter is used with a buzzer as á sending
station and the wavemeter to be cali-
brated is used as a receiving station, and
the two are compared. Thus, if the
standard wavemeter is set at 150 meters,
the condenser of the unknown wavemeter
is adjusted until the loudest sound, or
point of resonance, is indicated in the
receiver.

The wave length of the unknown cir-
cuit, the new wavemeter, is then the
same as that in the standard circuit and
should be so noted. Other points are
found in the same manner, the usual
method being to find the standard wave
length corresponding to that of the un-
known wavemeter when the condenser
of the latter is set at certain points, as
15°, 30°, 45°, 60°, 75°, 90°, etc., or more
often 30°, 60°, 90°, 120°, 150°, 180°.
(These points on the condenser are often
numbered 5, 10, etc., instead of 15°, 30°,
etc.) The points thus obtained and the
corresponding wave lengths, found by
adjusting the condenser of the standard
wavemeter to produce resonance in the
new wavemeter at these equidistant
points, are then plotted. A smooth
curve is drawn through the points found.

When two coils are used for short and
long wave lengths respectively, the
operation is repeated with the other coil
in circuit. This calibration will be done
for you for a nominal sum by the Bureau
of Standards at Washington, D. C.

Schools will, in many cases, do the work
for little or nothing. A five point con-
denser determination, that is one in
which the wave length is found for five
points in the condenser adjustment, is
sufficient for the purposes to which this
article is limited. It is then assumed that
other wave lengths found by comparing
the distance up and distance out of other
points of the curve will be substantially
correct.

The curves for the two inductance
coils are plotted separately and must be
used independently even if plotted on the
same sheet of paper. Whether you have
a wavemeter calibrated in this way or
purchase one already calibrated in this
manner, the curves or plotted points
furnished apply only to the particular
instrument and are useless for an instru-
ment with different dimensions. Indeed,
if the capacity or inductance of the same
instrument is accidentally altered so that
the pointer does not indicate the same
adjustment as at the time of calibration,
the calibration must be done over again.

Figure 14 shows such a curve for a
particular wavemeter. The reading of
the condenser is plotted up and down
against the corresponding wave length.
Thus for a reading of 75° on the condenser
when the small coil is used, the wave
length is 220 meters, while the wave
length with the larger coil is 458.3 meters.
Any wave length can be found in this
manner, by running the eye over from the
point corresponding to the condenser
reading to the curve and then down to the
wave length scale.

OPERATION

As has already been indicated this
article is limited to the chief uses of the
wavemeter, the uses which concern the
average reader. The following methods
are the simplest forms for the purpose
indicated, and should be familiar.

With the transmitter. For all deter-
minations in which I z kilowatt or less is
used at the station a telephone receiver
and detector must be used as an indicator
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as the radiation is ordinarily too weak to
operate a vacuum tube, and the average
reader does not have access to any other
indicator. The inductance coil for either
the short or long wave lengths as the case
may be is connected in series with the
condenser while the telephone receivers
and detector are shunted
as shown. Series connec-
tions may also be used
but are less desirable.
The detector and phones
used may be the same as
for any receiving set, a
crystal detector being
preferred. Having tested
the detector as for regu-
lar receiving, place the
wavemeter a few feet
away from the sending
helix or oscillation trans-
former and while the
sending key is depressed
adjust the variable con-
denser until the indica-
tion is loudest in the telephone re-
ceiver. The wavemeter should be moved
far enough away to allow this point
of resonance to be distinguished by
a weak sound. A poorly tuned set will
give several loud points. Even a tuned
set will appear to give several points if the
wavemeter is too near. A shunt around
the phones will cut down the sound to a
point where it can just be heard. The
wave length is then found from the par-
ticular curve as has been explained.

To find the proper connections of the
transmitter for desired wave lengths,
measure the transmitter first with the
aerial and ground disconnected so that
only the primary circuit is energized and
then measure again with only the aerial
and ground in circuit, the condenser
being out of the circuit. Vary the num-
ber of turns of the inductance in each case
and note the readings. To get a certain
wave length, as 200 meters, it is then only
necessary to connect the number of turns
in the circuit found for a 200 meter wave
length and to connect a corresponding
a

/5.

number of turns in the aerial circuit
which were found for this wave length
when the condenser was not in circuit.
Thus if the condenser circuit gives 200
meters with one turn of the primary
inductance and the aerial gives this wave
length when 4/ turns are in circuit, the
connections should be made in this ratio.about the two
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FIG. 14. WAVEMETER CURVES SHOWING WAVE LENGTH READING
WHEN CONDENSER SCALE INDICATES 75°

In order to determine whether or not
the other crest of the emitted wave, or
the second hump, is over 200 meters and
if so whether or not it is more than one
tenth of the principle hump in intensity,
the wavemeter should be removed as far
away from the transmitter as is possible
without making the received impulses
non -recording. The relative strength or
intensity of the signals, received at the
two adjustments of the condenser indicat-
ing resonance with the two humps, must
then be judged. If both waves are equal-
ly loud or if the high wave is the louder
and is considerably over 200 meters, the
set requires better adjustment.

This is but an approximate method but
serves nearly as well as a resonance curve
plotted with the aid of a commercial wave -
meter having a finely adjustable poten-
tiometer. The potentiometer is used for
the determination of the relative intensi-
ty. This point is generally determined
by the radio inspectors at the time of
inspection, the usual method being simi-
lar to that just described.
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il'ith the receiver. In order to determine
the wave length of a station from which
signals are being received, it is only
necessary to place the inductance of the
wavemeter near to the primary winding
of the tuning inductance so that the two
coils are parallel and form a kind of loose
coupler themselves. The regular receiv-
ing circuit is then tuned to get it in the
best possible resonance with the incoming
waves and the wavemeter is used as
described for the transmitter, its con-
denser being adjusted until the point of
resonance is found. Another method for
this same purpose is to use a buzzer with
the wavemeter in a manner similar to
that which has been described for cali-
bration.

In order to determine whether the
received impulses are coming in on the
short or long waves either in the case at
hand or in the calibration of another
wavemeter by the method already de-
scribed, the coupling is reduced so that
the signals are just audible. In the case
at hand, an increase in audibility with an
increase in the primary wave length (that
is, an increase in the primary turns of the
tuner or a shunt capacity) means that
the long waves are being received. If
on the other hand the intensity of the
received signals increases when the pri-
mary wave length is lowered (that is, when
less primary turns are in circuit or less
shunt capacity is used) the lower wave is
the one that is received.

With a wavemeter one can find the
wave length of all the stations within
range and tabulate this information for
ready reference with the following plan:

WAVE LENGTHS
High Low

Stations Operator Date Wave Wave Note
2DA Berri 6/1 ... 200
20K Hubbard 6/1 380 195
2JV Lent 6/2 390 205
NAH B'klyn, N.F. 6/2 780 .

2IA Royce 6/3 ... 200

High faint
High faint
Special
High not
found.

NOTE. Above figures are assumed and used
for illustration only.

(The End)

The Siege of Adrianople

The siege of Adrianople will go down
in history not only as a úne example of a
gallant defense by Turkish soldiers against
the attacking armies, but it will secure a
special niche because there, for the first
time -in warfare, wireless telegraphy
played a notable part in aiding the brave
defenders of the besieged city. The
story of the siege, when it comes to be
told, will be one of absorbing interest, and
it is impossible not to contrast this siege
with others of which one reads in military
history or which are within the recollection
of older persons.

Adrianople enjoyed a great advantage
by the use of wireless telegraphy over, for
instance, Paris during the last siege, when
that city could only connect with the out-
side world by balloons and carrier pigeons.
Sixty-four balloons ascended from Paris
during the siege of 1870-1871, and two of
these were blown out to sea and were
never heard of again; several on their
descent were captured and a good many
were fired at with more or less damage
while in the air.

Adrianople was not dependent on this
unreliable method, for by the use of

 Marconi wireless stations the government
at Constantinople was kept in touch with
all that took place in and around the city.
No one knows the value of a wireless
station more than Shukri Pasha, who
with his gallant Turks kept his flag flying
over Adrianople during 153 stubborn
days. Although the city possessed only
one small portable post, he communicated
daily with the capital. Situated at a
commanding point on a hill by the clock
tower, the little station did its work well
and encouraged the commander in a
defense that won the admiration of the
whole world. Constantinople was kept
constantly informed of the city's losses.
during the bombardment and at the end
it was with a pang of regret that one read
his message determining, ere he surren-
dered, to blow up the wireless telegraph
station.

J
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flocíriceil Workers
Homemade Artcraft Fixtures of Wood

By JOHN D. ADAMS
PART II

DESK LAMP thrown downward. A small eight or
Although primarily intended for use

on the writing desk, this little lamp will
find several appropriate nooks and cor-
ners about the house where its presence
will be welcome. The general illumina-
tion is rather faint as most of the light is
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DIMENSIONS OF DESK LAMP AND ALSO
AN OIL BURNER THAT MIGHT BE USED

IP CURRENT IS NOT AVAILABLE
e.

ten candlepower electric globe is about
the correct strength, but if no current is
available an "oil candle" may be used.
This is nothing more than a kerosene
lamp burner having a tubular reservoir
as shown in the accompanying sketch.
These may be had for 50 cents and can
be substituted for the electric globes in
most of the lamps of our series.

The constructive features are a com-
bination of those met with in the candles
and the hall light previously described.
The four thin hardwood boards for the
shade will first be trimmed up to size
and planed off on their edges so as to
make a perfectly close fitting corner
seam. Mark off the design on a piece of
paper and then transfer it to each of the
four sides. Saw out with a fine scroll
saw, and file the edges smooth. With
glue and very fine wire nails put the four
sides together. Generally it will be
found advisable to glue small strips along
the inside lower edges to prevent warp-
ing. The base block and the four small
blocks at the corners are now in order
and must he finished with almost mathe-
matical accuracy or the effect will be en-
tirely lost. Mortise a square hole in the
center of the base for the lower end of
the post which must now be prepared.
Tenon the lower end and build out the
top with four small pieces fitted on with
bevel joints at the corners. A hole

OIL about the size of a lead pencil shouldBURNER
now be drilled clear through the center of

442
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the post and the upper end hollowed out
slightly so that an ordinary brass socket
will set in snugly. As soon as the four
small angle blocks are made ready, the
putting together may commence. Use
glue and a few small wire nails set in
from below. Be sure that .the post is

square with the base. Procure four
pieces of heavy copper wire or strip brass
and bend them to form the projecting
arms that support the shade. The wood-
work should now be stained and finished,
the brackets screwed on, the electric cord
run down the center hole and out to one
side below the base, and the socket fitted
in place. The socket should .he of the
kind operated by a small hanging chain.
It now only remains to place the fancy
glass or colored paper in the shade and
the lamp is complete.

PIANO LAMP

A most practical and artistic source of
light for the piano is the tall, portable,

piano lamp. In the accompanying de-
sign a very graceful standard and base is
secured by a simple combination of a
few pieces of wood. The shade, which
is rather large to construct of wood, is
made from a very heavy brand of card-
board used in building, instead of lath
and plaster. This material is about
three -sixteenths of an inch thick and can
be worked just like wood, except that it
has_no grain.

The dimensions of one of the four
sides of a shade having a slight angle

PIANO LAMP

such as this one are rather misleading as
will be seen from the small diagram giv-
ing the dimensions and pattern for on e
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PIANO LAMP SHADE
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CORNER. STRIP OF PIANO
LAMP SHADE

side. Saw out the four pieces to the
proper form and plane the slanting
edge's off at an angle that will form good
closé corner seams. The pattern should

first be drawn out full
size on paper and then
transferred to each of
the four sections. Saw
out with the scroll saw
and sandpaper the
edges smooth. Touch
them up with a little
black paint and when
dry, sand again. We
must now make four
triangular corner strips
of wood to fit into the
four inside angles ' of

the shade. The shape of these strips will
prove very deceiving as will be seen from
the small sketch which gives the proper
cross section. The four sections of the
shade are then nailed or screwed to these
strips, after which the corner seam on
the outside may be bound with passe-
partout tape. A block with beveled edges
should now be fitted into the top of the
shade, and the entire structure gone over
with a dull black paint. Usually a little
very fine sandpaper can be used to advan-
tage and also a second coat of paint.
Either silk or colored paper will give ex-
cellent results as a Iining. Bead fringe
may be purchased by the yard in almost
any color and adds considerably to the
general appearance of the lamp.

Start the woodwork with the center
post, trimming off the top perfectly
square, as upon this depends the setting
of the shade. Plane the sides tapering
above the tops of the four long brackets
and. then work out the fluting with a
sharp gouge, finishing with sandpaper
wrapped around a piece of round wood.
The lower end is to be finished with 'a
half -round groove and a dull point.

As so much depends on having a grace-
ful curve for the four long brackets, se-
cure a large sheet of paper and lay out
the entire bracket full size. Transfer
the pattern to the wood which must be
thoroughly seasoned and then saw out,
leaving a liberal margin for finishing
clown to line. Too much attention can-
not be given to this feature of the work.
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These brackets may be secured to the
post by means of wooden dowel pins and
glue, which method permits the entire
fitting to be tested before applying the
glue. The four sections of the circular
shelf which it will be noted are not full
quadrants, are now to be prepared and
attached with glue and nails set in from
below.

Two or four lights may be arranged as
shown in the sectional sketch. Ordinary
porcelain outlets are attached to triangu-
lar blocks to give them the proper angle.
The electric cord may be permitted to
drop directly to the floor or can be con-
cealed within the post if a sufficiently
long boring bit is at hand.

Stain as desired, apply a suitable filler,

Zí
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rub off the surplus and when dry sand-
paper lightly. Finish with a good rub-
bing of wax. Attach the shade with a
long screw, place the top decoration, and
the lamp is complete.

CHANDELIER

It is admitted that the chandelier that
forms the subject of the accompanying
illustration looks like a rather formidable
task fór home construction. True
enough, the amount of labor is con-
siderable, but there are really no
structural difficulties that have not al-
ready been met with in this series.

SECTION OF CHANDELIER SHADE

-rT3í---.

1.-- 6
DIMENSIONS OF CHANDELIER

There is always more sat-
isfaction in making some-
thing that looks quite dif-
ficult and if the reader
will observe the following
he will be amply rewarded
and agreeably surprised.
First make the four
shades, and while work-
ing on them forget all
about the rest of the job.
Concentrate on having all
four exactly alike. Next
get out the four curved
brackets, and have no
other thought than that of
making four brackets that
will be identical in every
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respect. In other words subdivide your
work, and then concentrate on each sub-
division.

The bodies of the shades are made in
exactly the same manner as those pre-
viously described. Fit the four sides
closely together, and then saw out .the

Make a full sized paper pattern and saw
each one out therefrom. Smooth up the
edges while all four pieces are clamped
together, and cut a narrow slot in the top
of each one for the wires. The length of
the center post must he determined from
the height of the ceiling. Build out the

CHANDELIER

openings with the scroll saw. Smooth
the edges and join up with glue and fine
wire nails. Next fit in the tops, provid-
ing a round opening in each for the sock-
et. Four small wooden boxes should
now be made to enclose the sockets as
shown in the accompanying sectional
view. See that the sockets have real
long keys, and cut a slot in one side of
each box so that the key may project
through. Do not . fasten the pyramid
shaped tops just yet.

The four brackets are now in order.

lower end by the addition of four halt 
inch pieces, fitted around neatly with
beveled edges. A hole for the wires
should now be drilled down the center to
a point where the brackets Connect. If
a long bit is not at hand take the piece to
some electrical shop where one will be
found.

The two small blocks on the lower end
of the center post should now he pre-
pared and attached, after which the ceil-
ing plate is in order. The larger block
should be neatly beveled around the four
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edges and the smaller one mortised to re-
ceive the end of the center post, which is
then to be tenoned to match. After mak-
ing the four small blocks, fasten the two
larger ones together, fit in the post and
glue on the small blocks. The four large
brackets are now to be attached, care be-
ing taken that they all set square with
the centerpost. The four shades are now
to he connected to the ends of the brack-
ets, using glue and a few nails set in
from the inside of the small boxes sur-
rounding the sockets. Run the wires
from the sockets along the grooves pre-
viously made, connect them properly and
then run them up the hole in the center
post. It may be that the reader will
again find it necessary to have recourse
to the local electrician for help with the
wiring.

Air Pressure Fire Alarm
If the air in a closed vessel is heated

it expands and in case it cannot get out,
pressure is exerted upon the walls of the
vessel.

The accompanying illustration shows
a fire alarm device having hollow vessels

AIR PRESSURE ALARM

located along a pipe which at one end has
a U-shaped bend containing mercury.
A pocket in which terminate two wires is
provided so that when pressure of expand-
ing air in the pipe forces the mercury over
into the pocket an electric circuit is
closed and an alarm sounded. A patent
upon the device has been issued to
Alexander Allen and Thomas Bowling,
Wellington, New Zealand.

Polarity Indicator
Perhaps no question is asked more of-

ten by amateur electricians than this:
How do you find the polarity of a pair
of terminals or a feeder? The little in-

strument described here is for that pur-
pose although it can be used for many
other purposes. Of course, there are
many ways for finding the.polarity of a

N S
FIG. I. SHOWING DIRECTION OF FIELD WHEN

CURRENT IS FLOWING IN A WIRE

line, but this one is easy to carry out and
the instrument can be converted into an
ammeter or voltmeter, a battery tester,
etc., providing the user knows the ele-
mentary principles of electro -magnetism.

When a wire is carrying a current it
is surrounded by a magnetic field, the
magnetic lines of force being concentric
with the wire. If a small compass needle
he held close to the wire it will point

FIG. 2. DIAGRAMMATIC SKETCH OF THE POLARITY
INDICATOR

in a definite direction at any position.
The direction of a magnetic field is al-
ways assumed to be coincident with the
direction the north -seeking pole of the
needle. Thus in Fig. 1 is shown the di-
rection of the field when current is flow-
ing away from the observer along. the
horizontal wire shown in cross section at
(a) and also when it is flowing toward
the observer along wire (b). From the
observer's point of view (b) is the posi-
tive wire. If we did not know the direc-
tion of the current the compass needle
would indicate the direction of the field
around the wire.

If we imagine that we are turning a
right-handed screw in the direction of
the lines of force the direction in which
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the screw moves is also the direction" of
the flow of current. This simple law is
the basis of a full understanding of the
direction of rotation of a motor, the
polarity of a generator and many other
electro -magnetic phenomena.

If current was always flowing in a
wire its polarity could always be deter -

FIG. 3. POLARITY INDICATOR COMPLETE

mined by means of the compass needle.
Sometimes however we are obliged to de-
termine the polarity when no current is
flowing.

The instrument here shown was de-
vised for that purpose. Fig. 2 is a dia-
grammatic sketch of it. The lamps are
110 volt with carbon filament. If a 110
volt circuit is to be tested use terminals
(d) and (e). If 220 volts are to be
tested for polarity use (d) and (f).
_hark terminal (d) positive and note in
which direction the north pole of the
needle points when (d) is connected to
a positive terminal. It will point in the
opposite direction if (d) is connected
tothe negative pole. By short circuiting
the lamps, a dry cell can be used to de-
termine which direction the needle points
when (d) is connected to the positive
pole (the carbon of the battery). By ex-
perimenting with the number of turns of
small wire to be used in the coil a bat-
tery tester can be made by comparing this
instrument with an ordinary tester and
making a scale to fit. An ingenious
amateur can make this instrument answer
many purposes while it has the advantage

of being small. The complete instrument
is shown in Fig. 3. Here the coil con-
sists of eight turns of No. 18 wire.

Laying Tracks in South Africa
The corporation of the Borough of

Durban, South Africa, has adopted a
new process for laying the car rails of
the municipal system. Instead of laying
the rails on a bed of concrete and keep-
ing them parallel to one another with
light steel ties screwed to the web of the

Wedge 8
Welded Here

Briªqe C

Clip A

(Sleeper D

Tie
Ror7

Rai/

cS/eeper /aid in Concrete

METHOD OF LAYING STREE:; CAR TRACKS

rails, sleepers made of old car rails are
inverted, and laid in a bed of concrete,

A piece of iron, technically termed a
"clip," of the shape shown at (A) is now
slipped along the sleeper (D) ; the rail
is put into position and a wedge-shaped
piece of iron (B) is driven under the
bridge (C) of the clip and above the
flange of the rail, thus holding the rail
firmly down to the sleeper.- The whole
job is now welded into a solid mass.-
H. Sinclair.

Just 161 years and two months ago the
fifteenth of this month Benjamin Frank-
lin went forth with his kite and proved
that lightning and frictional electricity
are identical. The date of this epoch
making experiment according to the best
authority was June 15, 1752.

t



Elementary Eledtrícíty for Pradlical Workers
By W. T. RYAN

CHAPTER V - FUNDAMENTAL LAWS AND EQUATIONS
Ohm's Law. We often hear the expres-

sion, "We do not know 'what electricity
is." This statement is misleading, for while
it is true that we do not know what its
ultimate nature is, we do know a great
deal about the laws which govern the
action of electricity. For example, we
know that the strength of a continuous
current varies directly as the electromo-
tive force and inversely as the resistance
of the circuit, or using our usual units,
the amperes (current) flowing through a
circuit are equal to the volts (electro-
motive force) divided by the ohms
(resistance). This may be written:

- E
I

where,

I = current in amperes.
E =electromotive force in volts.
R=resistance in ohms of the whole circuit.

As an illustration, let the electromotive
force of a dynamo be 110 volts, its resist-
ance 0.1 ohm, and the external resistance
1.0 ohm.

E=110
R=1.0+0.1=1.1 ohms

E 110
I= =100 amperes.R 1.1

Ohm's law may be written thus:
E

R=1

or it may be written:
E = IR.

The left hand side of the last equation
is the voltage of the source of supply,
while the right hand side is the voltage
necessary to send the current, I, through
the resistance, R.

Ohm's law may be applied to each
individual part of the circuit as well as to
the, whole current.

If, in Fig. 9, the voltages between the
terminals of the resistances R1, R2, and

R3 are represented by E',, E2, and E3,
and a current, I, is sent through the
circuit, it is found experimentally that:

El= MI, E, = IR2 and E3=IR.3.
El E3 E3
R1 R2 R3

The equation E = IR enables us to
understand the difference between am-

R

Oirec t Current
Generator

FIG. 9, RESISTANCES IN SERIES

meters and voltmeters. An ammeter (or
the ammeter and its shunt) carries the
whole current and as a rule is similar to a
voltmeter except that it is provided with
a shunt, whereas a voltmeter is provided
with a high resistance in series and is then
connected across the line instead of in
series with it. See Fig. 10.

The current which flows through the
voltmeter is a loss to the supply. The
object of the resistance is to keep the
current as small as possible. The instru-
ment acts really as an ammeter, in that
its deflection is caused by the current
flowing through it. This current multi-
plied by the resistance of the voltmeter
gives us the voltage, therefore the scale
may be marked in volts. That ammeters
and voltmeters work on the same princi-
ple is shown by the fact that many instru-
ments may be used for both purposes. If
for example, .01 of an ampere will cause a
full scale deflection and external resist-
ance be added bringing the total resist-
ance up to 10,000 ohms, then a full scale
deflection would be (.01) x (10000) =100
volts.
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Some instrument makers accomplish
the same results by using on their
ammeters just a few turns of heavy wire
and on their voltmeters a large number of
turns of very fine wire.

From the above it is evident that td
compare two or more ammeters they

Dynamo

FIG. 10, CONNECTIONS OF AMMETER AND
VOLTMETER

should be connected in series; if two volt-
meters are being compared they should
be connected in parallel.

Resistance. The resistance of a con-
ductor depends upon its length, its area,
and upon the material, and to a small
degree upon its temperature. Resistance
of a wire in ohms equals its length in feet
divided by its area in circular mils and
this result multiplied by the resistance
of a wire of like metal one circular mil in
diameter and one foot long.

This statement is sometimes written
in abbreviated form as follows, the Greek
letter p being used to represent the
resistance of the circular mil -foot of
wire:

L
R=-xn

A

The resistance of all metals varies with
the temperature, the variation of pure
metals being about one per cent for
212° C. The temperature coefficient of a
material is defined as the increase in
resistance for a temperature rise of one
degree C., the increase being expressed
in terms of the resistance at 0° C. This
may be reduced by combining different
metals. The temperature coefficient of
manganin, for example, is zero.

Table of Sp'Jcific Resistances and Temperature
Coefficients

Resistance of a Tempera -
Material wire one foot ture co -

long and .001 in. di- efficients
ameter at 0` C

Copper (annealed) 9.529 .00428
Aluminum (annealed) 17.48 .0039 i
Iron (pure) 60.00 .00453
German Silver 125.70 .00044
Manganin (approx.) 300.00 .00006
Lead 115.10 .00387
Mercury 565.9 .00072

If the resistance of the shunt field of a
dynamo at 20° C. (68° F.) is 100 ohms,
what is its resistance if the temperature
of the field increases to 60° C.?

The resistance at 0° C. is:
100

R°- - 92.1 ohms.
1+(.00428) (20)

The resistance at 60° C. would be:
Rt=92.1 [1 + (.00428) (60)]=115.45 ohms.

Under working conditions the tempera-
ture of electrical machinery. rises about
40° C., which causes a considerable in-
crease in the resistance. The increase in
resistance may be used as a measure of the
temperature of those parts inaccessible to
a thermometer by reversing the above
process.

In contrast to the metals, the resistance
of liquid conductors and of carbon de-
creases with increasing temperature,
therefore we say they have a negative
temperature coefficient. The resistance
of a carbon incandescent lamp, for
example, at its normal burning tempera-
ture is less than one-half what it is at
70° F.

Resistance in Parallel. The resistance
of several conductors connected in series
is, of course, the sum of their individual
resistances. ' The resistance of two or
more resistances in parallel, as shown in
Fig. 11, is the reciprocal of the sum of the
individual reciprocal values, that is:

1

R 1 1 1 1-+-+-+-
R, R2 R3 R4

Iiirchhoff's Rules. (1) The sum of the
currents flowing toward any branch
point in a network is equal to the sum of

4
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the currents flowing away from that
point. (2) In any closed circuit the sum
of the products of current and resistance
taken all the way around the circuit is

R,

FIG. II. RESISTANCES IN PARALLEL

equal to the sum of the voltages in that
circuit.

Kirchhoff's rules are required for soly-
ing a network of wires, as, for example
the one shown in Figure 12.

8

FIG. 12. ILLUSTRATING KIRCHHOFF'S RULES FOR
SOLVING A NETWORK PROBLEM

At the point A we have,
(1) il-12-i3=0

At the point B we have,
(2) i2-is-is=0

We do not know whether the current,
is flowing up through BD or down as

indicated. I have assumed that it is
flowing down. If this assumption is
wrong it will be indicated in the final
solution by the obtaining of a negative
value for i4.

At the point C we have,
(3) i5+i8-i1=0

Considering the closed circuit ABCF
(4) E=ii ri+i2 rz+is r5

Considering the closed circuit ADCF
(5) E=i1 r1+i3 r3+is r6

Considering the closed circuit ABD
(6) 0=i2 rz+i, r4-i3 r3

If E and r1, r2, r3, r4, r5 and r6 are known

the values of 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, and is may be
found from the above equations.

Example illustrating Me application of
Kirchhoff's rules. A 120 volt dynamo,
Fig. 13, and a storage battery are con-
nected in parallel to a number of lamps
whose combined resistance is one ohm.
The voltage of the battery is 116 and the
resistance of the battery circuit is 0.1

A

FIG 13. APPLICATION OF KIRCHHOFF'S RULES

ohm. The resistance of the dynamo
circuit from (B).to (A) is 0.1 ohm. Will
the battery be charged or discharged and
what will' the current be in the battery
circuit, the lamp circuit, and the dynamo
circuit?

We will assume the battery is being
charged. If it is discharging we will get
a negative value for i2. Considering the
point (A) we have

(1) ii-i2-iz=0
Considering the dynamo and battery

circuit we have
(2) 0.1 ií+0.1 iz=120-116=4

Considering the dynamo and lamp
circuit we have

(3) 0.1 ii+i3 =120
Transposing equation (2) and multi-

plying by ten we get
(21) iz=40-i1

Transposing equation (3) we get
(31) i3=120-0.1 i1

Substituting the values of i2 and i3 from
(21) and (31) in (1) we get

it -40+i, -120+0.1 i1=0
2.1 i1=160

=76.19 amperes.
The current taken by the lamps is

found from equation (31) :
i3 =120 -(0.1) (76.19) =112.38 amperes.
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The current through the battery circuit
is from equation (21),

i2 =40-76.19 = -36.19 amperes.
The battery is therefore being dis-

charged, instead of charged, and supplies
36.19 amperes to the lamps. The re-
maining 76.19 amperes of the 112.38
amperes taken by the lamps is supplied
by the dynamo.

There are two great and fundamentally
important differences between electric
circuits and magnetic circuits in that
electrical resistance depends simply on
the length and area of the wire, whereas
magnetic resistance depends also upon
the degree of saturation of the iron; and
in that work must be done to continue
sending a current through a resistance,
the energy appearing as heat, whereas in a
magnetic circuit once a field is established
the maintenance of the field represents
no expenditure of energy. Not even a
trace of the energy expended in the field
coils of a dynamo is transformed into
magnetism, but is all transformed into
heat in the resistance of the field coils and
may be calculated from the formula,
Watts = I2R.

Hysteresis. If a piece of iron is magne-
tized and the magnetizing force be re-
moved, the iron does not become com-
pletely demagnetized. A certain mag-
netizing force in the opposite direction
must be applied in order to reduce the
magnetism to zero. This property of
iron is called hysteresis and the energy
required to reduce the magnetization to
zero again is termed hysteresis loss.

Eddy Currents. When a mass of iron is
subjected to a constantly changing mag-
netism, as for example the armature of a
dynamo or the core of a transformer,
electromotive forces are set up in the
iron which produce currents at right
angles to the direction of the lines of
force. They are called eddy currents.
They represent a loss of energy which
appears as heat in the iron. This loss is
reduced to a very small value by laminat-
ing the iron circuit so as to make it con-
tinuous in the direction of the lines of

force but discontinuous in the direction in
which the eddy currents flow. From his
experiments Dr.- Steinmetz also evolved
expressions for the power loss due to
eddy currents.

The armatures of direct current dyna-
mos have projecting teeth, therefore the
flux density between the armature and
the pole faces is greatest opposite the
teeth and is very much less opposite the
slots. As the armature revolves this
causes some eddy currents in the pole
faces. To reduce this loss, the pole faces
in addition to the armature are sometimes
made of laminated iron.

Portable Floor Light
To save lighting expense in large the-

atres and auditoriums during cleaning
operations, there are provided floor and
baseboard outlets to which portable fix-

tures constructed as shown, may be at-
tached. With casters screwed on the
bottom the lights are moved from place
to place within the length of the exten-
sion cord.

The school department of Boston is to
inaugurate- a school of practical arts in
the Roxbury district in which electric
apparatus and appliances will have a
conspicuous part.

4
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The Architect and the Electrical
Contractor

Three architects at »lunch the other day
were discus.sing the relative merits of
certain electricians. Said one, "Collins is
a tip-top fellow, as honest as the day is
long. He has every intention of following
specifications and his men are thoroughly
reliable, yet do you know, I believe I'll
have to stop his figuring in my office."
"Why so?" said the second. "He's so
careless," replied the other. "Now here's
a sample-I go on the job and discover
that four or five wall outlets in a room
which is to be paneled are set so low that
when- the carpenters come along to put
in their panels, the outlets will have to

be moved. Collins very good naturedly
moves them after considerable delay.
Then I find the wrong kind of switches
being put in and an outlet or two left
out in one room and, a couple more lo-
cated in the wrong place in another, not-
withstanding that the plans and specifi-
cations are correct and specific.

"Now," he went on, "Collins doesn't
do these things intentionally. The whole
trouble is caused by his not watching the
work himself, to see that it is right. He
seems to think that it is the place of an
architect to see that the wiring is correct ;
he thinks he can fall back on me-that I
will keep his work straightened out!:

"You will find Henderson a dandy
electrician," said the third architect, "and
I advise you to have him do some of
your work. Ilere's the way he handles
mine : To begin with, when I ask him to
figure he' always gets in his bid prompt-
ly; it is typewritten and clear so you
don't have to take a day off to ferret out
what he is driving at. Next, if he is
awarded the contract, he sees that a set
of plans and specifications is given him
and these are studied until he knows the
job from beginning to end.

"His next move," the 'architect went
on, "is to find out exactly when I want
him to begin work and he is careful to
make an appointment with me in advance

at the building to check over every outlet
show on the plan.

"Now the next thing on the program
is entirely original with this man; I never
saw it done before though I wonder why
other contractors do not adopt the same
custom. After approving the location of
every outlet, Henderson has his foreman
mark their position on the building with
blue chalk, then I chase the owner around
to approve them and the job is ready for
his man to start work. You have no idea
what a help this chalking up of outlets
is to owners who do not sense their loca-
tion until they see them marked in this
manner. Often it saves many.changes.

"I went to a building recently to start
the electrical work and there wasn't a
sign of either plans or specifications on
the job. The foreman asked me to locate
the outlets for him. Where are your
plans? I asked. He had none. How do
you expeet me to remember where outlets
are and locate them without plans? Well
he didn't know, but his boss had told him
that I could show him where the outlets
'were to be. This is á thumb -hand way of
doing business and bound to annoy any
architect. There is often so much trouble
over the little details of electrical work
that by the time the architect gets his
building finished, and the owner has
moved in, the architect is about ready to
give up his profession and go into some
other business.

"After a contractor is known to be
thoroughly reliable, it isn't price that
counts. Many an electrician is paid more
than his competitors, because he is known
to be `on the job.' "-L. R. Christie in
Electron.

The choice between two kinds of street
lighting was left to 29 trolley car motor-
men in a test made in Switzerland. One
street was lighted by arc lamps and an-
other by metal filament lamps. The metal
filament lamps were considered the bet-
ter by 25 of the men, the chief reason
assigned being that these were Ieast irri-
tating to the eyes.



SCIENCE EXTRACTS FROM FOREIGN
JOURNALS

Auction Sales in Holland.-Auction
sales can now be carried on by electricity,
according to a new method which has
been introduced in Holland. The pro-
verbial quietness of the people in that
country accounts for the success of the
method, there, and no doubt most people
would be glad to do away with the ob-
jectionable noise which prevails at auc-
tions. In the present case, the method is
applied to selling eggs in the weekly mar-
kets which are held in the agricultural
districts. The eggs are sold in lots of
2,500 in this case. Each bidder has a
numbered seat provided with a push but-
ton and electric wiring which goes to the
seller's stand. A large dial is set up
here and it contains figures around it
ranging from lowest to highest prices.
Near it is a board with corresponding
sets of figures and each one of these can
be lighted up by an electric lamp. The
seller explains the nature of the goods
and then makes a contact to a motor de-
vice so that the hand moves very slowly
over the dial. When at a certain figure, a
bidder presses his button and this lights
up the corresponding figure on the board
and the hand stops. Then it goes on
again and a second bidder can indicate a
larger figure, and so on. The hoard shows
at once which is the highest figure
bid and an electric register also indicates
the number of the seat occupied by the
bidder. /'Electricien, Paris.

Steam Turbine Explodes. - The ex-
plosion of a steam turbine dynamo set
in an electric station is a rare occurrence.
This happened in the Essen station belong-
ing to the Rhine-Westphalia Company,
on the 8th of March. Shortly after 11 P.m.
the No. 4 turbine, which is of the Zoelly
type direct coupled to a 5,000 kilowatt
alternator, began to emit peculiar rising
and falling sounds and the current
fluctuated widely. The dynamo was at

once unloaded and the pain switch
opened, but shortly afterward, while the
main steam valve was being closed, the
whole machine burst. Wreckage flew in
all directions and caused much havoc.
One piece of the stator of some tons'
weight went through the wall of the
power house and having damaged the
railroad track, rebounded and damaged
some buildings on the other side of the
street. Five of the dynamo pole pieces of
2,000 pounds' weight were hurled through
the roof, and the remaining seven poles
were found all over the power house.
Two of these pole pieces were thrown 100
yards from the building. The .engine
room was strewn with splinters of iron
and wood alter the accident, but with the
exception of the next machine which
was set on fire, there was no damage done
to the rest of the valuable plant in the
building, although the walls and roof
st ffered much. Fortunately there was
no injury done to anyone in the station.
The cause of the accident is unknown.-
Electrical Review, London.

Japan to the Front Electrically.- The
development of electric stations for the
supply of Tokio is now under headway.
In fact, there are plants with a total of
225,000 kilowatts starting up, building,
or projected. The power lines are 60 or
70 miles long in some cases and are
mostly to be operated at 66,000 volts.
Steel towers are used as poles on the
longer lines. The Sagami Waterpower
Company is just placing orders for 12,000
kilowatts in electric machines for use in
two power houses in order to supply
Yokohama over a 45 mile line at the
voltage mentioned above. At an annual
meeting of the Board of Trade at Yoko-
hama, the chairman spoke of the great
progress made in organizing electrical
enterprises in Japan and the total
capital subscribed to the various corn -
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panics is now as much as $125,000,000.
The good supply of current which Japan
is soon to have will be a stimulus to many
industries which are struggling against
the hardships of dear fuel. Water power
is abundant in this country owing to a
good rainfall for one reason so that
electric current can be cheaply supplied
before long.-Electrical Review, London.

Electrified Roads for Berlin.-Con-
cerning the scheme for electrifying the
railroads in the city of Berlin, it is an-
nounced that the lower house of the
Prussian Diet voted in favor of the bill by
which the government is to spend $5,000,-
000 in preparatory work for applying
electric traction in the Berlin city and on
suburban railroads. The Prussian Min-
ister of Public Works, Herr von Breiten-
bach, states that on account of the very
great increase in traffic upon these lines,
the number of passengers has more than
doubled since the year 1895 and the city
railroad is now running practically at the
extreme limit of its carrying capacity.
Electricity is therefore called upon to
cope with the problem and it will be
51,500,000 a year cheaper than steam to
run the trains. With electric traction
there can be run 40 trains an hour instead
of 24 as is now done, and passenger ac-
commodations can be increased probably
100 per cent.-Electricien, Paris.

Curious Method of Mine Telephoning
-A very curious method for telephoning
in mines is described by O. Dobbelstein,
and it appears to be used in one of the
German mines near Bochum. The tel-
phones in the mine and at the surface
have one wire connected to such metal
parts as air and water piping, cables,
rails and the like, and the second wire is
connected to ground. According to the
author's statements, the metal parts as
well as the earth act rather from their
electric capacity than as true conductors,
and in short, the ensemble of the metal
work acts as a vast antenna for directing
the current from the underground post to

the surface. Only a small current is need-
ed, such as is given by twelve volts from
a battery, using a transformer in the tele-
phone circuit, while the receiver is an
ordinary telephone. A battery current
cannot be sent over such a system in order
to ring a bell, as only telephone currents
will work upon it, but a call can be made
by using a " mono -telephone " relay, which
is a special telephone so designed that
its disk vibrates and this action sets a
lever arm working so as to make a
contact for a local battery, as in the
Mercadier telegraph system.-Glückauf,
Berlin.

Water Power Plant to Operate Under
More than a Mile Head.- One of the
Swiss lakes near Lake Leman is to be
made use of for supplying a hydraulic
plant which presents considerable inter-
est, as it will have the highest fall yet to
be employed in Europe. In fact, the fall
will be no less than 5,500 feet, and it was
even thought in engineering circles that
this was too high to succeed in practice.
None the less, a Swiss engineer, A.
Boucher of Lausanne, who is an expert
in designing plants for very high water
falls, is engaged upon the plans for the
new plant, as one of the head officials in
an electro -chemical company whose
headquarters are at Paris. Water for
the electric machines will come from
Lake Fully, which lies near the town of
Martigny in the Wallis canton. The
piping for the penstock which is to take
the water from the mountain lake,
lying at such a high point and bring it
down to the turbines placed 5,500 feet
or over a mile in vertical distance below,
is of great interest in its design, as it
must stand an unusually high pressure
given by the water, especially in the lower
part. A good portion of the penstock is
made up of piping which is welded to-
gether by a special process in order to
lessen the number of joints. The turbines
for driving the dynamos will be of the
15,000 horsepower Piccard-Pictet type,
of Swiss build.-Electricien, Paris.



How Crown Corks are Put
on Bottles

Everyone is familiar with the Crown
cork, the little metallic cap with a cor-
rugated skirt that tops bottles contain-

ing every kind
o f beverage.
This cork has
proved to be
one of the most
successful o f
recent inven-
tions.

The illustra-
tion shows the

CROWN CORKING

machine used
to crown
beer bottles,
which i s

claimed to be
the most
effective and
rapid bottle
stopping

machine in the world. It+ is driven by
a small Westinghouse electric motor
and will crown 88 bottles per minute.

The essential parts of the machine
are eight bottle rests, eight crowning
heads and a hopper which holds the
crowns. The bottle rests and crowning
heads revolve around the central shaft
eleven times a minute, and the bottles
are féd with liquid while the machine is
in motion.

The bottles are put into the rests at the
right, at which point the rests are level
with the table. The rests then rise as

they revolve and the heads of the bottles
enter the throats of the crowning heads,
where the crown is crimped on. The
rests then descend to the level of the
table and the bottles are automatically
discharged. The crowns are fed in
bulk into the hopper and are automat-
ically distributed from there to the
crowning heads.

Eledric Blower for Gas Furnaces
An improvement has recently been

made in gas furnaces by forcing the air
into the gas by means of a motor driven
blower instead of merely allowing the
air to flow in through valves as with the
familiar Bunsen burner and gas stove.

This forced draught permits a much
higher heat, thereby increasing the effi-
ciency of the furnace, extending the range
of work it can handle and making its
production more rapid. It is claimed, for
example, that a
temperature of
2500° F. can be
obtained with an
air blast furnace,
whereas 1800° F.
is about the max-
imum for a similar
furnace without
the blast.

This principle
has been applied
to furnaces for
many lines of in-
dustry, such as
candy furnaces,
rivet heaters,
m u ffí e furnaces,
etc.
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A Multi -Duty Motor

The usefulness of the small electric
motor for doing many of the hard
tasks around the home has be-
come so well recognized that
one suction cleaner manu-
facturer has designed his ma-
chine so that full advantage
can be taken of the motor's
power when the cleaner is not
in use.

The illustration shows the
cleaner (which. is known as
the Multi -Duty) with a
Westinghouse motor. When
the motor is driving the
cleaner, a pinion on the inner end of
the motor shaft meshes with the large
gear wheel, which operates the air pump
through a connecting rod. To make
the motor available for other purposes,
the hand -wheel on the end of the clean-
er frame is turned, which draws the
motor forward and diséngages the pin-
ion ; a pulley on the outer end of the
motor shaft provides means for belt
drive to any other machine such as a
grinder, washing machine, tire inflater,
water pump or shop tool.

Cleaning Rugs the Modern Way
The old familiar joke and

picture in the funny papers
about the tramp earning a
meal by pounding the dirt
and quite often a part of the
fabric itself out of carpets
and rugs hung on a line in
the background must grad-
ually pass. The electric
driven vacuum cleaner is re-
sponsible and in apartment
buildings where janitor serv-
ice is furnished something
similar to the illustration may
be found. Piping from a
stationary vacuum cleaner terminating in
flexible hose and tool makes the rug clean-
ing possible in all kinds of weather.

Latest Automobile Self -Starter

One of the biggest drawbacks to electric
self-starters for automobiles has been the
greatamount of current necessary to turn

r;; l;ilhunl`IIiIHUN" IIIIIIN('!

COMBINED SUCTION CLEANER AND POWER MOTOR

the gasoline engine shaft to a point where
the explosion will occur and the engine
run itself.

An Indiana inventor has solved the
problem in an interesting way. By the
use of a small motor, such as could, if
needs be, run on a set of common dry cell
batteries, a wound.
little motor is running quite rapidly, the
spring, which is very strong, is wound up
slowly. When it is desired to start the
car, the spring is released and the shaft is
turned a number of times very rapidly
and in the meantime the motor is at work
winding the spring for the next start. The
winding process requiring something less

APARTMENT BUILDING VA-
CUUM CLEANER

than five
noticeable
operated.

seconds, this time is .hardly
when the self-starter is being



EDITORIAL ANNOUNCEMENT
Beginning with the next issue of this magazine a number of changes will be evident

in its editorial policy. Not the least among these will be the addition of some material
each month, which, although non -electrical in itself, will be indicative of the progres-
siveness - the intensiveness - of the age in which electricity is the dominating in-
fluence. While departing from the rigidly drawn lines of the past, the electrical tone
of the magazine, nevertheless, will be preserved, and the larger portion of its pages
will be devoted to the subject of electricity. At the same time there are so many
elements of human appeal in the modern advances in science, industry, agriculture,
city building, railroading, automobiling, travel, art and in innumerable other directions
that we believe our friends will agree that in giving some space to these features, the
popularity of the magazine, as a vehicle for the distribution of electrical knowledge,
will be increased.

For instance, motion pictures, directly dependent upon electricity, are one of the
great developments of the times - how tremendously great few of us fully realize,
although twenty million people watch the films. It is our desire to take you through
and beyond the purely electrical phases of the subject, out with the camera man, back
into the laboratories and the manufacturing places, so that finally before the screen
itself you can watch with keener intelligence the marvel that is spread before you.

In other directions, also, the broadened lines upon which the magazine will be
conducted will make it appeal to you even more strongly. Important events all over
the world will be presented to you pictorially. In this electrical age the world is mak-
ing a most remarkable kind of history and some of it we intend to present as it goes
along.

Announcements do not make a magazine. On the other hand, opinions expressed
by its readers do help greatly. When the September issue is out we desire your frank
opinion upon the results of the changes above referred to, and others which will be
manifest when you read it.

Twenty-eight years ago the National
Electric Light Association was organized

- in fact, the association
is almost as old as the art of
incandescent lighting itself.
Its membership has now
reached 11,115, 846 per
cent of this gain having

been made in the last five years. The
first convention was held in Chicago in
1885. In 1908 the convention came
again to that city, as did also this years'
convention, held June 2nd to 6th. At
this last convention over 4,000 delegates
were registered. Under the guidance of
President Frank M. Tait, of Dayton,
another successful year has been con-
cluded, and the incoming president,
Mr. Joseph B. McCall, president of the
Philadelphia Electric Company, is al -

Co -opera-
tion the
Keynote

ready directing his efforts toward a
continuance of the success of his predeces-
sors.

If any one word can express the tone -
the "atmosphere" - of this meeting it is
the word "co-operation." The engineers
and plant managers were talking co-
operation, so were the commercial repre-
sentatives, the accountants, the manu-
facturers, and all the way through to the
very broadest questions of public policy
it was the keynote of the proceedings.
To establish these co-operative relations,
both within the membership of the
association, which represents upward of
three billion dollars of invested capital,
and with the great public served by this
capital, is what brings men from coast
to coast, from Canada to Mexico, to
attend these conventions.
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Waiter (observing diner's dissatisfaction) -
Isn't your egg cooked long enough, sir?

Diner - Yes, the trouble is it wasn't cooked
soon enough.

. * *

Solicitor (endeavoring to discover client 's
legal status) - But, madam, how long is it since
you heard from your husband?

Client - Well yer see, 'e left me the day 'e
was married, and truth is I ain't 'card nothin' of
'im since, nor wanted; leastways, I did 'ear
casual -like that 'e were dead, but it may be only
'is fun.

* * *

"Now, Mr. Fresche," said the professor, "can
you demonstrate that X equals zero?"

"Sure," said Mr. Fresche. "I write home
asking the governor for an X, and get nothing."

" Excellent," returned the professor. " I'll
give you the same for your mark."

* * *

"Why is Reginald capering about in that
extraordinary fashion? Has he stubbed his
toe?"

"No. He has thought of a good name for a
new dance and is trying to invent a new step to
fit it."

* * *

The late Judge Gary, of Baltimore, who, in his
younger days, was a member of the state legis-
lature, was noted for his quickness at repartee.
On one occasion he had introduced a bill that
proved very obnoxious to several members of the
opposing faction. After adjourning, one of the
discontented came rushing up to him in a great
state of excitement.

"Look here, Gary," he exclaimed, "I'd rather
blow my brains out than advocate such a meas-
ure."

"My dear sír," replied Gary, with a twinkle in
his eye, "you flatter yourself on your marksman.
ship."

* . .
A funny old bird is the pelican.
His bill can hold more than his belican;

Ile can tote in his beak
Enough food for a week,

But we don't understand how the helican.

A bald-headed lawyer came into a downtown
barber shop and took his accustomed chair.

"Hair cut, Joe," he said.
The barber looked at him, slapped the nude

white dome of his skull with mock tenderness,
and gave a loud laugh.

"Why, .man," he said, "you don't need no
hair cut. What you want's a shine!"

* * *

"Did youse git anyt'ing?" whispered the
burglar on ground as his pal emerged from the
window.

"a'aw, de bloke wot lives here is a lawyer,"
replied the other in disgust.

"Dat's hard luck," said the first; "did youse
lose anyt 'ing?"

* * *

Mary had a little lamp,
'Twas full of kerosene;

One day the lamp it did explode,
Since then she s not benzine.

* * *

Jenkins, a newly wedded suburbanite, kissed
his wife good -by, telling her he would be home
at 6 o'clock that evening, got into his auto and
started for town.

Midnight arrived and no hubby. She could
hear the suspense no longer, so she aroused her
father and sent him to the telegraph office with
six telegrams to as many brother Elks living in
town, asking each if her husband was stopping
with him overnight.

At dawn a farm wagon containing a farmer
and the derelict husband drove up to the house,
while behind the wagon trailed the broken down
auto. Almost simultaneously came a messenger
boy with an answer to one of the telegrams, fol-
lowed at intervals by five others. All of them
read:

" Yes; John is spending the night with me."
* * *

The train robber suddenly appeared as the
passengers were retiring for the night.

"Come, shell out!" he demanded, as he stood
towering above an Eastern clergyman, who had
just finished prayer.

The minister looked at him sadly, then said:
"If I had such energetic fellows as you to

pass the plate now'and then, I might have some-
thing to give you."

459
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Porch Meals Cooked on the
Westinghouse Toaster -Stove

ItC you do not already own a Westinghouse Toaster -Stove get
one at once for the porch breakfasts, lunches and suppers which

are so popular this summer.
This little stove will cook almost anything that can be cooked

on the top of the kitchen stove.
The idea of the porch meal is to cook something light and

dainty right on the table where it can be eaten before it cools off.
The Westinghouse Toaster -Stove is a wonderfully successful

type of electric stove. You attach its cord to any lighting socket
or outlet and it heats in a few seconds upon the turn of the switch.
The cost of the current used is very small.

The Westinghouse Toaster -Stove can be depended upon to
serve you many years. In most families it gets daily use.

You can buy a Westinghouse Toaster -Stove wherever the
best in electrical devices are sold.

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.
East Pittsburgh, Pa.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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Twenty Labels- One Quality
These are the labels that guarantee National

Quality. In addition to the name National
Mazda etched on the bulb, every National
Mazda lamp carries one of these labels. The
name and label stand for the highest quality and
the highest efficiency in incandescent lamps-a
double guaranty that means three times the
light given by carbon lamps at the same cost.

Put a National Mazda Lamp in every socket
before you pay your next light bill. Buy from
the dealer who handles lamps that carry any of
these labels.

MAI
TILE QUALITY LAMP

MAZDA

There's a National Mazda Lamp for every requirement-every
size for any room. There's a National Mazda Hylo Lamp-bums
bright or dim-for bathrooms, bedrooms. halls. Use Holophane
reflectors for most effective distribution or concentration of light.

Get the "National Index to the Proper Lighting of Homes'-
free. House wiring booklet also free. Look for one of the labels
on this page when you buy lamps. For booklets and further
information address

National Quality Lamp Division
of General Electric Co.

64 Nela Park, Cleveland, Ohio

MAZDA

STAR (w
MAZDA

For our Mutual .Advantage mention Popular Electricity Ichen writing to advertisers.
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Symbols
of Protection
Ancient Egyptians carved over

their doorways and upon their
temple walls the symbol of super-
natural protection ; a winged disk.
It typified the light and power
of the sun, brought down from on
high by the wings of a bird.

Mediaeval Europe, in a more practi-
cal manner, sought protection behind
the solid masonry of castle walls.

In America we have approached
the ideal of the Egyptians. Franklin
drew electricity from the clouds and
Bell harnessed it to the telephone.

} Today the telephone is a means
of protection more potent than the
sun disk fetish and more practical
than castle walls.

The Bell System has carried the
telephone wires everywhere through-

914ONE

LOC L

LONG
DISTANCE

TELEPHONE

 f JJJI,J.s-.i...!J,1J..I.,.

.. ; .. _

out the land, so that all the people
are bound together for the safety
and freedom of each.

This telephone protection, with
electric speed, reaches the most
isolated homes. Such ease of com-
munication makes us a homogeneous
people and thus fosters and protects
our national ideals and political
rights.

AMERICAN TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY

One PolicytATEO nor

For our Mutual Ad cant age mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.

AND ASSOCIATED COMPANIES

One System Universal Service
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Your Opportunity
to purchase

This Beautiful
Electric Lamp

for only

$4.00
Regular Selling Price $7.50

IF
YOU take advantage of this exceptional

opportunity now, you can secure this
handsome Electric Lamp regularly sold at
$7.50, for only $4.00; all charges prepaid
anywhere in the United States. We make

this timely low -price offer, solely to acquaint
you with the decided advantages in purchasing

all your Electrical Goods at Electric Shop. Remem-
ber, this is a very special price-the time limit expires
August 31st-so, it will pay you to order now, today
and avoid possible disappointment later.

A Remarkable Value Even at the Regular Price
ONLY when you actually see this artistically

designed Electric Lamp will you recognize
what an extraordinary value it is at this price.
The standard is 8 inches high, constructed of
metal, in old brass finish. The shade is 5

inches in diameter, ornamented with hand

i

painted flowers in beautiful colors, embossed
in the glass, to bring out the effect. Ideal for
use on writing desk, boudoir table or on the
mantel. Sent complete to any address in the
United States, equipped with 8 foot silk cord
and attachment plug, upon receipt of $4.00.

All orders must be sent direct from this advertisement
accompanied by remittance. Offer expires August 31st.

ELECTRIC SHOP naBlvás CHICAGO
Sign This Coupon; Clip Along Dotted Dine and Mail Today

ELECTRIC SHOP-CHICAGO
Michigan and Jackson Blvds.

For enclosed $4.00 you will send me (all
charges prepaid within the United States)
the $7.50 Electric Lamp as advertised in
August Popular Electricity.

Your Name

Address.

Town and State

%/

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity rviteu writing to Advertisers.
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DO Something! BE Somebody!
Train Yourself for a Larger Salary

Don't be content to grind out a few dollars a week and miss all those comforts
and pleasures that make life really worth living. Do something worth while-train
yourself to earn a salary that will enable you to "BE Somebody."

Every normal man possesses the elements of success in some line of work. Some
men are born with a natural inclination for mechanics. Other men are natural
builders. Still others achieve their greatest success in the world of business.

Success depends largely on getting into the right occupation. YOU have natural ability for
some line of work. Find out what your natural ability is-and then DEVELOP IT.

For 22 years the International Correspondence
Schools have been helping men to find and develop
their natural ability. Every month over 400 I.C.S.
students report promotions or salary increases as a
direct result of this I.C.S. training.

What the I.C.S. have done for these men they can
do fos YO U right in your own home during your spare
time. No matter where you live or how little edu-
cation you have-if you can read and write-the
I.C.S. can help you.

Just mark and mail the attached coupon-it
won't obligate you in the least-and the I.C.S. will
show you how they can train you for a good job and
a big salary in the occupation for which you are best
suited.

+INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS ;
Bog 1102-Y, Scranton, Pa.

Please explain, without further obligation on my part. 
 how I can quality lot the position before which I have 

marked X.

.

 Name
e

' St. and NoMark and Mail the Coupon-NOW

Electrical Engineering
Electric Lighting
Electric Railways
Electrician
Electric Car Running
Dynamo Foreman
Wireman
Mining Engineer
Telephone Expert
Surveyor
Automobile Running
Agriculture
Poultry Raising

Mechanical Engineer
Mechanical Draftsman
Shop Foreman
Concrete Construction
Architect
Contracting and Build'g
Architectural Draftsman
General Illustrating
Chemist
Bookkeeper
Advertising Man
Civil Service Exams.
Salesmanship

City State

1001 Present Occupation

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTI5EbIENTS

THE COST OF ADVERTISING IN THIS
SECTION IS 5 CENTS PER WORD

Remittance must accompany order,
or advertisement will not be inserted.

Forms for the September issue close August 1st.

AERONAUTICS

COMPLETE PLAN, DRAWN TO SCALE,
with concise Instructions for building a 3 -foot
Nieuport Monoplane, 25c. Other Plans: Bleriot,
15c, Wright, 25c, Curtiss, 35e, "Cecil Peoli" Cham-
pion Racer, 25c. Set of five, $1.00. 40 pp. Model
Supply Catalog. 5c. IDEAL AEROPLANE CO.,
86B West Broadway, New York.

AGENTS WANTED

ATTENTION AGENTS "MOP, VACUUM,
Crew Managers, etc.," Our indestructible cleaning,
polishing, and dustless mop just patented sells at
sight, pays 150% profit; make $10 to $15 per day
easily. Exclusive territory to business producers.
Wonderful opportunity. A record breaking propo-
sition. Act at once. Duncan Bros., 2906 N. Troy
St.,'Chicago.

SALESMAN FOR $6.00 SPECIALTY. YOU
get repeat orders. Get agency. B. Allbrad Co.,
723 Colonial Bldg., Boston.

DON 'T ACCEPT AN AGENCY UNTIL YOU
get my samples and particulars. Money makers.
Address SAYMAN, 706 Sayman Bldg., St. Louis,
Mo.

SELL HOSIERY; GUARANTEED AGAINST
holes or new hose free; build a permanent trade; big
profits; experience unnecessary. INTERNATION-
AL MILLS, Dept. 2, West Phila., Pa.

AGENTS WANTED AGENTS - IF YOU ARE MAKING LESS
than $30 a week, write for our proposition. It's a
sure winner. Thos. Mears, Mfgr., 1148 La Salle
Ave., Chicago, III.

AGENTS SEND FOR FREE SAMPLES.
Joseph Duoba, 2409 S. Hoyne Ave., Chicago, Ill.

SEE WHAT I SAY UNDER "TYPE -
writers." ATCHISON.

SEND FOR SIP'S RAZOR SHARPENING
outfit. Introductory sample 10 cent.,. Sip Manu-
facturing Co., Jersey City, N. J.

STOP HERE! AGENTS', SALESMEN'S SIDE
line; get agency for best yet pipe real t o r ; sample 15c.
P. Fisher, 1359 Shawmut St., Louis, Mo.

SMALLEST ALARM CLOCK, BIBLE AND
telescope, 10c each, prepaid. W. H. GARNER,
B-1108 W. 22nd St., Los Angeles, Cal.

AGENTS - SEND 10c FOR SAMPLE AND
selling plan. No talking required. It's all in the
plan. Bradford Supply Co., Bradford, Ohio.

150% PROFIT SELLING NEW TIME AND
labor saver for lawn and garden. Gates Manu-
facturing Co., 286 Parker Ave., Detroit, Mich.

AGENTS-MALE AND FEMALE. ONLY
odorless glue on market. Big seller. Sample 10c.
Tenexine Co., 394 Atlantic Ave., Boston, Mass.

Agents-COST 3c, SELL 25c. SIGN LET-
ters put on with roller. Samples free. Embossed
Letter Cdo, 237 West Illinois St., Chicago.

HOME BUSINESS - COLLECT NAMES, IN -
formation, etc., for business concerns. Steady in-
come. Instructive booklet for stamp. Informa-
tion System, 415, Marietta, Ohio.

AGENTS - STOP SELLING OLD WORN
out lines. Something new - Good for $50 a week
and more. Write for our proposition to exclusive
agents. A. S. Shuh, Sales Mgr., 1652 Sycamore
St., Cincinnati, O.

AGENTS WANTED FOR ORIENTAL NOV-
cities, never before introduced. Quick sellers.
Repeaters. Immense profits. Particulars free, or
samples 25c. Kanematz, Box J-529, Portland,
Oregon.

MAKE AND SELL YOUR OWN GOODS
Formulas by Expert Chemists. We obtain your
Government Serial Number. Catalogue for stamp.
E. MYSTIC COMPANY, Washington, D. C.

AGENTS MAKE BIG MONEY SELLING
our new gold letters for office windows, store fronts
and glass signs. Anyone can put them on. Write
today for a free sample and full particulars. Metal-
lic Sign Letter Co., 400 N. Clark St., Chicago, Ill.

AGENTS - PORTRAITS 35c, FRAMES 15c,
Sheet Pictures lc. Stereoscopes 25c. Views le.
30 days' credit. Samples and catalog free. Con-
solidated Portrait Co., Dept. 545T, 1027 W. Adams
St., Chicago.

AGENTS-POSTAL BRINGS FREE "MON-
thly directory" (illustrated) contains details newest.
best selling specialties and money -making proposi-
tion of responsible concerns. B. Publishing Co.,
113 Cedar St., New York.

AGENTS-WOULD YOU TAKE A STEADY It
Job where you can clear $20.00 to $30.00 weekly
and work up to yearly profits of $3,000.00 or more?
My line is snappy household goods. Quick sellers.
Get busy with postal asking particulars. E. M.
Davis, G51 Davis Block, Chicago.

AGENTS SELL RICH LOOKING IMPORTED
36x68 Rug, $1. Carter, Tenn., sold 115 in four days.
Profit $57. You can do as well. Write for selling
plan. Sample offer. Exclusive territory. Sample
rug sent by prepaid parcel post 98c. R. Condon,
Importer, Stonington, Me.

WE MANUFACTURE GLASS PAPER.
Plain glass windows made to look like real stained
glass. Easily applied and beautifies the home.
Something new for agents. Two sheets of this glass
paper sent as a sample with catalogue in colors
and complete instructions on receipt of 10c. S. H.
Parrish & Co., 202 S. Clark St., Chicago.
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AGENTS WANTED
PHOTO PILLOW TOPS, PORTRAITS,

Frames, Sheet Pictures, Photo China Plates.
Rejects credited. Prompt shipments; samples and
cat. free to agents. 30 days' credit. Jas. C. Bailey
Co., Desk L1, Chicago, Ill.

5 AGENTS - TO SELL THE NEWEST ELEC-
tric appliance on the market; sold everywhere there
is electricity, in the home and office; liberal profits;
sales -driving sample, weighs a pound, no experience
or knowledge of electricity required; it shows how
to use one light instead of two and. get the same
results; sells for $3.50 and saves the purchases an
investment of $25. Write for particulars. THE
HANDY LIGHT CO., 29 Handy Light Block,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

AUTO ACCESSORIES
GUARANTEED 5,000 MILES WITHOUT

puncture. If your tires are old, don't throw them
away, or you'll throw away $50 to $200. With
Durable Treads we give you a written guarantee for
5,000 miles without puncture. This is binding
whether your tires are new or old, treadworn, rim
cut or rut worn. Write for interesting booklet and
special discount at once to Colorado Tire and
Leather Company, 1110 Karpen Bldg., Chicago,
Ill.; 449 Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco, Calif.;
Fourth Ave., at 31st St., New York City; 1328
Acoma St., Denver, Colo.

BOOKS AND PERIODICALS

READ "SHE" 25c. CATALOGUE 2c. PAUL
Duff, 2713 Mozart, Chicago.

FASCINATING BOOKS AND PICTURES,
samples and profusely illustrated lists 10c. Curtis E4,
Englewood, Chicago.

SMALLEST BIBLE IN THE WORLD.
Yours for twenty-five cents. Westman, '730 Aldine
Ave., Chicago, III.

MODERN SELF -TEACHING MECHANICAL
books sold reasonable. Stamp brings particulars.
Lamont's Agency, Matteawan, New York.

THREE LITTLE BOOKS FOR LADIES,
postpaid, in plain cover, for 25c. (Tell what you
want to know.) O. K. Pub. Co., Decatur, Ill.

"TELEPHONE TROUBLES AND HOW TO
rr find them." New 16th edition - 56 pages. Price

25c. Hyde Publishing Co., 183 -5th St., Milwaukee,
Wis.

WONDERFUL BOOK ON HYPNOTISM,
personal magnetism, magnetic healing and occult
science sent free to anyone. Send your address
today. M. D. Betts, Sta. 129, Jackson, Mich.

ACROBATIC ART, ILLUSTRATED AND
explained. Very interesting to everyone. 35c.
Robert Lamb, H. B. T., 45 Grand Street, Spring-
field, Mass.

TELEPHONE CONSTRUCTION-BY RAD-
cliffe and Cushing. Shows you how to install pri-
vate telephone systems, also small exchanges in
factories or small towns-written in accordance with
standard practice. 171 pages illustrated $1.00
postpaid. Money refunded if not satisfactory.
Popular Electricity Book Department, 350 N.
Clark St., Chicago, Ill.

BIISINESS OPPORTIINITIES

SEE WHAT I SAY UNDER "TYPE -
writers." ATCHISON.

GOLDEN SEAL PAYS ME $6,000 PER ACRE.
Why not you also? Stamp for prices. J. V.
Hardacre, Chardon, Ohio.

YOU CAN START A MAIL ORDER BUSI-
ness same day you receive our fifty plans. Only 50c.
Slarb Co., Hamilton, Ohio.

WE START YOU IN -BUSINESS FREE.
Particulars and plans, 10c. Leo Laboratories,
Mifflin Street, Pittsburgh, Penna.

FLAVORING EXTRACTS, TOILET PREPA-
rations, etc.; premiums furnished; samples free.
Herman Riebeling, Manufacturing Chemist, Indian-
apolis, Indiana.

$1.00 A WEEK WILL START YOU IN A BIG
money -making mail order business with the best
line-in spare time. Particulars Free. Nadico Co.,
1671 Belmont Ave., Chicago.

DANDY HOME BUSINESS - COLLECT
names, information, etc., for business concerns,
Steady income. Fascinating work. Instructive
booklet for stamp. Information System, 413
Marietta, Ohio.

WE HELP YOU RAISE CAPITAL AT ONCE
to start you in retail, manufacturing, patent, real
estate, mail order or any legitimate business by
means of "Our Practical Method." Particulars
free. The Business Aid Co., K 508, Detroit, Mich.

EARN $10.00 TO $15.00 A WEEK, AND
hold your position besides. No canvassing. We, as
manufacturers of patented just -in -season specialties,
have new easy mail order plans to keep factories
busy. We furnish. everything. Large profits.
Small capital. Experience unnecessary. If you are
one of the want -to -go-ahead kind, write for our
most modern (copyrighted) plans. Sworn state-
ment. J. M. Pease Mfg. Co., 550 Pease Bldg., Main
St., Buffalo, N. Y.

GO INTO THE MOVING PICTURE BUSI-
ness. We will start you with complete outfit -
Best Machine, Films, and Supplies, on the Payment
Plan - Want to make big money? - Write for free
Catalog. Dearborn Novelty Co., Dept. P. E.,
537 S. Dearborn St., Chicago.

WE START YOU IN BUSINESS, FURNISH-
ing everything; men and women, $30.00 to $200.00
weekly operating our "New System, Specialty
Candy and Popcorn Crispette Factories"; home,
anywhere; no canvassing. Opportunity lifetime;
booklet free. H. RAGSDALE CO., East Orange,
N. J.

LET THE PARCELS POST HELP YOU.
Add ($15 to $25 weekly) to your present salary or
income. Start during spare time and build up a
permanent mail-order business of your own. We
show you how and help you make good. No
canvassing. Experience unnecessary. The Parcels
Post makes success doubly sure. Our new ideas
and up-to-date plans bring the money. No so-
called "Course of Instruction" to sell. We give
that free. Write to -day. Address Pease Mfg.
Co., Inc., Dept. B, 70 Broadway, Buffalo, N. Y.
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BUS -.NESS O'PORTUNITIES
$1. COMPLETE INSTRUCTIONS, MANU-

facturing interior, exterior decorations, garden fur-
niture, casting from life, concrete, plaster, artificial
marble, papier-mache, marble dust, composition,
metals, elastic and rigid moulds, modeling, coloring,
stuccoing. Booklet of art casts FREE. \V.
Mahler. 117 Russell St., Brooklyn, New York.

CAMERAS AND OPTICAL GOODS
\VE BUY, SELL AND EXCHANGE. BAR -

gains in microscopes telescopes, binoculars, cam-
eras, etc. Bargain list sent. Kahn & Son, Op-
ticians, No. 54 John St., New York. Established
63 years.

COINS AND STAMPS
STAMPS -100 ALL DIFFERENT, FREE.

Postage 2c. Mention paper. Quaker Stamp Co.,
Toledo, Ohio.

1000 MIXED FOREIGN 19c, 50 DIFFERENT
3c. Pioneer Stamp Co., 1027 East 40th Street.
Lars Angeles, Cal.

$4.25 EACH PAID FOR U. S. FLYING EAGLE
cents dated 1856. $2 to $600 paid for hundreds of
old coins dated before 1895. Send ten cents at once
for New Illustrated Coin Value Book. 4 x 7. Get
posted - it may mean your fortune. Clarke & Co.,
('oin Dealers, Box 76, Le Roy, N. Y.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE

SEE WHAT I SAY UNDER "TYPE -
writers." ATCHISON.

FOR SALE, ANTIQUE FIREARMS. ALLEN,
Facade, Charing Cross, London.

EXCHANGE: STEREOPTICON FOR BOOKS.
Box 101, Sag Harbor, N. Y.

KENTUCKY NATURAL LEAF TOBACCO
40 cents per pound, 3 pounds for $1, postpaid.
C. B. Summerville, Mayfield, Ky.

A WONDERFUL SECRET, THAT ANY
negro will gladly pay $5.00 to learn, sent sealed for
10c. F. Tait, Phoenix, Miss.

OXYACETYLENE WELDING MACHINE.
New. For sale or trade. Bagley Brothers Garage,
Superior, Neb.

PATENTED AUTOMATIC WINDOW SASH
fastener. Burglar proof. Owner will sell outright,
or royalty. For particulars address Jules F. Parent,
322 Manson Place, Plainfield, N. J.

TALKING MACHINES AND RECORDS AT
cut prices. 100,000 - 10 inch records never sold
less than 60 cents. Our cut price 20c each. Send
for catalogue. Deninger, North St., Rochester,
N. Y.

WIRE YOUR HOUSE FOR ELECTRIC
Light. "House Wiring" by Poppe, shows you
just how to lay out the work, what wire to use and
how to run it according to the latest rulings of the
Fire Underwriters. All up-to-date methods are
described and illustrated. 103 pages, 74 illustra-
tions. 50c postpaid. Popular Electricity, Book
Dept. C., 350 N. Clark St., Chicago, Ill.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE

D. C. MOTORS ? $ H. P. GOOD AS NE\V,
$10. Five 3, $15. Just the thing for light shop
work. Also 35 electric pianos with keyboards, $125
each, to close out business. Send for electric piano
circular. J. F. Herman, 1420 Pa. Ave., Washing-
ton, D. C.

FORMULAS

FIVE GOOD FORMULAS, 50 CENTS. FISH
Lure, Polishing Cloth, Rat Killer & Embalmer,
Eczema Ointment, Worm Syrup. Dr. Wipf,
(Stanwix) Worcester, Mass.

LEMOLINE - THE IDEAL SUMMER
drink, Healthful, Cooling, Refreshing. Make it
yourself, 5c a gallon. Formula 25c. Satisfaction
guaranteed. Ideal Supply Co., Dept. C., Box 535,
Oakland, Calif.

GAMES AND AMUSEMENTS

LEARN TO ENTERTAIN! MAGIC TRICK
cards 10e. FREE catalog! Walwen Company, 150
Nassau St., New York.

INSTRUCTION

HOW TO SOLDER ALUMINUM AND ti
other metals, only 50c. No stamps. Money back
guarantee. F. Hainey, Stillwater, Okla.

RAGTIME PIANO PLAYING TAUGHT BY
mail. Book free. Christensen, 88 Auditorium Bldg.,
Chicago.

LEARN SHOW CARD LETTERING AND
Designing by 'mail from a reliable school. We teach
practical work, money maker. Prospectus and
sample show cards free, postpaid. Address,
THOMPSON SCHOOL, Pontiac, Michigan.

$75.00 TO $175.00 PER MONTH AND A BUSI-
ness absolutely your own. We will thoroughly
teach you to draw complete plans for houses, etc.,
and write specifications, while at home. Instru-
ments furnished. Particulars on request. Key-
stone Architectural" Institute, Mansion Building,
Rochest er, .N. Y.

HOW TO TIME VALVES, HOW TO TIME
spark using four way coil, magnets, Atwater -Kent, e
and Delco, care of storage batteries and how to
recharge them, how to make your own soldering
paste which requires no flux and save 40% to 50%,
how to make your own valve grinding compound
which excels all others. "Also how can I learn the
automobile business without cost," 25c postpaid. `
M. S. Linton, Webb. Summit, Ohio.

LET US TELL YOU ABOUT OUR COURSES
of instruction in Electricity. One is to make pro-
ficient workmen in electrical plants; the other, a
complete course in electrical engineering-as good
as the courses given in any school of Electric En-
gineering. Maryland Correspondence School,
Union Bridge, Md.

MAGIC

LEARN TO HYPNOTIZE ANI) MAKE FUN
and money. Send for free book to M. D. Betts,
Sta. 129, Jackson, Mich.
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MISCELLANEOUS
TOBACCO HABIT: PAY WHEN CURED.

Harmless home treatment. Write for prices and
terms. King Ni-Ko System, Desk 2, Wichita, Kan.

CYLINDER REBORED INCLUDING PIS -
ton and rings 7 in. to 11 in. Sterling Engine Co.,
331 S. Clinton St., Chicago, Ill.

I WILL START YOU EARNING $4.00 DAILY
at home in spare time, silvering mirrors; no capital;
send for free instructive booklet, giving plans of
operation. G. F. Redmond, Dept. H., Boston, Mass.

ANYBODY CAN MAKE GOOD CUTS WITH
my simple zinc etching process; price, $1.00;
specimens and particulars for stamp. T. M. Day,
Box E., Windfall, Ind.

DO YOU EXPECT TO ATTEND THE PAN -
ama -Pacific Exposition in 1915, at San Francisco?
Organizers wanted in every city and town, for the
California Travel Club. Two -cent stamp for in-
formation, to California Travel Club, 1547 Devisa-
dero St., San Francisco, Cal.

DO YOU WISH TO KNOW WHETHER YOU
will prosper or -not in your undertakings? Whether
you will marry or not? Have sickness or health?
Travel or stay at home? Win or lose in speculation?
Business to follow, etc? Your planets will tell you.
No guess work.- Clear answers to all questions.
Will send you hundreds of addresses of people who
have been patrons of mine for 10 years, and you can
write to them and verify my statements. Grasp
your opportunity and you will gain your desires.
Send birth date and 10c. for a trial reading. L.
THOMPSON, Dept. 50, Kansas City, Mo.

MOTION PICTURE MACHINES
WRITE MOVING PICTURE PLAYS. $10

to $100 each. Constant demand. Devote all or
spare time. Experience, literary ability or corre-
spondence course unnecessary. Details free. Atlas
Publishing Co., 306 Atlas Bank Bldg., Cincinnati,
Ohio.

$35.00 PROFIT NIGHTLY, MOVING PIC-
ture business, small capital starts you, no experience
needed. We teach you and furnish everything.
Ralph J. Golsen, Dept. E., 65 East 46th St., Chicago.

SONGS AND MUSIC
SONG POEMS WANTED - SEND US YOUR

song poems or melodies. A hit will bring big
money. PROPOSITION POSITIVELY UN-
EQUALLED. Available work accepted for publi-
cation and copyright secured in your name OUR
COMPOSING STAFF ABSOLUTELY BEST OF
ANY COMPANY OF ITS KIND. Instructive
booklet free. MARKS -GOLDSMITH CO., Dept.
21. Washington, D. C.

MAMMOTH BUDGET OF 164 LATEST
songs. The largest collection of Popular Songs ever
sold for only 10c. The Wedge Mfg. Co., H. Bing-
hamton, N. Y.

SONG POEMS WANTED. WE HAVE PAID
thousands of dollars to song writers - send us your
poems or melodies. Acceptance guaranteed if
available by largest, most successful concern of the
kind. We publish, advertise, secure copyright in
your name and pay 50 per cent if successful. Hun-
dreds of delighted clients. Write to -day for Big
Magazine, Beautiful Illustrated Book and examina-
tion of your work-ALL FREE. Dugdale Co.,
1035 Dugdale Bldg., Washington, D. C.

PATENTS
INVENTIONS DEVELOPED, COMMER-

cialized and marketed. Investigate. William C.
Stripe, Suite 1154 Monadnock Block, Chicago.

SEE WHAT I SAY UNDER "TYPE
WRITERS." ATCHISON.

SEND FOR FREE BOOKLET, ALL ABOUT
patents and their cost. Shepherd & Campbell, Patent
Attorneys, 500B, Victor Bldg., Washington, D. C.

HAVE YOU A PATENT TO SELL? YOU'LL
he interested in my proposition. Write now for
free particulars. F. W. Johnson, 318 W. Washing-
ton St., Chicago.

PATENT YOUR INVENTION. FIRST GET
free "Inventor's Primer" with statistical data.
Milo B. Stevens & Co., Estab. 1864, 640 F St.,.
Wash.; 351 Monadnock BIk., Chicago.

PATENTS OF VALUE. PROMPT AND
efficient service. No misleading inducements_
Expert in Mechanics. Book of Advice and Patent
Office Rules free. Clements & Clements, Patent.
Attorneys, 705 Colorado Bldg., Washington, D. C.

THE PATENTOME IS INTERESTING AND
instructive. A liberal education in patents and how
to get them. Free on request. Established 1865_
Anderson and Son, Patent Solicitors, 712 G St.,.
Washington, D. C.

"PROTECTIVE PATENTS" AND OUR
other book "Lette?s of Patent Success," sent on
request _to inventors. Wide experience. Personal
service. Trade -marks registered. Write to -day_
Robb & Robb, Patent Specialists, 240-244 Southern
Bldg., Washington, D. C.

"PATENTS AND PATENT POSSIBILITIES"
is a 72 -page treatise which tells all about patents,
what to invent and where to sell it. It gives honest
advice to inventors, and is full of valuable and inter-
esting information. Write for it today! It is FREE
H. S. HILL, 929 I'IcLachlen Bldg., Washington,
D. C.

FIND OUT FOR YOURSELF WHAT TO
invent and how to procure and sell a patent for the
same. My book, "Inventor's Universal Educator,"
covers the matter from A to Z. 140 pages, elegantly
bound. Also contains 600 mechanical movements
and 50 perpetual motions. Price $1.00, postage
free. Money returned if not more than satisfactory.
F. G. Dieterich, 654 Ouray Bldg., Washington, D.C.

PATENT ATTORNEYS
PATENT - ADVICE AND BOOKS FREE.

Highest references. Best results. I procure
patents that protect. Watson E. Coleman, Patent
Lawyer, 622 F St., N. W., Washington, D. C.

A PATENT EXPERIENCE OF 23 YEARS
makes my services invaluable to honest inventors.
My FREE book tells the story. Write for it to-
day. A. M. Wilson, 301 Victor Bldg., Washington,
D. C.

BUSINESS GOES WHERE IT IS INVITED
and stays where it is well treated. For 27 years I
have given my personal attention to procuring pat-
ents for successful inventors and manufacturers.
The opportunity is open to you to get the benefit of
the same attention and method of procedure.
Write or send sketch. Vernon E. Hodges, 631 Bar-
rister Bldg., Washington, D. C.
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PICTURES AND POST CARDS

ONLY GIRLS, 10 DASHING POSTALS, 10e.
Richard Lavery, Summit, N. J.

JUST GIRLS - 25 POST CARDS OF GIRLS,
25c, postpaid; no landscapes. O. K. Pub. Co.,
Decatur, Ill.

FRENCH KOOK POST CARDS-SOME-
thing funny! Set of 6 "curtain raisers" for 10c.
Postpaid. O. K. Pub. Co., Decatur, Ill.

PHOTOS - PRETTY GIRLS FROM LIFE.
24 miniature "beauty poses" 10c. Curtis E6,
Englewood, Chicago.

RECEIVE LOVE LETTERS AND POST
cards from everywhere. Membership 10c. Cow-
boy Club, Louise, Texas.

ART STUDIES - PHOTOGRAPHS FROM
live models. Finest collection for artists and art
lovers. Illustrated catalogues sent free on demand.
C. Klary, 103 Avenue de Villiers, Paris, France.

NEW IDEA PARISIAN PHOTO POCKET
mirror. An eye opener. Red hot. The. genuine
article. Sent sealed, prepaid, 25c. John Shear,
Box 330, Putnam Station, New York.

FRENCH ART CARDS AND PICTURES
from life models. 8 beauty poses and 4 art photos
with price list, 50 cents stamps or coin. Splendid
sample set $1.00 bill. L. Nicolas, 109 rue Sainte,
Marseille, France.

PHOTOGRAPHY

FILMS DEVELOPED FOR 5c; SEND FOR
price list. A. Blad, Maynard, Mass.

HIGH GRADE ENLARGEMENTS, 8 BY 10,
25c each. Developing and printing equally low.
Diamond's Photo Shop, 416 6th Ave., New York
City.

PHOTOGRAPHS WANTED BY ,PUBLISH-
ers. I'll find a buyer for all prints I deem worthy
of publication. Send your name on a postal for
leaflet of instruction. A. S. Dudley, Photographic
Expert, Box 775 T, Philadelphia, Pa.

MONEY IN PHOTOGRAPHY -I START
amateurs making money at home taking portraits;
become professionals. Studio secrets, retouching,
etc., fully explained. Wells' Studio, East Liverpool,
Ohio.

FOR BETTER RESULTS IN DEVELOPING,
printing and enlarging, send your films to us. It
costs no more. Prompt service and best possible
results guaranteed. Diamond's Photo Shop, 416
6th Ave., New York City.

PRINTING AND ENGRAVING

GUMMED STICKERS. 1,000 60c. 32 PAGE
catalog 2c. MacTaggart, 1233 Arch, Philadelphia,
Pa.

1000 IMITATION TYPEWRITTEN LET-
ters envelopes, 6 x 9 circulars, statements, billheads,
cards, fs, labels, $1.50. Samples free. Good's
Press, Harrisonburg, Va.

PRINTING AND ENGRAVING

PRINTING - 500 EITHER NOTEHEADS,
envelopes, statements, cards, $1; 1,000, $1.50. 1,000
envelope slips, $1. 1,000 linen finish letterheads or
envelopes, $2.50. 11000 typewriter letters, $2.
Samples; Model Print, Manchester, Iowa.

GOOD PRINTING AT LOW PRICES. 1000
Good Letterheads, Envelopes, Cards, Billheads,
Labels, Circulars, $2.50. Samples Free. Cata-
logues, Booklets and Circulars our specialty.
Ernest L. Fantus Co., 523 S. Dearborn St., Chicago.

SALESMEN WANTED

SALESMEN WANTED TO HANDLE THE
Chase Shock Absorbers for Typewriters. Ex-
clusive territory. Fine opportunity for the right
men. The Chase-Dunipace Co., Toledo, Ohio.

WE WANT A FEW CAPABLE MEN TO HAN-
dle our electric flash -light line. Will give exclusive
territory to the right parties. Send for catalogue
and particulars. International Electric Co., 114
East 16th St., N. Y. City.

SALESMEN MAKING SMALL TOWNS,
whole time or sideline, should carry our fast sell-
ing pocket side -line. Special sales plan allowing
return of unsold goods. Makes quick easy sales.
$4.00 commission on each order. Something en-
tirely new. Write for outfit to -day. Canfield
Mfg. Co., 208 Sigel St., Chicago, Ill.

SCHOOLS

SEE WHAT I SAY UNDER "TYPE --
writers." ATCHISON.

WE TRAIN DETECTIVES. YOU CAN BE
one. Splendid Opportunities. Travel. Earn
$100 to $300 monthly. This fascinating profes-
sion taught practically and scientifically by mail
at a nominal cost. American School of Criminology,
Dept. G, Detroit, Mich.

TRADE SCHOOLS

$35 PAYS FOR COMPLETE, PRACTICAL
unlimited course in automobile driving and repair-
ing. We have the best, most up-to-date and
complete school and shop, in the city. Actual
experience on..various makes of cars. State license
guaranteed. Day and evening classes. Call or
write. Academy of Automobile Engineering,
Dept. C, 1452 Michigan Avenue, Chicago.

TYPEWRITERS

STENOGRAPHER MUST SELL HER REM-
ington typewriter, $9.00. Miss King, 2230 Seventh
Ave., New York City.

TYPEWRITER - REMINGTONS $9.00:
Densmores, Jcwetts, Yosts, $8.00; Olivers, Under -
woods ,$15.00. 15 days' free trial and five years'
guarantee. Harlem Typewriter Ex., Dept. P. E.,.
217 West 125th St., New York City.

I WANT TO CORRESPOND WITH PERSONS
who are about to buy a high-grade typewriter,
and object to paying the high prices generally
asked by manufacturers and dealers. Any make on
approval. Catalogue, bargain list and valuable
information sent free. A. E. Atchison, 112 N. La
Salle St., Chicago.
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TELEGRAPHY

LEARN TELEGRAPHY AND GET 160
acres land free. Get our proposition. Expenses
earned. Peinar School of Telegraphy, Madison,
Wis.

TELEGRAPHY-MORSE AND WIRELESS-
Railway Accounting (Station Agency) taught
quickly. Railroad Dispatchers' and Western Union
wires and complete Wireless Station in school.
Splendid opportunities. : Graduates assisted. Liv-
ing expenses low-may be earned. Largest and
oldest school-established 38 years. Investment
$25,000. Correspondence courses also. Catalog
free. Dodge's Telegraph, Railway and Wireless
Institute, 16th St., Valparaiso, Ind.

WIRELESS

CONDENSERS $2.75, DETECTORS $1.75,
tuners $2.50. We have a complete line. Send 2c
stamp for large catalogue. A. W. Bowman & Co.,
551A Sudbury St., Boston, Mass.

WIRELESS ENTHUSIASTS - WIRELESS
Telegraphy and Wireless Telephony by Ashley and
Hayward will tell you all you want to know about
wireless-both theory and practice. Particularly
well adapted fer home study. 134 pages 7 x 10
inches, only $1.00 postpaid. Money refunded if
not satisfactory. Popular Electricity Book De-
partment, 350 N. Clark St., Chicago, Ill.

HELP WANTED

EARN A WEEKLY SALARY ADDRESSING
letters in spare time at home. Full particulars 10c
postage. None free. Max J. Janes, Box E 150,
Joplin, Mo.

WANTED - IN EVERY TOWN RELIABLE
man to distribute circulars, samples, papers; tack
signs, etc. Good pay; no canvassing. Enclose
stamp. Charles L. Sims, Pine Hill, N. Y.

WANTED-TEN THOUSAND GENTLEMEN
of good taste to try our "FIGOLA" Havana
cigar, 25 box $1 prepaid. Beaver Cigar Co.,
Canton, Ill.

AGENTS MAKE
come sales managers
sellers. Fine profits.
free. One Dip Pen
more, Md.

BIG MONEY AND BE -
for our goods. Fast office

Particulars and samples
Company, Dept. 4, Balti-

BIG MONEY WRITING SONGS.- WE HAVE
paid thousands of dollars to song writers-send us
your poems or melodies. Acceptance guaranteed
if available by largest, most successful concern of
the kind. We publish, advertise, secure copyright
in your name and pay 50 per cent if successful.
Hundreds of delighted clients. Write to -day for
Big Magazine, Beautiful Illustrated Book and
examination of your work - ALL FREE. Dugdale
Co., 13 Dugdale Bldg., Washington, D. C.

MEN OF IDEAS AND INVENTIVE ABIL-
ity should write for new "Lists of Needed Inven-
t.ions," "Patent Buyers" and "How to Get Your
Patent and Your Money." Advice FREE. Randolph
& Co., Patent Attorneys, Dept. 34, Washington, D.C.

HELP WANTED

START HOME BUSINESS. SELL YOUR
ideas, plans, formulas and knowledge by mail.
Some make $1,000 monthly. Instructive booklet
for stamp. Information System, 414, Marietta,
Ohio.

FREE ILLUSTRATED BOOK TELLS OF
about 300,000 protected positions in U. S. service.
Thousands of vacancies every year. There is a big
chance here for vou, sure and generous pay, lifetime
employment. Just ask for booklet S-50. No obli-
gation. Earl Hopkins. Washington, D. C.

MEN AND WOMEN WANTED FOR GOV-
ernment jobs. $65 to $100 month to commence.
Vacations. Steady work. Over 12,000 appoint-
ments coming. Parcel Post requires several
thousand. Influence unnecessary. Write immedi-
ately for free list of positions available. Franklin
Institute, Dep't R, 52 Rochester, N. Y.

NO EXPENSE TO LEARN ELECTRICITY,
automobiles, plumbing. Correspondence lessons
furnished; then actual work on contract jobs. Your
work pays expense; 300 students last year. Get
free catalogue. United Trade School Contracting
Co., Los Angeles.

LOCAL REPRESENTATIVE WANTED.-
Splendid income assured right man to act as our
representative after learning our business thorough-
ly by mail. Former experience unnecessary. All
we require is honesty, ability, ambition and willing-
ness to learn a lucrative business. No soliciting or
traveling. All or spare time only. This is an ex-
ceptional opportunity for a man in your section to
get into a big paying business without capital and
become independent for life. Write at once for full
particulars. National Co-operative Realty Com-
pany, L-604, Marden Building, Washington, D. C.

BIG DEMAND FOR SKILLED MOTION
picture operators. The "Motion Picture Hand-
book," by F. H. Richardson, will equip you with
a complete knowledge of perfect motion picture
projection and enable you to command high wages.
New and enlarged edition. Price $2.50, postpaid.
Absolutely the best handbook of its kind. Money
refunded if not satisfactory. Popular Electricity
Book Department, 350 N. Clark St., Chicago, Ill.

"HOW TO BECOME A SUCCESSFUL ELEC-
trician," by Prof. T. O'Connor Sloane. Every
young man who wishes to become a successful
electrician should read this book. It tells in sim-
ple language the easiest and surest way the studies
to be followed, methods of work and field of employ-
ment. 202 pages. Postpaid, $1.00. Popular
Electricity Book Department.

GET INTO ELECTRICAL WORK AND
make money. Our booklet "Eighteen Ways to
Make Money and Advance Yourself in the Elec-
trical Field" is written from actual experiences of
winners and may suggest a line of work that you
are in a position to act upon and make yourself
financially independent. Send stamp for a copy
to -day. Popular Electricity Publishing Co., 350 N.
Clark St., Chicago, Ill.

BIG CHANCE FOR HUSTLERS-OUR SAL-
ary Plan offers splendid opportunities for making
money. Send stamp for particulars. Popular
Electricity Magazine, Circulation Department,
35O N. Clark St., Chicago, Ill.
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ELBERT HUBBARD'S
BOOK of BUSINESS
The Fra Magazine and The Book of Business

Two Dollars

N this, the latest book written by Mr. Hubbard, business is
treated from every possible standpoint, and by a man who has
had a varied and extensive experience in many lines of trade.
41, When the world is redeemed from sickness, woe, want,
worry, distress, poverty-it will be through the influence of
Businessmen, and not through the poets, the preachers, the
professional reformers, the politicians. The argument is that

righteousness is a form of commonsense, and morality pays.
Q Very few persons have had the opportunity to meet the great businessmen
of America as has Mr. Hubbard. For twenty years he has visited factories,
banks, stores, general offices, and studied conditions at first hand.

THIS most valuable book is to be given as a premium with a subscription to The Frei
Magazine. The subscription -rate of The Fra is Two Dollars a yeal.
Q I he Book of Business will be of great help to young men and women, no matter

how long they have lived. It will help them to plan, to organize, to work-to win,
Q Your subscription is solicited. If you are already a subscriber to The Fra you may have the
Magazine sent to some one else and The Book of Business will be sent to you.
Q The volume is beautifully printed in two colors on Strathmore paper, from a special font
of type. Original initials, ornaments, and title -page made by Roycroft artists. Bound in
solid art -leather, substantially and well. It is a book of which the printers and binders are
justly proud; and the belief is that it will be of great value to every businessman, no matter
what position he may occupy.

The Roycrofters, East Aurora, New York
I enclose Two Dollars for THE FRA Magazine for one year, and THE BOOK OF

BUSINESS, as premium.

Name

Address
Foreign postage. Canada excepted, Seventy-five cents.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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Danger Lurks in Hidden Dust
Safeguard Your Family!

A clean -looking house may
still be insanitary. That's the
danger of sweeping with a broom.
Shoes collect dried sputum from the
sidewalks and deposit its dust on rugs
and carpets. You can't see it, perhaps.
But it's there. Then comes sweeping
day. Your broom fills the air with
invisible, germ -laden dust. It finds
its way into your lungs-into your
food-settles on the floor where play-
ing children stir it up again and become
infected. The broom is even more
dangerous than the fly.

Sucks Up All the Germ -Laden Dust
No dirt too heavy no dust too light and invisible to escape the FEDERAL
Vacuum Cleaner. Its powerful suction searches every thread and fibre of
rugs and carpets-clothing and drapery. Yet it can't injure the most delicate fabric.
From the innermost depths of thick heavy padding, the powerful FEDERAL sucks out
the dust and germ -laden air-making upholstery, pillows and mattresses as sweet and
clean as new.

The FEDERAL is the Guaranteed Cleaner
But don't think that just any vacuum cleaner will do this. Some really do
no more than a carpet sweeper. They pick up the surface dust-the visible dirt-but
not the hidden, germ -laden dust. The Federal, which has no parts to wear out, like a
fan device, a bellows or a diaphragm, creates a tremendously powerful suction.
Constant use increases, not decreases, its power. The Federal is the machine
that has stood the test of time. ;

The Powerful Rotary Pump í'
The Rotary Pump in the FEDERAL revolves steadily in one direction ,,
like a powerful turbine engine on an ocean liner. It creates a suction impossible with a 4. Federal
fan or bellows type of cleaner. Its working parts are few-simple-easy of access. No q Sign Syslent
valves to work loose-no gears to rattle-no piston to pound up and down -no bel- Q. .}lcetrie,
lows to wear out-just a powerful, substantial pump and a motor-both revolving in ,.54 Lake

eChicago,l Ill.one direction-steadily, silently, without jar or jerk. O
Kindly .end MP , ou-Send for Illustrated Booklet, "Purity in the Home" P- ilna rated booklet' No.

.1! 11.,dentl lied, "1'u ritp inThe Federal is not a cheap machine-price, $125-but it is the most econom- n linen,. ' n i. under.
ical cleaner to buy. We will gladly tell you why in our illustrated booklet, Z `f 1011 t bll,n ix ,,Lm'' m, un-( der no bli_nt i,m..
"Purity in the Home," No. 1453. Use the coupon now. 4"iVacuum Cleaner Department i A',,,,,,

Federal Sign System (Electric) % ,,,,,,,

Lake & Desplaines Sts., Chicago ;'(.l

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity s hen s, riling to Advertisers.
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To Our Readers
Do. You Know Why

You Should Buy from Our Advertisers?
Because by patronizing them you enable us not only to keep
their advertising but add other advertisers, and in doing
this we are able to give you a larger and better magazine,
as for every 32 pages of advertising that we add to those
already running, we add from 8 to 16 reading pages.

We Refuse to Publish Thousands of Dollars
Worth of Advertising -

Because we will not accept "fake" advertising of any kind
nor will we accept medical or liquor advertising, as we
believe in placing before our readers only the cleanest and
most honest advertising.

You Should Be Sure to Mention Popular
Electricity

in answering an advertisement. Because, by doing so, you
help us prove to our advertisers the paying quality of our
magazine. Some of them use hundreds of publications,
using the same advertisement in each one, and if you do
not mention Popular Electricity when writing they fail to
give us all the credit we deserve and this naturally tends to
defeat our purpose to continually increase the size and
value of our publication to its readers.

Popular Electricity Magazine
-.d11i111!filtltll(I1IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIilllilll!IIII!lillllll IIIlllllllllll Illi!!1!Illlllilllllllllall IlllllllilllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllGillll IIIIIIIillllllllllli!IIIiIlililllllllllll';IIÍIIIIIIIII!Illllllllülllllllllll!IIIIIIIIIII'CIIII II11119iIIII11Cl11111,:

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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Laugh and Grow Fat ! Take PUCK and Laugh !

This is Not
a Hold=Up

It is merely an
invitation to

Subscribe For

c9lac
THE FOREMOST HUMOROUS WEEKLY OF AMERICA

As a Home Paper PUCK will please you
 It is funny, but neither vulgar nor suggestive.
 It is attractive pictorially, because its artists are among the beet.
(I It is of serious interest, because its cartoons form a political history of the times. It is not a juvenile publication, but it is better for children than the comic

supplements of the Sunday newspapers.

Published Every Wednesday. 10c. per Copy. $5.00 Yearly.
If your newsdealer does n't handle PUCK,

ask him to order it for you.

Tell Your Newsdealer

qat)
NEXT WEEK.

PUCK, New York
Enclosed find ten cents for which send
me a liberal package of sample copies
of PUCK.

Name

Add,m.

Por our "Ilutual tdvantai;e mention Popular l trotrieity Is lien writing to Atls'ertlsera.
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This Book Will Show
You How to Make
Things Electrical

Complete directions for building over 100
pieces of electrical apparatus together with a
series of interesting experiments.

A Workshop Manual for the Student or Experimenter
Covering every detail in the construction of a wide range of electrical apparatus,
including numerous useful household appliances such as Motors, Electric Toast-
ers, Stoves, Clocks, Immersion Water Heater, Soldering Iron, etc. In addition to
a host of other devices that every experimenter would like to know how to make.

No other book contains in such compact form as many up-to-date designs
as this work.

Read This List of Articles Covered
To Take Your Photograph. Photographing Birds. Fir-

ing Flashlights Electrically. Homemade Device for Print-
ing Pictures. Ruby Lamp for Dark Room. Construction
of Dry Cell. Homemade Battery. Gravity Battery.
Crow Foot Gravity Battery. Closed Circuit Cell. Bichro-
mate Cell. Storage Batteries. Adjustable Water Rheostat.
A Simple Magnet Motor. How to Build a Simple Electric
Motor. Miniature Alternating Current Motor. Construc-
tion of a Laminated Motor. How to Build a, s Horsepower
Motor Without Castings. Simple Controller for Toy
Motors. How to Vary Power from Dry Cell Set. How to
Make a Direct Current Dynamo. To Make a Small
Magneto. To Make a Selenium Cell. Watch Demagneti-
zer. Apparatus for Demagnetizing. A Simple Statio
Machine. Odd Statio Generator. Reversing Switch
Reversing the Polarity. A Simple Circuit Breaker. An
Odd Telegraph Set. Telegraph Sounder From an Old Bell.
Telegraph Key. How to Make a Polarized Relay. To
Make a Simple One-way Telephone. How to Make an
Electric Bell. High Water Alarm. A Water Level Indicator.
Homemade Cash Drawer. Electric Bedroom Alarm.
Burglar Alarm Circuit. Door and Window Alarm Con-
tacts. Combined Call Bell and Burglar Alarm. A Simple
Door Alarm. Door Alarm. Office Bell. Open Door
Alarm. Tell -tale for the Ice Box Drip Pan. Mail Box
Alarm. Bell as Shocking Device. Shocking Outfit from
Electric Engine. How to Construct a Shocking Coil. How
to Build a Simple Induction Coil. The Magic Buzz Saw.
Shocking Push Button. A Step Down Transformer. A
Simple Transformer. Two Hundred Watt Closed Core

Transformer. How to Make a Bell Ringing Transformer.
Construction of Ring and Core. Type Transformers.
Construction of a Tesla High -frequency Apparatus. How
Electrical Clock Operates. An Electric Pendulum Clock.
How to Make an Electric Furnace. Portable Electric
Heater. Electric Stove and Toaster. How to Build an
Electric Toaster. Immersion Water Heater. A Simple
Arc Lamp. Making an Arc Lamp. How to Make A
Speaking Arc. How to Make an Electric Gas Lighter.
Construction of a Simple Michrophone. Simple Galvano-
meter. Making a Galvanometer. A Hot Wire Meter.
Unique Ammeter. How to Make a Direct Current Am-
meter. Electric Soldering Iron. Wind Direction Indicator.
Wind Vane Indicator. Leyden Jar Made From a Fruit
Jar. Construction of an Adjustable Condenser. How to
Build a Variable Condenser. Rectifier. Electrolytic
Rectifier. Wehnelt Interrupter. Luminous Goblet.
Rotating Spiral. Interesting Experiments in Magnetism.
The Magic Toboggan Slide. The Traveling Wheel. To
Make an Electrophorus. Shocking Money. Barlow's
Wheel. Electró-Magnetio Rotation Experiments. Experi-
mental Geissler Tube. Formation of Imitation Crystals.
Simple Experiments With Electricity. The Magnetic
Navy. Electric Fortune Teller. The Dancing Doll. A
Test Bell. An Electrical Scarecrow. Electric Starter For
Balky Horses. Bed Warmer. Electric Counting Machine.
Homemade Night Watch Lamp. Hearing the Telephone
Bell. To Make Bell Strike the Hours. Electric Bell
Attachment for Dark Board. Turns the Fan Off. Clock
Operated Time Switch. Floor Tread Switch. Steps Turn
Off Cellar Lights.

200 Pages, Price $1.50 Postpaid, 184 Illustrations
Send for this book today. Our offer of "Money refunded if
not satisfactory" protects you if it is not what you want.

Popular Electricity Book Department
350 N. Clark St. Chicago, Ill.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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It will pay to Read These Advertisements 27
Because they are small you should not pass them over. The

good things in life are worth looking for and many of the smaller
advertisers have worthy products which they can sell you although
many of them are not in a position to buy large ;pace to telletheir_

= story. We bespeak your patronage for these advertisers.
POPULAR ELECTRICITY MAGAZINE

Small Ad Department
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Wer

cgoublish
advertise; secure
copyright in your name
and pay you 50 per cent of
profits if successful. Pant ex-
periencenot necesss . Hundreds of
ttstim oniala from delighted osos s.writer,

>n't deis - rite today forcesncnytion to our
big Song Writer's Maaaafne--valuable illustrated book
or, song writing and examination of your work FREE,
DUGDALE CO.. 1051 Dugdale Bldg., Washington,D.C.

We Have Paid Thousands of Dollars
to Amateur Song Writers. You may be able to

write a steady seller and share in future profits.
Send us your poems or melodies for only

Original square deal offer. Accept-
ance guaranteed if available

by Largest, Most Suc-
cessful Music

Publishers
of the

kind.

TYPEWRITERSF c FACTORY REBUILT
SUMMER BARGAINS

Cur entire stock is offered at below -list -
p -ices for the summer only. All trade-
marked and guaranteed for one year like
new machines. Buy now and save as much
as $75. Branch stores in leading cities.

'Write for Summer Price List and Catalog.
AMERICAN WRITING MACHINE CO., Inc , 119 Broadway, W. Y.

SAVE MONEY ON SHIRTS
DOUBLE WEAR-HALF COST
SIGNAL SHIRTS $I.00

Many unusual comfort features. Coat style, two pockets, one for
watch, pencil, handkerchief. Big flaps, double sewed, many pat-
terns. Guaranteed wear. If not at dealer's, send size and his
name. We'll express two C. O. D. Return, our expense, if not
O. K. Sample swatches free.
HILKERWIECHERS MFG. CO..1248 Mound Ave., Raclne,Wis.

$$$ Big Profits SS% livaranteetl
VULCAN" Ink -Pencils

Small Investment. Quick Sales. Good Selling Arguments. Write Now.
J. Y. ULLRICH & CO., 27 Themes Street, New York

ANY ELECTRICAL BOOK ON THE MARKET
Can be obtained through. our Book Department-Tell us ys it wants

} POPULAR ELECTRICITY PUBLISHING CO.,3S0N.CIsrkSt., Chicago, IR.

Write for Free Book
"Health and Beauty." The secrets of Vibration-

he greatest curative and beautifying force in the world,
completely explained. This book tells how you can give
yourself, right is your home, exactly the same treat -
meats for which any specialist would charge 13 apiece and

ore. Tells, too, how with the wonderful White Cross
Electric Vibrator you can banish pain and1iuease
ike magi_, how to improve your complexion, round

,at hollows, banish wrinkles, superfluous flesh. Ito
obligations at all-e. postal willdo. Send Nov. use.

LINDSTROM, MITH CO., Desk 1402.218 S.Wabash Are., Chicago

Do Your Printing!
h-Cnnl+, tirrn In rs, ,Iks,

n s, simper. Pre.sD3,
Lnruer31s, Botztrv0till, Sari' moray. Big profit

printing for others. All easy, rules sent. Wri-e
factory for press catalog, TYPE, cards, paper.
outfits, etc. THE PRESS CO., Meriden, Conn.

Furniture On Credit
Write for Mammoth Bargain
Book picturing 4,782 articles

SPIEGEL, MAY, STERN CO.
1097 West 35th Street, Chicago

AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE
-The one logical phone. 10 -second secret con-

nections-no delays, no wrong numbers-low in
cost-local and long distance. Automatic service is
blanketing Chicago. For details phone or write

ILLINOIS TELEPHONE & TELEGRAPH CO.
163 NEST MtNROF: ST C111CA60, Coml. Dept. 33.111

BIG BARGAINS
in Gasoline Engines, Machinery and General Sup-
plies. Write for Free Illustrated. Mammoth Catalog
showing 50,000 bargains. Ask for Book No. 169.

Harris Brothers Co.
Dept. 145, 35th and Iron Sts., Chicago

ANY _ USING FIGURES NEEDS IT
to check mental calculations. For General Office or
Personal Desk. Over 60,000
in use-mostly sold thru rec-
ommendation. Guaranteed-
money refunded it not satisfac-
tory after 10 days trial.

Buy from your stationer
or order direct. Agents ted.

P. E. Cancher.A.A.M,Co.
U9 W. Broadway, New York

A PEERLESS CARD
'"" "1e " "i. assunequaled,u valed, is , cuee'e d"app`,`n "o`f 1h Peerless Patent Book Form Cards
They are inure titan a card; they are an expression of personality, individuality. They are not only better,
but they represent actual economy, because they eliminate waste. Being in book form, every card is used
just when detached. They are always flat, unmarred and clean, and all the edges are perfectly smooth and
sharp. They can only be appreciated by being seen and used. Send today for a sample tab and detach the
idols one by one as you would use them. Their perfection will thrill you.

Established 1857 The John B. Wiggins Company
Engravers, Plate Printers, Die Embossers. 86-88 East Adams Street, Chicago

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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Books That Will Advance the
Electrical Worker in Position and Pay

-_
MODERN

ILLUMINATION

n1f171tf°ciKfI

rroxmwO." MI" r

THE most practical collection of Books for the Elec-
trical Worker ever published, having the highest
endorsement of the INTERNATIONAL BROTHER-

HOOD OF ELECTRICAL WORKERS.
Don't overlook any opportunity of advancement through

not being prepared for the job ahead. Help yourself now
to books that will enable you to tackle anything in your line
of work.

Modern Electrical Construction
lip 11. C. HORSTMAN and V. H. TOUSLEY.

This book treats almost entirely on practical electrical work.
It uses the "Rules and Requirements of the National Board of
Fire Underwriters" as a text, and explains by numerous illustra-
tions and detailed explanation just how the best class of elec-
trical work is Installed.

It Is a perfect guide for the beginning electrician and gives
him all the theory needed in practical work In addition to full
practical Instructions.

340 Pages
173 Illustrations PRICE $1.50 POSTPAID

Practical Armature and Magnet Winding
By 1I. C. IIOItsTMAN awl V. H. TOUSLEY.

All practical armature windings are explained with special at-
tention paid to details. All questions which are apt to arise in
the minds of the electrician have been completely answered.

Numerous illustrations are shown, and these, taken in conjunc-
tion with the text, afford a ready means for either the study of
the armature or as a book of reference. Various tables have
been prepared especially for the work, and these will not only
reduce to a minimum the number of calculations required, but
lessen the possibility of errors.

The book is a most valuable aid to the electrician, either in the
Constructing or operating department.

2 Pages
d PRICE $1.50 POSTPAID

Modern Wiring Diagrams and Descriptions
By H. C. II0LsTMAN and V. H. TOUSLEY.

All elementary considerations have been omitted in this book
to make room for "diagrams and descriptions" of just such char-
acter as workers require. Shows you how to wire for electric
light and power, for call and alarm bells, for annunciators,
burglar and fire alarms, telephone circuits, install and manage
batteries, test circuits, locate "Trouble" and "Ring Out" circuits.

Gives all that ordinary electrical workers need and nothing
that they do not need.

20 Pages PRICE $1.50 POSTPAID2000 Illustrations
Electricians' Operating and Testing Manual

By H. C. HORSTMAN and V. H. TOUSLEY.
This book was written to instruct the practical electrical

worker in the management, operation and testing of the more
important electrical devices now in use. It is of particular value
to a man In charge of a plant, as it will tell him how to Install
and operate all electrical devices, and what is more important,
instruct how to readily locate and remedy any trouble that may
occur.

The subject Is covered thoroughly and it is all entirely practical.
380 Pages PRICE $1.50 POSTPAIDIllustrated

Modern Illumination
By U. C. HORSTMAN and V. H. TOUSLEY.

Covers Electric Lighting from A to Z and is a practical guide
for the electrical worker or contractor, containing all the infor-
mation needed to the successful installation of good illumination.

It is the last word in illuminating science and construction-
chock full of the information you want-written in a way you'll
understand. - -

275 Pages PRICE $2.00 POSTPAIDIllustrated
Money refunded on any of these books if you are not satisfied.

POPULAR ELECTRICITY BOOK DEPARTMENT
350 North Clark Street Chicago, Illinois

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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lot applications
that STAY hot

The obsolete hot water bottle is being
discarded everywhere for the J -M Electro -
therm.

This is the only practical device for
maintaining constant and uniform heat.

No cooling off, no delays, no refilling,
no inconvenience to patient or attendant
when you use the

J -M Electrotherm
A switch regulates the heat to any one

of three temperatures, and the J -M Elec-
trotherm remains at that temperature
until the current is turned off.

More effective than the hot water
bottle, as it permits a gradual increase
of temperature. This enables you to be-
come accustomed to a degree of heat
that would be impossible to endure with
a hot water bottle.

Yet it is impossible to burn the user,
as a sensitive thermostat automatically
limits the, temperature. No danger of
shock.

The J -M Electrotherm is a soft, flexible
pad of eiderdown containing electric wires
insulated with asbestos. Made in the
form of blankets, collars, caps, chest and
back pads, sweating jackets and mats for
operating tables.

Attaches to any electric light socket by
silk connecting cord. Made for any volt-
age up to 125 volts, direct or alternating
current.

Write our nearest Branch
for Illustrated Booklet.

H. W. JOHNS -MANVILLE CO.
Albany Cleveland
Baltimore Dallas
Boston Detroit
Buffalo Indianapolis
Chicago Kansas City
Cincinnati Los Angeles

Louisville
Milwaukee
Minneapolis
New Orleans
New York
Omaha

Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
San Francisco
Seattle
St. Louis
Syracuse

I'or our Mutual Advantage meo/

Are Your 1.= Insured?
If they are not, the question of
correct lighting is a vital one
with you.

Harsh, - over -brilliant light ir-
ritates the eyes and brings
nervousness.. Weak, poorly dis-
tributed light causes eye -strain.
It makes reading difficult and
sends you to bed with a dull
headache.

Beardslee Chandeliers
are eye insurance. They are designed
and built by experts. They distribute
the right amount of light to all parts of
a room. Under their soothing influence
one unconsciously relaxes and finds relief
from the strain of the day's work.

If you are planning to build or remodel
your home, ask for our booklet, Light
and Art in the Home, and the name of
the dealer in your town who sells
Beardslee trade -marked chandeliers.
You'll find him a man worth talking to.

Beardslee Chandelier Mfg. Co.
227 S. Clinton Street Chicago

Trade Mark

I
Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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Build Up-to-date Wireless Apparatus

224 Pages
Fully Illustrated

Price $2.00
Postpaid

PHILIP E. EDELMAN'S New Book

Experimental Wireless Stations
Will Show You How

A real "How It Works and How to Make It" book, written by an
experimenter who knows just what the reader wants. The first
book to give standard experimental designs in accord-
ance with the new government requirements. Complete
directions are given for the construction of each part of the
apparatus, with a concise explanation of its use in connection with
the complete outfit.

Contents oI Chapters
1-Nature and Theory of Wireless Transmission of Intelligence. 2-Aerials.
3-Grounds and Lightning Protection. 4-General Features of Transmitters.
5-Planning the Transmitter-Calculation of Wave Length Capacity and Circuits.
6-Transformers-Spark Coils. 7-Auxiliary Apparatus, Keys, Electrolytic Inter-
rupter, Kickback Prevention, Aerial Switches. 8-Transmitting Condensers.
9-Calculation of Inductance, Construction of Helix and Oscillation Transformer,
Standard Dimensions, Loading Coils. 10-Design and Construction of Spark Gaps.
11-Radiation Indicators, Hot Wire Ammeter, Shunt Resonator, Wave Meter.
12-Continuous Waves, Wireless Telephone, Quenched Spark. Theory and Con-
struction. 13-The Receiving Station. 14-Detectors, Solid Rectifiers. 15-Tele-
phone Receivers, Detectors for Continuous Waves, Einthoven Galvonometer,
Measuring the Intensity of Signals. 16-Tuning, Interference Prevention.
17-Construction of Receiving Condensers, Fixed and Variable. 18-Construction
of Tuning Inductances, Loose Couplers, Variometers, Tuners. 19-Conclusion,
The Rights of the Experimenter.

Money Refunded If Not Satisfactory
Popular Electricity Book Dept., 350 N. Clark St., Chicago, Ill.

The Recognized Authority on Wiring and Construction

Handy Size
for the rocket
Black Limp Leather
Gold Embossed

Standard Wiring for Electric
Light and Power As adopted
by the Fire Underwriters of the United States

The only book on Wiring and Construction
kept strictly up-to-date

What the 1913 Edition Contains
The latest rulings of The National Board of Fire Underwriters. ex-

plained and Illustrated with line cuts and half -tones of the most modern
and approved methods.

Directions for installing and operating Dynamos, Motors, Arc Lamps.
Switchboards, etc.

Full details on outside wiring and construction for both telephone
and power lines.

The simplest and most approved methods of Inside wiring for light.
heat and power, with examples worked out for both direct and alternat-
ing current for all systems-especially prepared for "Standard Wiring"
by the greatest electrical engineering company in the world.

The latest data on Carbon, Gem, Tantalum, Tungsten and Mazda
incandescent lamps.

All the necessary tables for every requirement of the Constructing
Engineer, Contractor, Central Station and Wireman.

The Standard Symbols for wiring plans.
A special chapter on the treatment of electrical injuries, by Chas. A.

Lauffer, M.D., of the Westinghouse Co.
Definitions of electrical units.

Price $1'00 Postpaid
Popular Electricity Book Dept., 350 N. Clark St., Chicago, Ill.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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Inland Lines
Limited.

Outing Excursions
To

and

Montreal Return
From Detroit, $45.00
From Cleveland, $42.75
Meals and Berths Included.

Most scenic and healthful of all water trips.
Steamers leave Detroit on Tuesdays at
9.00 P. M.
Leave Cleveland on Wednesdays at 2.00 P.M.

For information and folder apply C. Leidick,
194 Griswold St., Detroit; Frank R. Shepherd,
1068 River Ave., Cleveland, or write to
W. J. McNeill, Dist. Frt. & Pass. Agt.,
Manning Block, Windsor, Ont.

A NOSE FOR NEWS
Have you a "nose for news" as the newspaper editors

say? Can you write a simple, interesting description of
some unusual application of electricity? Have you a
camera to illustrate the article? Send for our little
pamphlet "What to Write and How to Write It." It
will put you on the track of some easy and profitable
work for spare moments.

POPULAR ELECTRICITY MAGAZINE
350 N. Clark Street, Chicago, Ill. Editorial Dept.

Handy Electrical Dictionary

Popular Electricity Publishing Co. Book Dept.
350 N. CLARK STREET CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

"Just Fits The Vest Pocket"
Designed to meet the needs of the begin-
ner, and at the same time furnish a com-
pact, reliable reference for the electrical
worker and expert.

224 pages-"Plain English" defini-
tions of over 4,800 electrical terms
and phrases -7 pages of diagrams

Everyone Interested In Electricity
Needs it

Price, Cloth, 25e a
Full leather, full gilt, SOc

DIAMONDS
ON CREDIT

of any of
handsome pieces

our usual Lberal
REDIT TERMS:X50One - fifth down,

25 balance, divided
into 8 equal

amounts, pay-
ble monthly.
We trust ev-

ery honest
person.

Special selection of Diamond.
set Jewelry at a saving of
one- third to one - half.
La Vallieres, Rings, Ear
Screws, Scarf Pins and
Studs. Mountings are
14k solid gold- ex-
cept N-51, N -b9 N.do
and N-61, whichare platinum
Finest qualitywhite dia-
monds,perfect
in cut and
full of bril
Haney:

Ideal
Gifts
for Any
Occasion.

LOFTIS
BROS. & CO.
Diamond Cutters

Dept. C871
108 N. State St.,

CHICAGO, ILL.
Branches: Pittsburgh, Pa.,

and St. Louis, Mo.

Send
forFree

Jewelry
Catalog

explaining ourEasy Credit
Plan. Any article

sent for your ex-
amination, cha-ges

prepaid. We want
you to see for yourself

that you can save money
by sending to us when in

need of a diamond, watch,
artistic jewelry, silverware.

Local representatives wanted.

Current Sales Doubled
Without Additional Lines
One Central Station finds the average con-
sumer on its books is using more than twice
the amount of current used five years ago.
It is this class of business-increased cur-
rent consumption without the expense of
additional lines-that is the most profitable
to you.
Omaha Denver Detroit
St. Louis Cleveland Cincinnati
Minneapolis Philadelphia Salt Lake City

and 150 other Central Stations are increasing
their current sales by the use of the Co-opera-
tive Advertising Service for Central Stations.
The cost, being divided among so many
companies, is very low. We would be glad
to send you specimen advertisements.
Write us today.
WM. D. McJUNKIN ADVERTISING AGENCY
35 S. Dearborn St. Chicago

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when sritioe. to Advertisers.
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All the Advantages and Conveniences of
Electric Light at Small Expense

Country residences and farmers who are beyond the reach of Central Stations can now enjoy all the
advantages of electric lighting with Tungsten Lamps by installing an individual electric lighting plant.

Such a plant is not expensive to install or to operate, requires very little space and gives a full
twenty-four hour service; light being available day or night, just as in a large city. One of these electric
lighting plants consists of a small gas engine, a dynamo, a simple switchboard and a storage battery called

"Chtoríae Etccunnulator"
The engine is run a few hours occasionally for operating the dynamo during which time the later

stores up sufficient electricity in the storage battery to furnish current for lighting for some time to
come. The engine can be run at any convenient time.

In buying an electric lighting plant it is wise to give careful consideration to the battery since it does
the bulk of the work. A battery should give long life, economical service and should be easily cared for,

No other battery has been so long or widely used as the "Cbtortbe Accumulator." It is
the battery used by nearly all the large electric lighting companies, by the electric railways, telephone
and telegraph companies and by the U. S. Government, etc.

Full information on Electric Lighting Plants can be
secured by addressing the nearest sales office.

THE ELECTRIC STORAGE BATTERYCO.
1888 PHILADELPHIA, PA. 1913

New York Boston Chicago St. Louis Cleveland Atlanta Denver
Detroit San Francisco Portland, Ore. Seattle Los Angeles 'Toronto

Use the "Extbe" Battery for Gas Engine Ignition

ELECTRIC LIGHT for COUNTRY HOUSES

J
The convenience and safety of electricity both as an illu...,nant and as a domestic

labor -saver appeal as strongly to the isolated farmer or country resident as to the city
dweller. Heretofore, there has always been the obstacle of remoteness from an electric
power line; this has now been overcome by the advent of inexpensive and easily installed
private electric plants.

Electric Light for the Farm, by N. H. Schneider
Contains practical information on small low voltage electric plants operated by storage batteries and

gasolene engines, giving full details for wiring a house according to the Underwriters' Rules, tells you
just how to start about the wiring, what wire to use, how to estimate the materials required and com-
plete the installation. Tables and rules are given for estimating the number and size of lights required
and the outfit necessary to supply the current.No technical knowledge is necessary to install or operate these outfits except what may be learned
from this book.

172 Pages PRICE $1.00 POSTPAID 66 Illustrations
Popular Electricity Book Dept., 350 N. Clark St., Chicago, Illinois

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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If You Have Electric Light This Offer Will Interest You
$1.50 Weekly Payments $1.50

This small amount each week for a short time will buy a

Equipped With Two -Roll Reversible
Wringer

Thor Electric
Home Laundry Machine
which is conceded by more than 60,000 housewives to
be the most perfect washday servant known. Guaran-
teed to do the entire week's washing and wringing in a
manner satisfactory to the most particular housewife.
Can be purchased through our dealer in your city or
we will ship direct, freight prepaid, for a

15 Days' Free Trial
before making your first payment. Return the machine to vs at

our expense if you do not wish to keep it.
You can't afford to continue the drudgery of washday when it can be eliminated forever

at such a small cost.
Write TODAY for catalogue F and the name of our dealer in your city.

HURLEY MACHINE COMPANY
NEW YORK, 1011 Flatiron Building CHICAGO, 27 S. Clinton Street

What the Boy Found in Switzerland
We received a letter not long since from a young reader

of the magazine who is living for a time in Switzerland-
a rambling, interesting boy letter, with some kodak
prints. He told us about a little water power plant he
had found In his rambles-a few pailfuls of water a min-
ute falling through an immensely long pipe which was
sufficient however to turn a turbine generator and light
a Swiss village. He told something of the big Swiss
attendant from whom he pried loose his information. He
didn't know he was "writing for publication," but just
the same it was "good stuff," in editorial parlance, and
we used it.

The point is this: every reader of the magazine comes
into contact with this human interest side of electricity
and can send us good articles and pictures. Write while
you think of it for our pamphlet "What to Write and
I low to Write It."

POPULAR ELECTRICITY MAGAZINE
Editorial Department 350 N. Clark Street. Chicago.

ANY ELECTRICAL BOOK ON THE MARKET
Can be obtained through our Book Department-Tell us your wants
POPULAR ELECTRICITY PUBLISHING CO., 350 N. Clark St., Chicago, III.

8%2 Pound
Electric Suction Cleaner
At last a suction cleaner a woman can handle
as easily as a carpet sweeper. Weighs no more.
Takes up only two-thirds as much room. Can
be packed away in small box. Rolls on rub-
ber -tired wheels-moved without effort.
More powerful than big unwieldy machines.

The

1 0 Days Free Trial
We take all the risk. Write today for our Free Book. Just send a
postal with your name and address.
THE MORROW COMPANY, Dept. 140Z, Waukegan, Ill.

Good Territory Seal Open-Agewts awn Dealers Niue

AFTER A SHAMPOO
DRY THE HAIR QUICKLY WITH A

PELOUZE ELECTRIC HAIR
DRIER AND CURLING IRON

The heat acts as
a tonic for the hair
and scalp-makes
the hair luxuriant - saves time anti
labor-acts perfectly.

To use the Curling Iron simply re-
move the comb-makes beautiful last-
ing waves or curls.

The heater and cord revolve together
No. THREE STYLES so that the cord does not kin k
44* Hair Drier & Curling Iron 23.40 while in use. The tempern-
628 Electric Curling Iron only, 1.50 tore is so regulated in the
668 Curling Iron and Comb heater that it cannot bur.
complete with shield - 4.00 the hair.
PELOUZE MFG. CO., 232-242 E. Ohio St., Chicago

The DEWSBERRY
ELECTRIC
ICE CREAM
FREEZER
Our power freezer is an

Ice-cream factory complete
initselí; having the crusher,
freezer tub and motor all
mounted on one base plate
that occupies but a s ,all
amount of floor space.
Nothing but the very best
of material and workman.
ship enter into these
machines, and are built
unusually substantial; for
this reason we guarantee
that they will give satisfac.
tion. Made in 4. 6, 8, 20
amd40 quart sizes and are
equipped with alternating

mrrent,
variable speed

otors. Write today for
circular.
R.A. DEWSBERRY,1014 W. Lake St., Chicago, Ill.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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The Benjamin Plug Current Tap
uble Service on One Socket Fixtures

One socket will furnish current for both the lamp
it and the electric fan, if you use a Benjamin Plug

Current Tap. Indispensable for sun parlors,
enclosed porches, bed rooms or any place where only one
socket is available and electric light and cooling breezes
are both desired.

The Benjamin Plug Current Tap
Is so constructed that a lever switch allows the light
to be turned out and the fan still operated. It is a wonderful
convenience in the house; for the percolator and toaster in the

dining room; the iron and washing
machine in the laundry, or any other

two household electrical devices.
No new wiring is required, just
screws into the old socket and
the work is done.
The Benjamin Plug Current Tap
is sold in the best electrical shops every-
where. If your dealer cant supply you, W j Attached or
send us 80c.. special introductory price, Detached
and we'll send you one postpaid. e ' in a Second

Easiest Way
to IRON

30
Days'
Free
Tria

All ironing drudgery abolished
Every housewife who does leer
own ironing or employs help
to do it, also the Professional
Laundress, needs a

Simplex Ironer
"The Practical Household Machine"

to save the time, labor and expense of doing the old hand
way. It produces a most beautiful finish, superior to that
of an expert hand laundress, besides Insuring longer life
to your Linens, Towels. Curtains, Underwear, Flat Pieces,
in tact, rio per cent. of your entire ironing.

costs lc. an hour to heat by gas or gasol,ne. .Also heated by eleo
tririte. Easily operated. Reasonable in price.

\fail ytter FR lilt .hotting (lints" Booklet and 30 days'
FREE ^1 .-ial Offer to

AMERICAN IRONING MACHINE CO.
510. 168 N. Michigan Blvd., Chicago. Ill.

Lamp
Control
Switch

The Benjamin Electric Mfg. Co.
128 S. Sangamon Street Chicago. Illinois

The Latest On

ouse Wiring
B> THOMAS IV. I'OPPE

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER AND CONTRACTOR
Absolutely new and up to the minute, describing

and illustrating all up-to-date methods of installing
Electric Light Wiring according to the latest rulings
of the National Board of Fire Underwriters. All
systems of wiring are covered, including the three -
wire system now so much in use. Practical dia-
grams and illustrations are given to show just how
the work is done.

It Solves All Problems
FOR THE PRACTICAL WIREMAN OR AMATEUR
and In fact contains all the essential information
for the successful wiring of a building.

Among the subjects covered are-Planning and
laying out the work - Locating the Meter - Meter
Connections-Feed Wires-Switches-Plug Recep-tacles-Brackets-Ceiling Fixtures - Flexible Con-
duit System-Rigid Conduit System-Steel Armored
Cable System - Knob and Tube System - Various
Switching arrangements explained and diagramed-
The easiest method of testing Three and Four-way
circuits explained and illustrated-Current carrying
capacity of Wires-Etc.
103 Pages, 74 Illus. Flexible Cloth Cover, Pocket Size

PRICE, FIFTY CENTS POSTPAID
Money refunded if nr' satisfactory

POPULAR ELECTRICITY BOOR DEPARTMENT
350 N. Clark St., Chicago, III.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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GOOD HEALTH FOR YOU
Perfect health for

the entire house-
hold. Every nerve
and every fibre in
the whole body
awakens through
this wonderful vi-
bration. Feel the
exhilarating joys of
youth; make every
muscle in your body
fairly tingle with
new ft rte.

BE YOUR OWN DOCTOR
Give yourself the same treatments that are given by the

world's greatest specialists. You can do this right in your
own home. Any speed can be obtained from the very low-
est, for thé baby, to the very highest, for the adult. With
the GOOD HEALTH vibrator you can treat yourself for

.rheumatism, indigestion, headache, soggy complexion, ca-
tarrh and hundreds of other ailments.

If your house is wired far electricity, simply connect it as von
do an etoctric lamp. If not, we have the same machine that
nano perfectly on 15 cells dry batteries. In either case it costs.less to run than one electric lamp.

SPECIAL OFFER
For a short timeonly we are making an

amazing special introductory offer on t he
GOOD HEALTH vibrator-so write today
for FREE book and special free trial
offer.

GOOD HEALTH VIBRATOR CO.
802 N. CLARK ST., CHICACO, ILL.

AGENTS
Hen and Women: We have a wonderful othr
to make to you. pyrite at once for our now
proposition and unassigned territory. Re-
member ve watt a representative in everytown ant country so write at once.

GUAR 1Nlo.k.
Every put of the ao1
set.Tx vibrator is

de of the finest mo
tcrialand workmanahip
and a guarantee for u
YEARS

sent with
chine.

12 Inch Alternating Current Fan S 1 1.00
12 Inch Direct Current Fan - - 9.00
We manufacture all sizes and
types of fans. Write for our
catalogue and prices. Guar-

- anteed quality.
FIDELITY ELECTRIC CO.

LANCASTER, PA.

APEX ELECTRIC WASHERS
1914 MODELS

Will be ready for the market for Sept., 1913, shipment.
You should have the latest and most improved type.

Copper Electric - - - - - $70
Galvanized Steel Electric 60

Best and Quickest Family Washer in the World
APEX APPLIANCE CO., 3223 W. 30th St., Chicago

Electric Range
No hot kitchen, no

coal, no ashes, no soot,.
no gas.

Dress for dinner in yoúr
daintiest-chat with your
guests while you cook by
the clock.

Don't baste the roast-
leave in the oven till done.

A book about it is yours
if you ask for F-175 at once.

SIMPLEX ELECTRIC HEATING COMRANY
CAMBRIDGE, L_ -,:s.

15 South Desplainea Street - - -

612 Howard Street
Belleville, Ontario

Manufacturers of Everything for Electric Cooking and Heati tg

Upon haven.ta Simplex Electric A
Iron, it will be supplied "on it.,
merits" subject to your con-
clusions, by your dealer or on
application to our address.

41

Cook by Electricity
in a comfortable room with a

Simplex

Chicago
San Francisco

110 Volt, A.C. or D.C.

75o Double Covered
Silk Cord and pb:g
n,tu.led Free if deal-
er's name is given.
Also Battery Fans (not
toys) same price-

VLht VlamPttño V

FANS
8 inch $8.50 delivered
Best finish in black enamel and
nickel plate on brass. Large
enough for any ordinary room or
office. Always satisfactory. Thou-
sands in use.

Money back if wanted
178 Summer, Boston

Tab is made of
nerd Rolled Con-
ner and Solid
Bross. Reinforced,
Cannot Shrink.
Nara, Leak or Rant.

Won't Wear Out the Clothes
ThWhYason It's Perfectly Smooth Inside

Blankets and finest fabrics are all the same to THE JUDD, for the
water is forced through the clothes a hundred times per minute.
Ten or fifteen minutes will thoroughly cleanse a tub full.
Two hours to do a family washing! The electricity from any light
socket will do the work at a cost of about four cents.
The special motor operates the reversible wringer and washer at the lame time.

Let us show you how THE JUDD works.
Descriptive literature for the asking.

JUDD LAUNDRY MACHINE COMPANY
Room 335 People's Gas Building, CHICAGO

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular EIeetrieity when ixriti,,u to Advertisers.
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563
Pages

(One -quarter actual size)

Containing:-the progress of the wireless art during
the past seventeen years, the radio laws of all countries, complete lists of the world's ship and shore
stations, their call letters and wave -lengths, every table, formula of definition-in fact, everything
you haven't been able to find out elsewhere.
How To Get It Cut out this advertisement and mail it together with money order for $1.50

in payment for eighteen months' subscription to The Marconigraph. The
hook vi II be sent absolutely free. We reserve the right to cancel this offer at any time, so don't delay.

We will give
you this book
If you convince us that you are a serious
wireless experimenter. There is only one
way to prove it-do as the biggest men
in the wireless field are doing. Read the
Marconigraph, the monthly magazine of
wireless telegraphy.

Acknowledged to be the only com-
plete reference work on wireless

Marconi Publishing Corpn., 458 Fourth Ave, New York City
CUT THIS OUT NOW

Preserve Your Copies
of Popular Electricity in a
Popular Electricity Binder

Name Stamped
in Cold on Cover

This is a handsome binder with imita-
tion leather, stout board covers made
especially to meet the requirements of
our magazine. The back is of flexible
canvas so that one magazine is held as
securely as twelve. In this way you can
bind each magazine as it is received and
when the volume is completed you have
a valuable reference book for your
library.

Price 75c. Postpaid
To keep your file of Popular Electric-

ity Magazine intact you need this binder.

Send for one today before
our supply is exhausted

Popular Electricity Publishing Co.
350 N. Clark Street Chicago, Ill.

J
For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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THE NEW WAGNER (A. C. TO D. C.) CONVERTER
The Latest WarIn °, 1iiy Product

The Converter as illustrated constitutes in itself both a device for changing alter-
nating current to direct current through the medium of a revolving armature, as well
as a motor for the delivery of power either from direct current or single-phase alter-
nating current supply. It is adapted particularly to the following purposes:

Battery charging for electric vehicles.
Moving Picture and theatrical work.
X -Ray and similar work.
Forming storage batteries.
Charging telephone batteries.
Energizing telegraph systems.
Railway signal work.
Miscellaneous industrial uses.

Power Motor. As a Power Motor, it will have a wide
variety of usefulness in the private garage. For example, it
can be used to drive tire pump, polishing wheel, laundry
equipment, machinists' laths, vacuum cleaner equipment, or
any other forms of household devices requiring motor drive.

Write for Bulletin 973
Operates at Unity Power Factor.

 Man W  aptla.r<i.
Saint Louis, ÑIiSSouri

RING '/
YOUR I

BELLS tiny
WITHOUT BATTERIES!

Of all possible annoyances, the "bell -out -
of -order" is the worst-and there's no need
to endure it if you use

Thordarson's
Junior Bell -Ringing Transformers

The Thordarson always works perfectly.
It costs nothing to operate-the current
consumed does not register on an ordinary
meter.

Write today tier j,d! particulars and new discounts

New List Price $2.50
For sale by all leading Electrical Jobbers

Thordarson Elec. Mfg. Co.
505 S. Jefferson Street Chicago, Ill.

Fort Wayne Pressure Switches

Control your Motors Automatically and you can
operate the pumps of any hydraulic or pneumatic
water or vacuum system without worry or attention.

They. are positive in operation and open and close
:it almost any predetermined pressure from 13 to 110
pounds without sticking or jamming.

Light in weight. occupy small space, will stand
heavy overloads and never fail even under excessive
pressure.

The sw itch proper is of double pole, quick break con -
ruction and will not burn or weld at the contacts.
fhe best constructed pressure switches built at

pre,ent and they are descrihed in Leaflet 4519. Send
liar a copy.

Fort Wayne Electric Works
OF GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY

"WOOD" SYSTEMS
1603 Broadway Fort Wayne, Ind -

Branch Offices-All Large Cities

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertieers.
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1.

Send for Copy of Our New Wireless Manual E1
It contains 96 pages and tells how to erect and maintain wireless telegraph sta.ions. Shows
a number of diagrams. Has the Morse and Continental Telegraph Codes. Illustrates the best
instruments to use: tells what they are forand how to use them. Do not wait until some other
time, but sit down now and send your name and address, and get one. It costs you nothing

Send for Our Pocket Catalog E26
It contain-. 2l pages, with over 1.000 illustrations, and describes in plain, clear language all
about Bells, Push Buttons, Batteries, Telephone and Telegraph Material, Electric Toys
Burglar and Fire Alarm Contrivances, Electric Call Bells, Electric Alarm Clocks, Medical
Batteries, Motor Boat Horns, Electrically Heated Apparatus, Battery Connectors, Switches,
Battery Gauges, Wireless Telegraph Instruments, Ignition Supplies, Etc.

It Means Money Saved to You to Have Our Manual and Our Catalog When You Want to Buy
MANHATTAN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY COMPANY

NEW YORK, 17 Park Place CHICAGO, 114 So. 5th Ave. SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE, 604 Mission St. ST. LOUIS, 1106 Pine St.

10 Amp. -Hour Storage Cell
Price $1,00 A set of these wonderful batteries

will almost double the trans-
mitting range of your wireless coil. They will also run
toy motors, lamps, advertising devices, etc. The most
reliable and durable cells made. No renewals, simply
recharge from direct current supply. We also manu-
facture a complete line of Dynamos. Motors. Rectifiers,

r Transformers, Water Motors, Gasoline Engines, Model
Aeroplanes, etc. We

elea sell complete ente of
materials for building

Loose Couplers, Induction Coils, Motors,
Dynamos, Variable Condensers, etc.

We manufacture the largest line of
reliable amateur Wireless apparatus in
the world. With every Wireless
Catalogue we gives complete list of
:ill the Wireless Telegraph Stations, Bat-
t leships, Steamships, etc., together with
their ZALL LETTERS. Over1.400 in all. It is FREE for
cents in stamps to cover the cost of mail-
ing. Same may he deducted from the
first order. A new edition has just been
sued. Send t e, .

ADAMS-MORGAN CO.
"Tim EIIPF.ataeere.R a

Sueev HOUSE"
Bon 72a Upper Montclair. N. J.

Rs

66ar.991en n.wa,urns

.muna.-'_v
-scn

t-1
QA72i: uúú

na, IL r.

EXPERIMENTERS IN WIRELESS
This little ad is just to catch your EYE! Our WIRE-

LESS catalogue "B" is sure to catch your FANCY. and a
stamp will bring it to you by return mail.
We are agents for the justly celebrated"Brandes" wire-

less phones, which is "enough said."

WINGER ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.
711 South Dearborn St., Chlcailo, Ill.

Successors to DAWSON & WINGER ELECTRIC CO.

Storage Battery, $1.25

IIIIII IIIL i;G; I I61h IIBIII, I@" .  
..IIW..ali'+!I'lll

BINuVllllri11.'i

1i01111111a''''L;

This is the latest and best construction
in storage batteries. Each cell comes in
a special heavy glass far. There are two
heavy plates, treated separators, porcelain
vent, and two generous hard rubber bind-
ing posts. The battery is guaranteed for
one year. Weight when filled with acid
three pounds. The capacity of this battery
is 2 volts and 10 ampere hours. Size
(.x3,1 in. In b lots $1.10 ; in 12 lots $1.00.

We also have a larger size 20 ampere
hours. sized:6st in. which lists at $2.00.
We sell all kinds of storage battery sup-
plies such as plates, Jars, etc. Don't fail
to get our catalogue. Lowest prices in
the country.

Send todayl5cfor sample copy f our fa.
YERIM EB."T6c aro

DO1CAL E% -
pr. coo a oust.

Send today 20le t11, fo, our famous
illus-

tration.
208

Vasa
and

r 11,
apparatus,

illtoo
"ToEA and over 1600 apparatus, ain-

Tmationn:y WIRELESS ccaaty
information porlant and youelectricityshould en -

:that.
It is important that you should havn

hie catalogue.
The Electro Importing Co.

233 B Fulton St. New York City
"Everything for the Experimenter"

lllllllllllll

BRANDES WIRELESS RECEIVERS
This illustrates our

Transatlantic type, at
$0.00. This headset is
very popular with the
operators of transat-
lantic steamers. All of
our receivers guaran-
teed to give satisfac-
tion or money refund-
ed. SEND STAMP
FOR PAMPHLET DE-
SCRIBING RECEIV-
ERS FROM $1.60 to
815.00 per set.

C. BRANDES, Inc.
Our New Address:

11 Liberty St.. New York
ACENTS

PacificCout-Ayl.worth Agencies, 149 New Montgomery St.. San Francisco
Chicago-Winger Elec. & Mfg. Co.. 711 So. Dearborn St.

Do You Want Elec- ?
trical Information

Then send a Two -cent Stamp
Today for a Copy of Our

Catalog of
Electrical Books
containing a list of the most practical and
up-to-date Electrical Books, best suited to
the needs of beginners, students and the
practical worker.

A complete description of each book is
given to enable you to select those that
contain just the information you desire.

Also ask for our Booklet,
"18 Ways to Make Money
In the Electrical Field."
Sent Free upon request.

Popular Electricity
BOOK DEPARTMENT

350 N. Clark Street Chicago, Ill.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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The Blitzen Rotary Spark Gap

Complete without motor, $5.50
Rotary disc without stationary electrodes, $4.00

Users of this gap claim an increase in efficiency and a
clear high tone.

I lard rubber disc is 5-94' in diameter with 12 spark
'),tints and cast iron huh .with set screw for fastening
to motor shaft. Satisfactory on seta up to 1 K. W.

Specify whether for 4-,°e or % motor shaft.
Why not te up-to-date and send 4c. stamps for com-

plete catalog of apparatus a little better than the best.

CLAPP-EASTHAM COMPANY
141 Main St., Cambridge, Mass.

Ayisworth Agencies Co. J. J. Duck
143 Fecond Street 430 St. Clair Street

Sitn Feu near+. a, Cnl. Toledo, Ohio
Western Sales Agents Central Sales Agent.

You Should Have Our Book
How to Install Electric Bells, Annun-

ciators and Alarms
New Edition, Now Ready

Contents
The principles of an electric bell.
Suitable batteries. Bells, gongs and
buzzers. Various kinds of pushes.
How to wire for bells. Wiring cir-
cuits. Faults in bells and wiring.
How to locate and remedy faults.
Thermostats. Annunciators and
annunciator circuits. Low water
alarms. Burglar alarms. Fire alarms.
Circuits for alarms. Elevator bell
wiring. Bell ringing transformers.
Combination circuits. Fire alarm
circuits. Clock alarm circuit. Three
wire return call system. Interphone
circuits.

Finely illustrated, handsome y bound in cloth. Price, 55c. postpaid.

SPON & CHAMBERLAIN 123 P. E. Liberty St., New York

DROP US A POST CARD
for our book, catalog and pamphlet, "I8 Ways to Make Money."
They are Free.

POPULAR ELECTRICITY MAGAZINE, Book Dept.

MURDOCK
DETECTOR No. 220

An excellent instrument assuring sensi-
tive service. Improved in element holder
and adjustment features over the old form
which has given complete satisfaction in
many experimental stations. -

Furnished either with or without a fixed con-
denser of suitable capacity sealed in base.

PRICE
With Condenser - $3.50
Without Condenser - 3.00

Wm. J. Murdock Co.
50 Carter Street

CHELSEA, MASS.
680 Howard Street, San Francisco

45

Inductive Tuner
There is none like it

This Prof. Tuner
7x7x15" over all, is
wound with Enam-
eled Wire, has dou-
ble slide, and an 8 -
point switch to
vary inductance of
secondarywind-
ing. Price, $7.00.

Try this Tuner against any loose -coupled tuning device
that is being sold at the present tinte, and if it is not bet-
ter than any other to be had at even twice the money,
return to us, (in as good condition as sent out), within 10
days, and money will he refunded. Parts unassembled,
woodwork stained, tubes wound, taps made, etc., $5.50.

Se is stamps for 101:3 Catalogue. None sent otherwise.
F. B. CHAMBERS & COMPANY

217 North Ninth Street PHILADELPHIA, PA

READ
Owill

maiur l
10for

t
Cataloinguestamps

and
which we

when you see just what you were
looking for at just the right price

you will send in your order to ship at once.
Wireless or Electrical Specialties

Jno. Y. Parke & Co.
Dept, A. 127 N. 7th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

DUCK'S BECTRl300 P A GE CATALOG
Will be mailed to you upon receipt of lac, stamps or coin, which you may deduct on your first purchase of $1. Great cost
of catalog and low prices prohibit distribution except to those really interested. Most elaborate catalog in its line. Catalog
contains more valuable information on Wireless and Electricity than many text books. SAVE 25% ON STANDARD
GOODS. Catalog contains over 100 pp. Wireless Instruments and raw material for making instruments, including 40
diagrams: 15 pp. Telegraph Instruments, 35 pp. Motors and Dynamos, 150 pp. Flash Lamps, Lighting Plants, Ammeters,
Guns, Radio-Opticnns. Miniature Railways and Mechanical Rooks.
THE J. J. DUCK COMPANY, 428-430 St. Clair Street, TOLEDO, OHIO

For our Mutnnl -Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to .advertisers.
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Big Money
in

Electricity
The electrical field affords a wonderful

opportunity to boys with a liking for
electrical work. The salaries paid are
large-promotion rapid, and, best of all,
the profession is not overcrowded.

The International Correspondence
Schools of Scranton can make you an
expert in the line of electrical work you
like best. Hundreds of boys have
already won success through I. C. S.
help. You can do the same. Every-
thing is made so clear that you can
learn in your spare time, regardless of
where you live or what you do. No
books to buy. See your parents about
it-they want you to succeed.

There's big money in electricity.
Get after it by marking and mailing
the attached coupon to -day. Finding
out costs you nothing.

rINTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Box 1102 SCRANTON. PA.

II'iaptain, withoutfartherobligIlion on my part, howl
I can qualify for the position before which I mark X.

Automobile sunning
thee S pp intendent
MineForeman
Plnmbing,Steam Fitting
Concrete eon.trnetion
Civil Engineer
Textile IIanetmtoring
Stationary Engineer
Telephone Expert
Meehan. Engineer,
tl eehanieaI Denham..
Arehltertural praft.man
Electrical Engineer
Elec. Lighting Supt.

Civil Service
Architect
Chemist
Languages
Commercial English
Building Contractor
Industrial Designing
Commercial litn.trating
Window Trimming
Show Card Writing
Advertising Man
Stenographer
Bookkeeper
Poultry Farming

I Name

Present t )ccut'itt ion

Street and Igo. -

City State J

Swap Your Spare
Time for this Tent
or your choice of a thousand and one
valuable articles for outdoor sports
which you can obtain without spending
a cent. Full particulars, samples and
a copy of our new 64 -page book of
PRIZE OFFERS sent on receipt of 2c
stamp to cover postage.

National Sportsman Magazine
34 Federal Street, Boston, Mass.

ípA1111231~:":
Anti ,ctl\P

TING
When Sailors Were Sailors

A True Story of the Old
Square -Rigger Days

Finding the
Stars of

Baseball

Dogs

That Think

Camping

Canoeing

Fishing

lh:tlrtgi\.:blis'héttCéa.-,tn 4t;
For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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¡ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER
DAY AND NIGHT SERVICE_t_t The Junior No. 1 Equipment

I i'iii' - I Aired Connected Dynamo, Gasoline j
BBI;v i .I Engine Set. Complete Switchboard, } p U

i¡ ifíL L I6 -Cell "American" Storage Battery 1
I ; IIF The most complete, reliable equipmentCii/.+'1 y rí 'egever offered at this price. We want a

l,i w presentative BATTERYTco COMPANYA Let. 1889 1143 Fulton St., CHICAGO

ELECTRIC LIGHTING PLANTS
FAN MOTORS

For] lour., Fn rms, Nation Pict are and Vaudeville Thoaters,Hotels,
Summer Hvsort N, Buildings, Stores, Schools, Factories and Towns,
Motion Picture. Massage, Ozone, Shocking and Tatto Machines.
Hunting, Fish ing,Bicycle, ell rriage,Automobi le, 31usiciaue Flash.
Necktie and Decorative Lights. Mazda and Flaming Arc Lamps,
Sewing Machine and Power Motor,, Laundry Irons, Heating Pads,
Telephones, Engines, Generators, Hydro -Electric Dynamos. Me-
ters, Rheostats, Storage and Primary Batteries, Charging Recti-
Sers,Traneformers, Railways, Hand Lanterns, Belts, Belle, Books.
Catalogue seenta. OHIO ELECTRIC WORKS, Clevelana, O.

YFLEM. AND nn'"<"YENr- BUILDFLP.WATT OWN GASOLINE ENGINE
OTEERE EATS WELT THEM. MET NOT TOM

WE BELL COMPLETE SETH OF RU CH 0E MACHINE CASTDIGB. VIGNEAU MANUFACTURING OO.
046 RIDDLE BLDG. «TACIT. MICHIGAN

LEIMAN BROS. ROTARY POSITIVE
HIGH BLOWERSPRESSURE
AND VACUUM Pumps

Used for V ACU UM CLEAN I N G,
brazing, annealing, soldering,
forging, wireless telegraph, assay -
i111.1, melting, sandblasting, whis-
b lea, milking, agitating, testing.

CataiogVacuum, No. 85 LEIMAN BROS. 62AD John Street
Catalog Blower, No.84  NEW YORK

GRAY MOTORS FOR BOATS ' l
Urged Builders of A H.R with2 -cycle Motors in the ntp to .p

World. Over 1000 Outfit ready to install
responsible dealers. ALSO 4 TO 36 PLR

Guaranteed by a big responsible concern. Write
for big catalog-tells and shows you all about
these high grade motors and how they are made.

GRAY MOTOR CO.. 894 Bray Motor Bldg., Detroit, Mich.

Small Gas and Gasoline Engines
u...4 and Ill. P. Air and Water Coated
IInsnrpueeed for laboratory, experimental
work and for operating washing machines and
light machinery Can be used for small Indi-
vidual electric light planta. Complete circular
for stamp, ala big catalogue of steam engines,
boilers, pumps, electrical goods for 10 cents
(coin preferred?. Refunded first order. If 1n
need of an engine write today.
AMATEUR MECHANICS SUPPLY CO.

860A Monadnock Block, Chicago

Electric Light and Power
Anywhere

Fairbanks -Morse Electric Plants
Make it possible for every one to enjoy the benefits of
electric lightingand power. Location makes no difference.
Fairbanks -Morse plants are complete, independent units
of ample capacity to light fully any ordinary home and
will also furnish power for doing the odd jobs, such as
running the cream separator, churn, washing machine,
etc. Complete outfit with 2 H. P. engine, dynamo, storage
battery, switchboard and 50 Mazda lamps and fixtures
furnished. Safest, best and most reliable lighting and
power system.

Write for Catalog No. 1163TQ

Fairbanks, Morse & Co.
ml0 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, Ill.

Electric Motors, l5.ter Systems, Oil and gasoline Engines

Build Your Own Boat

The trame We Ship You

from oar patterns or
knock down frames. Yon
save t¡ the cost and enjoy
the work.
Patterns and frames for
boa tsof all typesa nd sizes.
from the canoeyattern at
$1.75 to the 6a ft. yacht
frame at 5350

'
and a full

line of heavy built com-
mercial bout, fry tuso,

SEND FOR OUR CATALOG
which tall. you all about
It. You can build a 20 ft.
launch for $30 from pat-
tern., that you could not
buy at any factory for
less than $150 or you can
buuyy the complete frame
and build tbiohoft. avie-
fór lens money thpena you

old bayo to yfor the
cheapest 25 ot. finished
erutare you could buy. The Boat You Build
DEFOE BOAT & MOTOR WKS., 3211 State St., Bay City, Mich.

Rolierlr Vlolnr., in Moth Outfit.

Roberts Motors
For Boats and Flying Boats

6 II. P. 1:15 Lbs.

This shows Hugh Robinson in a Roberts
equipped Flying Boat saluting the pilot of a
Roberts all water craft. Roberts Motors are
built in all sizes, 3 to 12.5 H. P., 1 to 6 cylin-
ders. Standard, Aerolite, and Featherweight
Types. Operation on either KEROSENE or
GASOLINE.

,Sr nil for 11arine of Aero catalog today.

The Roberts Motor Co.
2001 Columbus Ave., Sandusky, O.,U.S.A.'

For our Mutual Ada noting e attention 1'opetEar 4:Ieetri,ity when writing[ to .tdcerf¡Hem
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No. 500
with

2 Jaw Chuck
New

Here's a New "YANKEE"
Chain Drill No.1500

with Positive Automatic Feed
Adjusts itself to the size drill point used, and feeds no

faster than it can take. The slack in the chain is
quickly taken up by the automatic friction movement,

giving you the quickest operating and biggest time
saving Chain Drill made. No hand feed to fool with,

to catch and pinch the fingers. Price, $3.00
Write for the "Yankee" Tool Book-FREE

NORTH BROS. MFG. CO.
Philadelphia, Pa.

No. 1500
with

3 Jaw Chuck
New

If You Want to
Vary the Speed

HERE YOU ARE
No rheostats or con-

trollers. Simply turn the
end cap on the Motor until
proper speed is attained.
To run Motor in one direc-
tion shirt with cap turned
in that direction. Can any-
thing he more simple? Just
the thing for vacuum clean-
er.. wireless instruments,
dentists, printing presses
and a hundred others.

Runs absolutely without heat. Variable Speed and 10.,rr.1111r
A post card brings our catalog.

THE
BARNES

Barnes Mfg.Co.,

107 Belmont Street
Susquehanna, Pa.

Underwriters' Laboratories, Inc.
under the direction of the

NATIONAL BOARD OF FIRE UNDER-
WRITERS

Testiod Stations, 207 E. Ohio St., Cbicado,
and 135 Williams St., New York

W. H. MERRILL, Manager

Branch offices in all the principal
cities of the United States and
Canada.

ELECTRIC MOTORS
SHOULD 1n:

`R0THM0T0RS"
Polishers, Grinders, Blowers

-t;ttt 1.11er,,tli«

ROTH BROS. & CO.
13115 N'. ADAMS sTREf.T. CHICAGO

BEE VACUUM CLEANERS
are equipped with Universal Motors which enables
them to operate equally well on either direct or
alternating current. Let us send you our catalog.

12-14-16-18 S. CLINTON ST. CHICACO, ILL.

BUY YOUR FURNACE
$10 DOWN $10A MONTH

Our monthly payment plan of selling direct
saves you the dealer's profits and charges for
installation. The

Jahant Furnace
with the patented `Down Draft System" is best
for residences. schools, hotels, churches, etc.
because it delivers plenty of heat wherever anti
whenever desired at a saving of 1-3 to 1-2 in feel
bills. Install the Jahant yourself. We send
complete outfit, freight prepaid with special
plans, detailed instructions and all necessary
tools for installation. Satisfaction guaranteed
or money refunded.

m. N. 1 Mum Down. Write for free illustrated book.
Dolt Fo,oaae Iro,eAt ow
a oo 0dá ,. a stood 84&00 THE JAHANT HEATING CO,
.óá port; .f óñá rtnt. 152 Mill Street Akron, Ohio

Save 3to 'h on Fuel Bills
TESTED APPARATUS

MEANS THE ELIMINATION OF FAULTS IN YOUR PRODUCT

Electrical and photometrical tests of every description. Checking electrical instruments of all
kinds and classes. Inspecting and testing new electrical machinery, apparatus and material at
factories and after installation. Tests on any electrical machinery and apparatus made any-
where. Arc and incandescent lamp tests, either electric, gas, acetylene or oil. Illumination
tests made anywhere. Secondary standards of candle -power furnished. Facilities furnished
to experimenters and investigators.

We have recently added to the above, Coal Testing, and are now prepared to make prox-
imate analyses and calorific determinations on samples of coal, promptly and accurately.

ELECTRICAL TESTING LABORATORIES
80TH STREET AND EAST END AVENUE NEW YORK, N. Y.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when ,writing to Advertisers.
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No 5U!

`OHIO" CHISELS are made from high grade and
specially selected tool steel, and
the care, skill and experience of

our 89 years in the Edge Tool business is put into every tool bearing our
'Ohio" Trade Mark shown here. The result is a high grade and very
satisfying tool, with a keen, tough and lasting cutting edge.

"OHIO" PLANES are fitted with our special Extra
Heavy Cutter, which prevents
Chattering or Trembling when used in hard or

knotty timber. High grade cutters. accurate adjustments and true faces are
only a few of the points in which our planes excel and make it well worth
your while to insist on having them from your dealer

Write for our free Catalogue of High Grade
Tools and Benches.

OHIO TOOL CO., (Dept. 12)
COLUMBUS, OHIO

annis-c e RED

To Meet Your Need
for a Really First Class

dependable drill, at a moderate price,
we offer our

Hand Drill No. 3
This is a rarely good tool for the money:
has cut gears and chuck for round
shanks 0 to 8-111 inch; light, yet strong
and thoroughly - well made

in every detail.
Look it up, and send

for catalog. .

MILLERS
FALLS
COMPANY
28 Warren Street, New York 'Gm

Klein Tools for All!
Electricians, Linemen

Mechanics

TR 1DE MARK

You will not go wrong by buying Klein
tools. They have been in the hands of mech-
anics over two score years.

Electric power and lighting companies
will be furnished with a catalogue on request
of the proper authority.

We back up " XELA " Construction Tools

Mathias Klein & Sons
Station U-3, CHICAGO, ILL.

, r
o'C90-

1,,,+y,. .

" 1,V6& 4gWJIL°¿-

Ark obour our
3,000 R. D. TOOL

"Red Devil"
Glass Cutters

l..aje.;,.. r 4,e"
For 3 2c. stamps we will send any glazier I

No. 024 Glass Cutter.
SMITH & HEMENWAY CO.

150-152 Chambers Street, New York, N, Y., U. S. A.

vh
vs it

No.
81

Threading -pipe and conduit is a far simpler opera-
tion today than when we started, twenty years
ago, to build pipe -threading tools. Our latest
developments, the

OSTER DIE STOCK No. 81
does away with all loose parts and extra dies. Four
sizes of pipe, r4, 3, ra, and 3 inch on one set of
double end dies. Patented casing protects users
hands. Has all the Floe Famous Oster Features that
mean Easy Operation. Ask for descriptive illus-
trated catalog, "The Bulldog
Tale." Free by return
snail.-write today.
The Oster Mfg. Co.

East 61st St.
Cleveland

Ohio

Please send details of Die -
Stock No. 81 and "The Bull-

dog Tale" Free.

Name

Add res>

City

`.t,te
20%
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Build Your Own Wireless Outfit

Wireless Telegraph Construction
For Amateurs-By ALFRED P. MORGAN

Revised and
Enlarged
Edition

Just Off the Press
225 Pages
167 Illustrations

Price $1.50 Postpaid

Shows you how to con-
struct various outfits ca-
pable of receiving from
100 to 1500 miles and
transmitting from 3 to 100
miles, giving in minute
detail complete directions
for the construction of
each part. Also clearly
explains the purpose and
action of each instrument
with directions for oper-
ating and testing, etc.

History and all obsolete forms of apparatus have been omitted, so the
information contained is thoroughly up-to-date.

Its thoroughness is a feature not often shown in such hooks, this
together with its splendid treatise of wireless along constructive lines make
it the ideal book for an amateur.

Endorsed by Wireless Clubs throughout the country as being the most
practical book published on wireless for the amateur.

What the New Edition Contains
This new and enlarged edition has been carefully revised and brought strictly up-to-

date so that it embodies all improvements and changes which have taken place since the
first edition was published.

A new chapter discussing the Wireless Law and its relation to the amateur will be
found especially interesting and valuable to the experimenter, for it not only tells how to
comply with the new regulations, but also how to secure a license.

Several of the old illustrations have been replaced by new ones of direct interest to any
one interested in Wireless Telegraphy. Photographs and working drawings of a great many
new instruments accompanied by full descriptive matter explaining the construction of new
types of Audion, Silicon and Crystal Detectors, Oscillation Helixes, Rotary Gaps, Quenched
Gaps, a Variometer, etc. A full copy of the Wireless Law is included in this edition.

Contents of Chapters
Introductory; The Apparatus; Aerials and Earth Connections; Induction Coils;

Interrupters; Transformers; Oscillation Condensers and Leyden Jars; Spark Gaps or
Oscillators; Transmitting Helixes; Keys; Aerial Switches and Anchor Gaps; Hot Wire
Ammeter; Oscillation Detectors; Tuning Coils and Transformers; Receiving Conden-
sers; Telephone Receivers and Headbands; Operation; The. Amateur and Wireless Law;
What It Is; How to Comply; How to Secure a License; Appendix; Index.

Every wireless amateur or experimenter should have a copy of this splendid
book. Send for a copy today. Money refunded if not satisfactory.

Popular Electricity Book Dept., 350 N. Clark St., Chicado, Ill.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to _tdvertisers.
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PATENTS
our /slew'
$1s0000"adtt

g
ite
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0PPos l% '

/
1 I SS h{ ir?J

áta7.RC.

T12ADEMA1 KS - AND
COPYRIGHTS SECURED
OR F'EE RETURNED
Send model or sketch and description of your in-
vention for free search of the U. S. Patent Office
Record.

Our FOUR BOOKS mailed tree to any address.
Send for these books; the finest publications
ever issued for free distribution.

HOW TO OBTAIN A PATENT. Our Illustrated 80
page Guide Book is an invaluable book of reference
for Inventors and 100 mechanical movements Illus-
trated and described.
FORTUNES IN PATENTS. Tells how to invent for
profit and gives history of successful inventions.
WHAT TO INVENT. Contains a valuable list of
inventions wanted and suggestions concerning profit-
able fields of Invention. Also Information regarding
prizes offered for inventions, among which is a
Prize of One Million Dollars offered for one inven-
tion and $10,000 for others.
PATENTS THAT PAY. Contains letters from our
clients who have built up profitable enterprises
founded upon patents procured by us.
LIST OF PATENT BUYERS. Personal requests
and letters from manufacturers and promoters for
patents secured by us and suggestions of new
ideas they wish to purchase.
We advertise our clients' inventions free itt a lint
of Sunday newspapers with two million circulation
and in the World's Progress. Sample copy free.

Electrical Cases a Specialty. We have
secured many important electrical patents.

VICTOR J. EVANS & CO.
Victor Bldg., 724 9th St. N. W., WASHINGTON, D. C.

WANTED_IManufacturers
are constantly writing me for

new ideas protected by OWEN PATENTS. Send for my free
literature and read their wants.

FREE!Three finest patent books published! 72 -page guide
Successful Patents;" "'Stepping Stones"(contain-

ing list of over 200 inventions wanted ; tells the plain truth
about prizes, reward offers, etc.) and

;ells
Promotion"

(tells how to sell your rights; chief causes of failure, etc.)
All sent free upon request.
Very highest references. I help my clients sell their pat-
ents or dispose of their applications. Advice free. No ob-
ligation incurred by writing me. Free manufacturing fa-
cilities. I secure patent or no fee. No charge for report
as to patentability, practicability, etc.

RICHARD B. OWEN, 6 Owen Bldg., Washington, D. C.

"HUMAN INTEREST STUFF"
It,ir gulls out on the coast are trained on a distant target at
night by a searchlight; someone sent us a Ishotograph and
short description and we bought it at once. blear Los Angeles
t here is an old, old tree, a government land mark. and a new
trolley line was made to take a curve to get around it-we
fought another photograph and a couple of hundred words
readily. Someone conceived the idea of treating chickens
with high frequency current to make them grow faster, and
when photographs and description were sent us we were only
too glad to accept them. Three are examples of what is
known in journalism as "human interest stuff." We want
more and more of it for the magazine. We want every sub-
scriber to be a human interest scout. Good rates are paid
for acceptable materiel-which must be hinged in some way
ma electricity. Send for our little pamphlet "What to Write
and slow to Write It."

POPULAR ELECTRICITY MAGAZINE
350 N. CLARK ST., CHICAGO, ILL

Editorial Department

PATENTS
BRING WEALTH;
PROOF BOOKS. ADVICE FELL.
LOW RATES. EASY TERMS.

A. I. WEDERBURN, Pat. Atty. Dept. 99. Washington, D. C.

T USTIad SAVIINICS E71ANIK
The enormous and rapid development

of Wyoming makes it safe for us to pay 0St-
t he highest savings bank interest rate-
because legal interest rate in Wyoming
is a% to 1a%. Our stringent banking laws give
you the same protection you get at home. Why

be content with 1% to 4% when we will pay you
c'ot Write today for booklet, also bow to get
a miniature bank FREE. Pioneer Trust

and Savings Bank, bi Pioneer Bldg., Basta. Wyo.

OVER 87 YEARS'
PRACTICE

PATENTS
TRADE -MARKS,

DESICNS,
COPYRIGHTS,

ETC.
Anyone sending a sketch and description may quickly ascertain our

opinion free, whether an invention is probably patentable, Communica-
tions strictly conhdentiaL Handbook on Patents sent free. Patents taken
through Munn & Cu. receive special notice, without charge, in the

SCorffICAmoucAN
A handsomely illustrated weekly. ' Largest circulation of any scientific
journal. Terms, $3 a year; four months, 81. Sold by all newsdealers.

MUNN& CO 367 Broadway. New York, and
627 FSt., Washington, D.C.
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Two Valuable Helpers
Motor Troubles Electrical Contracting

By E. B. Raymond By Louis 3. Auerbacher

Alternating and Direct Current How to Get the Work and Do It
197 pages illustrated Price $2.00 postpaid

Price $1.50 postpaid This book starts at the
For many years Mr. beginning of the average

Raymond was the Gen- contractor's troubles- his
ym shop systems and his esti-

eral Electric Co.'s et- mates.
pert in the tracing of theesse fully rwith eplenty

r covers

motor troubles, so good Ideas on the short
there can be no one cuts, suggestions and econ-omles which make for a
better equipped than better business and better
he to fortify you prMost electrical contract -
against, the many diffi- ors do not realize that
culties that arise in their money is lost becausethey lack the right shopthis field. This book con- organization and methodstai's the right solution of keeping track of stock.
of every problem and Is and the contractor who
so arranged and indexed 'familiarizes himself with
that you can instantly this book will not only doput your finger on the better work, but he will do
remedy, it at a greater profit and

Contents:-Starting Up. his customer will be better
Sparking. Brush Troubles. estisfied. A large part of

Characteristics of the Induction Motor. Locating the book is devoted to wiring systems of allFaults in Induction Motors. Winding Faults. kinds, forming the most useful wiring handbook
Balking of Induction Motors. Mechanical on the market. It shows the latest and best
Troubles. Troubles with Synchronous Motors. methods, and, however experienced you may be,
Testing Generators. Testing Direct -Current you will find plenty of new ideas in this book, as
Motors. Alternating Current Generators. Testing well as all of the everyday data to which you
induction Motors. want to refer.

160 pages -illustrated

Popular Electricity Book Department
350 N. Clark Street, Chicago, Illinois

Electrical Wiremen and Contractors
This Book Will Enable You to Thoroughly

Understand National Code Rules

232 Pages
Pocket Size

Flexible Binding
Illustrated

Complete knowledge of the National Electrical Code requirements is your
biggest asset.

WHAT DOES THE CODE REQUIRE? That is a question that con-
fronts the practical man every day-you have to be right with the code.

By having this book right on your desk or in your pocket you can find just
what the code prescribes for every job. It prevents mistakes, wrangling with
the inspectors, insures approval of the job and saves time and money.

The questions carefully indexed are in plain, simple language and the answers
straight to the point. References are made to the code so that you can show
the inspector and make sure of approval.

Why run the risk of not having your work approved when you can obtain
this valuable information at such a small cost.

Price $1.00 Postpaid
Every contractor, isolated plant manager, progessive electrician and well

informed salesman will find this book of daily use.
Contents of Sections-Generators-Transformers-Outside Work-Lighting-Signal-
ling Systems Inside Work-Electrical Railway Systems-Marine Work--Tables--
Rules and Instructions for Resuscitation from Electric Shock.

GET THIS BOOK TODAY Money refunded if not satisfactory
Popular Electricity Book Department 350 N. Clark St., Chicago, 111.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.
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THE WORLD'S BEST
A motorcycle is
judged by re-
sults.

That is where
THOR qualities
count.

Mechanically
oiled by THOR
Perfection Force
Feed Mechan-
ical Oiler.

Undergeared Internal Gear, direct Chain Drive Transmission and THOR Improved Clutch on all Models

ENDURANCE - SPEED - POWER - COMFORT
THREE MODELS-ALL LEADERS. All Chain Drive and THOR positive Free Engine Clutch.

Model 13-M 4 HP Single $225.00 Model 13-W 5 HP Single $240.00
Model 13-U 7 HP Twin $290.00

Booklet giving full particulars and complete specifications mailed on request.

AURORA AUTOMATIC MACHINERY CO.
1307 Michigan Avenue, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

MAKE YOUR BIKE A
MOTORCYCLE

at a small cost by using our Attachable outfit.
FITS ANY BICYCLE. Easily attached. No special
tools re aired. Write today for bargain list and

FREE BOOK describing
the SHAW Bicycle

Motor Attachment. Motorcycles,
all makes. new au01 second-hand, 135 and up.

SHAW MANUFACTURING CO.
Dept. 36, Galesburg, Kansas.

Get the FIRST and BEST
Nolightingsystem so reliable

and so perfected as the
Apico Electric

C, Lighting System
First installed in 1907; des eloped by real
tests to its present efficiency.

Your dealer knows; ask hint or write to
The Apple Electric Co.,77 Canal St., Dayton, 0

BOYS! This Ball Glove and
50eThe Boys' Magazine (6 Months)

We will also include. without extra cost, a
book entitled -' Fifty Ways for Epps to Earn
Money." Walter amp edits he Boye'
Magnates. Each issue of this magazine is
filled with clean, fascinating stories and in-
structive articles, of intense Interest to every
live boy. Departments devoted to the Boy
Scouts, Eh Caity,re Mechanics. dAthletics,Coin

Colored and try,beg of fly and Coins.
Colored Covers and beautifully illustrated
throughout. This fielder's glove Is made by

one of the foremost American manufacturers, of finest tan
leather, felt padded, leather lined, web thumb, deep pocket.
Guaranteed. Satisfaction, or money refunded Order today.

The Scott F. Redfield Co. 932 Main St., Bmethport, Pa.
The Boys' Magazine at news-stands, we a copy.

EVERYCAROWNER
NEEDS THIS BOOK

IT makes you intimately familiar
with every electrical device on

your car or motor boat. Tells you
how to avoid electrical trouble,
how to locate it and how to correct
it. Written by experts in such
simple terms that anyone can un-
derstand it.

The only book ever written that
covers every phase of electric in-
stallation on automobiles
and motor boats. Write
today for a copy before
the edition is ex-
hausted. Sent post-
paid for 25c.
The Packard
Electric Co.

Dept. T
WARREN OHIO

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertiserti.
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Two New Books
On Important Subjects

ALTBRN 1TthG
CUitItENIS

slirGvi>pieu v

200 Pages, 88 Illustrations
PRICE $1.50 POSTPAID

Alternating Currents Simplified
By Elmer E. Burns

A Practical Working Knowledge of Alternating Currents
The purpose of this book is to give the electrical worker a clear

understanding of the action of an alternating current, so as to form
a safe and sure foundation for his work. It is not simply a descrip-
tion of the various types of alternating current machinery, but a
practical explanation of principles in language so clear that the
novice can readily understand and profit thereby. To the advanced
electrician, this work will also prove of value in refreshing his mind
on the fundamental principles of alternating current. Questions
and answers are given at the end of each chapter covering the more
important points to he remembered.

Contents of Chapters
I. How Alternating Currents are produced.

II. What is an Alternating Current.
III. Magnetic Force of an Alternating Current.
IV. What is Self Induction.
V. What is Capacity.

VI. Curve Tracing.
VII. Phase and Frequency.

VIII. Volts and Amperes in an A. C. Circuit.
IX. Power Factor.
X. Choking Coils.

XI. Magnetic Power.
XII. Transformers.

XIII. Converters and Rectifiers.
XIV. Transmission of Power-Appendix-Tables and Diagrams.

The Electric Motor
And Its Practical Operation

By Elmer E. Burns
A book for the practical man who wants to understand motor

operation thoroughly-both direct and alternating current. The
fundamental principle of the electric motor and its operation are
covered in a very simple and clear manner, without the use of
unnecessary mathematics. Complete instructions are given for
installing motors of various types, also a chapter on motor troubles
and how to remedy them. Questions and answers at the end of each
chapter make this book particularly well adapted for home study.

Contents of Chapters
I. How an Electric Current can prodpce Motion.

II. The beginning and growth of the Electric Motor.
Ill. Power and Efficiency of a Motor.
IV. Counter -Electromotive Force.
V. How Power is lost in a Motor.

VI. Armatures and Commutators.
VII. Types of Direct Current Motors.

VIII. Starting Boxes and their Connections.
IX. Curve Tracing
X. How to understand Alternating Current Motors

XI Operation of Alternating Current Motors.
XII. Speed Control on Motors.
XIII. Motor Troubles and how to control them.
XIV. Selecting and Installing Motors.
XV. Appendix-Horse Power required to drive various machines.

MONEY REFUNDED ON THESE BOOKS IF NOT SATISFACTORY
191 Pages, 78 Must r Lions

$1.50 POSTPAID

Popular Electricity Book Dept., 350 N. Clark St., Chicago, Ill.
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All about your tires
Correct Pressure
Care of Rims
Care in Winter
Emergency Repairs
Care of Spare Tires

One copy
of this

Tire Handbook
Free!

Correct Size
How to Cut Down Repair Bills
How to Get 10,000 Mile Service
Effects of Careless Driving
Prevention of Overheating

All About
. L&a Vulcanizers
How they make one tire outwear three, by

enabling you to seal cuts, punctures, sandpockets,
etc., before dirt and water get inside to rot the
fabric. The truth about vulcanizing and how
anyone can do his own tire repairing at almost
no expense, trebling the life of casings and
eliminating. tube repair bills. No experience
necessary to use a Shaler because its tempera-
ture is controlled automatically. Heat is ob-
tained from your city lighting circuit, or steam
vulcanizers are furnished for use where electric-
ity is inaccessible.

Prices $10 and up.

C. A. SHALER CO.
457 Fourth St.

"The best book on
tires ever published."
Quoted as authority
by foreign and Am-
erican Auto Journals

Send the coupon today
and learn how you can
treble your tire mileage

i
C. A.

Shaler Co.
457 Fourth St.,

e
iPlease send me, without cost

i or obligation, a copy of "Care
nd Repair of Tires."

/Name .

 Address .......

Waupun, Wis. /.
 Size of Tires - -

Waupun, Wis.

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular El eel rich y ..hen writing to Advertisers.
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When Training Counts
"Yes sir, I've been with you going on five

years and I think I deserve: a raise."
You are right "up against it" when you ask for a raise if the only recommendation you have is

"years of service." This will never get you anywhere. You must have special training; you must
demonstrate to the boss that you are more valuable to him on account of this special training; on ac-
count of preparing yourself to fill the shoes of the man just ahead of you. Then if you can't get
what you think you're worth, there are always hundreds of other jobs open to the trained man. -

Length of service will decrease your efficiency rather than increase it. Five years ago you were a younger man: you had
more ambition; you could do more work-you had something to look forward to. To -day, if you have not been improving your

mind, if you haven't been training yourself for a better job. you are in a rut-
you have been grinding away at the same old job. Your employer may value
your services, but you are probably worth only what he pays-no more.Your Opportunity Coupon

Mark the position you wantand mail the coupon now

....Electrical Engineer

....
Elec. I,ight 6 1',,wer Supt.

..Electrical l9 i retmm
...Telephone ExpertI ...Architect

..Building Contractor
....Arehitectnrat ItraflºmanStructural O raftam an

'....Structural Engineer
..Concrete Engineer

Civil Engineer
II....Surveyor

...Mechanical Engineer'....Mechanical
Draftsman

...Steam Engineer
'....Municipal Engineer

...Gas Engine Engineer

...Gas Tractor Engineer

....lawyer

.... Ennkkeeper

....stenographer

...-Private Secretary

....Accountant

....Post Accountant

....Cert'rdPuhlic Aee'at

....Auditor

....Ihtalness Manager

....Eire Ins, Inspector

....Eire Info. Adjuster

....Fire Ins. Expert '
....Moving Picture Op'r
....Sanitary Engineer
....Irrigation Engineer 
....Textile Boas
....College Preparatory
....Auto. Mechanician

111 NAME

1 ADDRESS

HOW THE AMERICAN SCHOOL WILL GIVE YOU
THE TRAINING YOU NEED.

The American School of Correspondence was established fifteen years
ago for the benefit of ambitious men and women everywhere. This
school makes it possible for you to obtain the education and training you
need without leaving home or giving up your work. It will bring a practical
college course to you right in your own home. No matter where you live.
the American School will train you in any branch of Engineering. Business
and Law. or prepare you for entrance into any resident college.

Write the American School now, while the subject of making more
money is on your mind. State how far you went in the public schools, what
you are doing now, and what you would like to be. Your case will receive
special attention. The American School will tell you the best and quickest
way to better your condition and get more money. Check the coupon and
mail it now. Don't let this matter drag another day. Anothet. year might
slip by and find you at the same old job and prospects for a raise very slim.

merican School
of Correspondence. Chicago. USA.

This school has no connection with any other school using the name "American"

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular I: crtririty vslito writing' to Advertisers.
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9What Puts the Color
in Kinemacolor

Do YOU know the secret of these motion pictures-that reproduce na.
tare's most gorgeous colors so accurately? You will find it disclosed in the
September issue of POPULAR ELECTRICITY and the WORLD'S
ADVANCE. Wonderfully simple, yet mighty in Ling. are the facts.
The `movies" will have a new interest for you.

The Man With a Silver Dollar Skull

September
lb Cents

Motor.
dares

Wad'e
P cturt
Gallery

latest
Marvels of
the X Roy

Oectnool
Interests
d worm

Food for
the London

Gummy
for

Aeroplanle

New ways
of Using
&cinch

An unique and uncanny person is he, whose acquaintance
you will make in this same issue. Less uncanny but quite
as unique is the old explorer's project to connect direct with
the fundamental source of electrical energy. There's food
for thought in:

A Scheme to Tap the Magnetic Pole
Ever been to Egypt? Whether you have or not you will en.
joy this intensely interesting feature entitled.

The Source of the Nile
It is a long jump from that ancient, slow -moving world to
the recital of modern. 20th Century wonders, such as:

Latest Marvels of the X -Ray
These five random selections from the September issue are
only typical of the

200 Other Fascinating Subjects
fairly alive with devouring interest and accompanied by a
choice selection of

Over 150 Absorbing Illustrations
that combine to make up one of the most interesting and
instructive popular magazines ever published-

POPULAR ELECTRICITY
AND THE

WORLD'S ADVANCE
for September

Order in Advance From Your Newsdealer
To give you some idea of the immense scope and wonderful range of interest
of this unique publication, glance at this brief summary of contents:

MOTION PICTURE DEPARTMENT-
A resume of latest photo plays and sketches of the
actors. But, more than that, these 16 pages take you
out with the camera men-back into the studios,
laboratories and manufacturing places. It gives you
a comprehensive grasp of this tremendously great
development of modern times that reaches twenty
millions of people daily.

WORLD'S PICTURE GALLERY-
Sixteen solid pages of striking photographs with
pithy head lines graphically portrayingWorld Events
of the Day - current history in the making, pre.
sented in the most entertaining manner.

THE GREAT ELECTRICAL SECTION-
It tells you in simple language the fascinating Story
of Electricity. The various Departments and numer-
ous special articles - all profusely illustrated-keep

you in touch with electrical progress the world over,
and vividly show the astonishing applications of this
subtle force-facts of vital interest to everyone. The
subject is covered from every conceivable viewpoint,
appealing alike to the general reader, the student,
amateur, or practical man. This 64 page section,
alone, constitutes a magazine replete with entertain-
ment and instruction for every member of the family.

MANY OTHER LIVE ARTICLES-
devoted to modern progress along other than electri-
cal lines. Thirty-two pages present the latest ad-
vances in science, industry, agriculture, city building,
railroading, automobiling, travel, art, amusements,
and on innumerable other subjects touching the
varied activities of our complex civilization. From
all parts of the globe there is brought before you
civid,living pictures and views of the world in action
today, interesting-educational-uplifting.
This immense 128 page entertainment awaits you in

POPULAR ELECTRICITY THDE WORLD'S ADVANCE
for September ON SALE AUGUST 17th for September
15c a copy Order it TODAY From Your Newsdealer 15 c a copy

If your dealer cannot supply you send us his name and your own name and
address with 15c in coin or stamps and we will mail you a copy, postpaid.

POPULAR ELECTRICITY PUBLISHING CO., 350 No.Clark St., Chicago

For our Mutual Advantage mention Popular Electricity when writing to Advertisers.



Braes
No. MO

Price $2 00

Hand Saw No. B80 26
26 Inch. Price $2.00

"< r

Perfectly Adjusted
for Easy Work

Draw Bd!e
Nc.BB
Price
$1.00

The perfect adjustment of Keen Kutter tools makes
for more, quicker and easier work. These tools work
with the worker-they cut cleaner, strike harder and

surer and yank better than ordinary tools because of their
perfect adjustment and balance. You get that "go to it"
feeling when you grip

/(BEN KUffR
Qmlity Too(s

The high finish of these tools indicates the thoroughness
with which they are made. The famous Keen Kutter
trade mark on a tool is your unqualified guarantee that it
must be perfect in every particular, otherwise your dealer
will hand your money back. That's why you should
look for that trade mark before buying tools.

"The Recollection of Quality Remains
Long After the Price is Forgotten."

Trade Mark Registered. -E. C. SIMMONS.

If not at your dealer's, write is.

SIMMONS HARDWARE CO., Inc.
St. Louis, New York. Philadelphia. Toledo.

Minneapolis, Sioux City, Wichita,

No.B1
Irga 820oeP1kriee$0.TP1Lne

0
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